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BEAUTIFUL TEAM FARES
Whenever good sports—their
families—their friends—get together to fly
together, the whole group saves on
Hawaiian Air.
We've great, big Beautiful discounts for
everybody. Discounts vary by your group's
size and time of departure. On arrival,
Hawaiian Air can save the bunch even more
with hotel and U-drive deals, too. The
Beauty of it all: call your fravel agent
or us for the score.

HAWAIIAN AMI
C O PT r-l An Hawaii 935-0811 • Kauai 245-3671
JU /"OlUUMaui 244-9111 • Lanai 565-6429
Molokai 553-5321
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-TONIGHT'S GAME

"I hate to see them (Hawaii) not go
to a bowl game. They're too good a
football team."
Those were the words of LaVell
Edwards, head coach of Brigham
Young University, after the Cougars
edged Hawaii, 13-3, in a regionally
televised game last Saturday.
"By far this was the toughest team
we've played this year — the best
defense and best coached team,"
Edwards also said.
Thus came an end to the nation's
second longest winning streak at 11.
And tonight, the Rainbows will face a
young but dangerous University of
the Pacific team.
The Tigers of Stockton, Calif.,
coached by Bob Toledo, own a
deceiving 4-6 record. Deceiving since
they're played such touted teams as
Washington, Washington State, Ore
gon and South Carolina. Although
UOP lost to Washington, Washing
ton State and Oregon, it upset South
Carolina at Columbia, S.C., two
weeks ago, 23-21.
"It was a great, great win, the
biggest in Pacific history and the big
gest of my coaching career," said
Toledo. Last Saturday, UOP lost to

'-//////

Pacific back-up tight end Tony Camp
catches one against San Jose State.
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San Jose State, 40-25, as the Spartans
clinched the PCAA title.
Despite the loss, UOP has won
three of its last five games and will
bring into town virtually the same
backfield that played against the
Rainbows last season.
Fullback Gary Blackwell, a 5-11,
205-pound junior, leads the Tigers in
rushing with 429 yards on 96 carries
for a 4.5 average. David Brown, a 6-2,
210-pound junior tailback, is next
with 296 yards on 74 attempts for a
4.0 average. Brown has scored five
touchdowns. Kirby Warren, the
backup tailback, is third with 240
yards on 67 carries.
Directing the UOP attack will be
the duo of Harley Miller and Grayson
Rogers. Miller has completed 94 of
188 attempts for 1,145 yards while
Rogers had hit 33 of 66 for 506.
Toledo alternates the two quarter
backs and against South Carolina,
they combined to set school records
for most passes attempted and com
pleted in a game.
In the receiving department,
flanker Garry Parcells leads with 29
catches for 354 yards while Brown
also has 29 for 278. Tight end Paul
Schreiner, who may be one of the
best tight ends on the coast, has 27
for 413 yards, including four touch
downs.
Defensively, the Tigers are led by
defensive back Stan Shibata, younger
brother of former Rainbow defensive
back Ken Shibata. Stan has 16 career
interceptions, four for the year. He
needs one more to tie the UOP career
leader Eddie Macon. He had one key
theft against South Carolina, which
halted a Gamecock drive.
Against South Carolina, UOP
amassed more than 400 yards in total
offense, while allowing the Game
cocks only 12 yards rushing.
Since this will be UOP's final game
of the season, Hawaii head coach Dick
Tomey expects Toledo to pull out all
stops in trying to up its record to 5-6
and avenge last year's 24-14 loss.
In that game last season, the Rain
bows had all they could handle as they
had to come back from a 14-3 halftime deficit. Blackwell gained 113
yards in a losing cause, 73 on a bril
liant touchdown run. Miller and
Rogers combined for 146 yards in
passing.
For Hawaii, it must establish its
ground game, which was stopped by
the BYU defense. The Rainbows
managed only 166 yards rushing, far
below their average of more than 250
yards per game. Gary Allen, Hawaii's
all-time rushing leader, was held to
minus one yard while Anthony Edgar
gained 17. David Toloumu picked up
59 but Bernard Quarles gained 88,

most of them scrambling from a pass
attempt.
Passing wise, Quarles hit 9 of 17
for 151 yards and Tim Lyons, who
played only the first quarter, hit 3 of 6
for 10.
Defensively, the Rainbows were
superb, holding McMahon to only
269 yards passing, and not one touch
down pass. Dana McLemore had one
interception along with seven initial
hits and one assist, including one for a
yard loss, and one pass broken up. He
also returned two punts for 21 yards.
Hawaii still ranks among the tops
in the nation defensively in their per
formance against the Cougars. By
allowing BYU only 13 points, Hawaii
is allowing only 11.4 points per game,
good enough to rate 8th in scoring
defense nationally. And despite its

When you need
to be there,
there's a Western way togo.
You can count on Western Airlines for the best ser
vice going to the Mainland.
We have nonstops to Anchorage, Vancouver,
San Francisco and Los Angeles. Plus, convenient
connections to Las Vegas, Salt Lake City, Denver,
Phoenix, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Washington, D.C.,
Guadalajara and Mexico City.
So next time you're heading for the Mainland,
fly Western Airlines. We'll show you a good time,
great fares and the best service in the sky. That's
the Western way.
Anchorage^ J

Vancouver^

Hawaii defensive back Mark Kafentzis
gets set to make a hit on BYU receiver
Gordon Hudson, photo by Bruce Asato

166 yards rushing, the Rainbows are
12th in the nation in rushing offense
with an average of 257.6.
In defense against the rush, Hawaii
is 16th nationally, allowing 99.0
yards per game.
GAME NOTES:
INJURY REPORT: Free safety Verlon
Redd suffered a knee injury against the
Cougars and is listed as doubtful for the UOP
game. Tackle Reggie Robinson suffered an
ankle injury and is listed questionable.
Offensive tackle Keith Ah Yuen, who didn't
suit up against BYU because of an infection
on his knee, is expected back this week. So is
defensive back Vernon Gearring, who has
missed the last three games because of an
injured knee.
PRE-GAME, HALFTIME: fohn
Mount, a member of the UH Music Depart
ment, will sing the National Anthem before
the UOP game. Kalani High School Band,
under the direction of Steven Hirahara, will
provide the halftime entertainment.

Los Angeles

^Gnneapolis/St. Paul

Las Vegas
Phoenix^

Denver
Washine^arwDC

Honolulu,
Guadalajara
Mexico Cjty

Western Airlines

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
PACIFIC (4-6)

HAWAII (7-1)

21st Meeting
1981 RESULTS AND STATISTICS

1981 RESULTS AND STATISTICS
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21
Nov. 28
Dec. 5

OPP
12
6
9
13
10
21
7
13

UH
38
21
14
23
28
57
35
3

Fullerton State
Idaho
at Wyoming
New Mexico
at San Diego State
Nevada-Las Vegas
at Texas-El Paso
Brigham Young
Pacific
Colorado State
South Carolina

Sept. 5
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

OPP
3
34
34
31
17
10
30
16
21
40

UOP
10
14
0
0
14
17
27
17
23
25

Central Michigan
at Washington
at Oregon
at Washington State
Utah State
at Long Beach State
Fresno State
Fullerton State
South Carolina
San Jose State
at Hawaii

TOP INDIVIDUALS
ATT
156
82
51

RUSHING
Gary Allen
Anthony Edgar
David Toloumu

AVG
4.6
6.5
5.5

YDS
717
532
280

TD
4
7
5

ATT CMP INT PCT YDS
3 .557 792
106 59
.500 374
1
44 22

PASSING
Tim Lyons
Bernard Quarles

LG
26
82
55

ATT CMP INT PCT YDS
188 94
8 .500 1145
61 33
2 .541 506

PASSING
Harley Miller
Gray Rogers

TD
2
2

TD
0
5
1

AVG
4.5
4.0
3.6

YDS
429
296
240

ATT
96
74
67

RUSHING
Gary Blackwell
David Brown
Kirby Warren

LG
41
23
67

TD
5
4

"If your family likes to show off
as much as mine,put them onTV.
It's easy with my Panasonic portable
Omnivision video system"

P

My teammates are my family. And
even if they are a motley crew,
I want more than just a few
snapshots to remember
them by. That's why I
have the new Panasonic
portable Omnivision®
m
VHS'" video recorder
(PV-4500) and video
camera (PK-751). They
make it easy to bring the guys' goofy faces. £
clowning, and fun back to life, right on my TV.
The Omnivision portable recorder and
camera are lightweight and easy to use.
^
And with the camera's built-in
can see an instant replay.
the shots. The recorder

RECEIVING
Gary Allen
Ron Pennick
Merv Lopes

NO
19
19
12

YDS
305
261
163

AVG
16.1
13.7
13.6

TD
1
1
0

RECEIVING
Garry Parcells
David Brown
Paul Schreiner

NO
29
29
27

YDS
354
278
413

AVG
1 2.2
9.6
15.3

TD
3
0
4

PUNTING
Frank Natividad

NO
49

YDS
1855

AVG
37.9

LG
54

PUNTING
Harley Miller

NO
74

YDS
2960

AVG
40.0

LG
56

SCORING
Lee Larsen
Anthony Edgar
David Toloumu

TD
0
7
7

1P
23-26
0
0

2P
0
1-1
0

FG
8-16
0
0

SCORING
David Brown
Paul Schreiner
Gary Parcells

TD
5
4
3

1P
0
0
0

2P
0
1
2

FG
0
0
0

TP
47
44
42

and edit out the ones you don't like. And there's freeze
frame and frame-by-frame advance in the 6-hour mode.
There's even a remote control that attaches right
^ to the side of the camera, so you can control both
the recorder and camera while you're shooting.
All you concentrate on
is getting great shots.
My Omnivision also
•0 i
'
'
goes to work as a
|A
home video recorder.
Mf
It can record up to
:
6 hours from TV. Or
:<Wi 01
when I go on the road,
IA
1 ft
it records shows I'd
•wmrnmim' , '
normally miss.Because
V
this Omnivision can be
' |. >
programmed to auto-

V m1'

W

A*.

TP
30
26
22

TEAM EFFORTS
(per game averages)

OPPONENTS
99.0

HAWAII
257.6
150.5
408.1
157/83/4
49/37.9

RUSHING YARDS
PASSING YARDS
TOTAL OFFENSE
PASS ATT/COMP/INT
PUNT ATT/AVG PER PUNT

216.6

315.6
266/147/7
59/42.0

PACIFIC
80.9
212.9
293.8
369/108/17
77/38.5

OPPONENTS
138.1
198.0
336.1
273/138/14
61/39.3

Panasonic

SCORING BY QUARTERS
RAINBOWS
OPPONENTS
H-4

1
27
10

2
62
42

3
82
27

4
48
12

Total
219
91

TIGERS
OPPONENTS

1
27
56

2
42
44

3
32
63

4
46
73

Total
147
236

Panas<

Panasonic,

just slightly ahead of our time.

brings all the fun of
outdoors, indoors.

Simulated TV picture.

MM
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1 here are two ways to become asso
ciated with a quality Division I ath
letic program—join one, or build
one. When Ray Nagel accepted the posi
tion of athletic director at the University
of Hawaii in 1976, he accepted the latter
challenge. The result has been the most
dramatic surge in the program's long
history.
Evidence of Hawaii's athletic renais
sance during Nagel's five-year term is re
flected in nearly every aspect of the
program. UH athletic teams are better
staffed, better equipped, more success
ful and more highly regarded than ever
before. They meet and compete in im
proved facilities, gain greater exposure
and have attracted an ever-widening
base of support within the community.
As dramatic as the last five years have
been, they seem to be merely a founda
tion, which will enable the UH athletic
program to scale even greater heights in
the years ahead. Hawaii is on the move
and Nagel is its prime mover.
His stature and ability were instru
mental in Hawaii's acceptance into the
Western Athletic Conference on July 1,
1979. His proposal for a post-season
bowl game—the Pineapple Football
Classic—was approved this spring by
the NCAA with the debut game sched
uled for Christmas Day, 1982. Although
these may be among the most visible
achievements of Nagel's term, they have
been
matched by unprecedented
progress in such areas as facilities,
scheduling, organization, fund raising
and personnel.
The athletic staff recently moved into
the new HPE&.R facilities which feature
modernized offices, meeting rooms,
practice gyms, a new weight room,
locker rooms and other items necessary
for the support of a Division I program.
These facilities are part of a three-phase,
$12 million improvement project for the
athletic department. In the past five
years, an Olympic-size swimming com
plex has been constructed. Practice
fields for football and intramurals have
been added, Cooke Field has been given
a new lighting system and will be greatly
refurbished. There are plans to build
permanent grandstands and increase
the seating capacity of the baseball sta
dium.
There have been other major im
provements as well. The women's athlet
ic program has been upgraded and ex
panded. Several badly needed staff posi
tions have been added. Koa Anuenue,
the UH athletic scholarship fund raising

organization, has been reorganized to
better serve the needs of a dynamic pro
gram.
UH athletic teams have responded to
these changes and have achieved unequaled success. Only one of the 15 var
sity teams had a winning percentage be
low .500 in head-to-head intercollegiate
competition this past year. The football
squad earned its third consecutive win
ning season and has increased its aver
age home attendance by 112% in just
four years. The women's volleyball team
won the AIAW national championship in
1979, and was third in the nation in 1980.
The men's volleyball squad won a confer
ence title in 1980, and joined the nation's
most prestigious conference this year
en route to a berth in the NCAA Regionals. Last year, the baseball team won its
division, league and regional titles and
advanced to the finals of the College
World Series. This year, it won a di
visional championship. The men's swim
ming and diving team doubled in size
and placed second in the WAC. The golf
team produced an individual confer
ence champion. The women's cross
country team was invited to the regionals and Hawaii had representation in
several other major events on the region
al and national levels.
Although Ray Nagel would be quick to
downplay his role in building the UH
program, his influence has been consid
erable. His personal qualities and profes
sionalism have helped cement a strong

working relationship with the UH admin
istration, the Hawaii state government,
support groups and other elements of
the commmunity. His experience as ath
lete, coach and administrator has been
instrumental in understanding the
needs of a major collegiate program and
in devising ways to accomplish its goals.
Nagel, an All-Coast tailback and quar
terback, graduated from UCLA in 1950.
He served as a Bruin assistant coach for
two years before entering the pro ranks
as player-coach of the old Chicago Cardi
nals. He returned to college coaching in
1954, as an aide to legendary Bud Wilkin
son at Oklahoma. He then served three
seasons under Red Sanders at UCLA
while completing requirements for a law
degree.
He became the nation's youngest ma
jor college head football coach in 1958,
as he accepted the Utah position at the
age of 29. He was the Western Athletic
Conference Coach of the Year in 1964,
leading the Utes to a share of the WAC
title and to a Liberty Bowl victory in
Utah's first post-season appearance.
He was head coach at Iowa for five
years, before accepting the athletic di
rectorship at Washington State in 1971.
He served in that capacity until coming
to Hawaii in July, 1976.
Nagel, who was born May 18, 1927,
married his high school-college sweet
heart. Ray and Shirley have five children,
including two sons—Ray Jr. and Scott—
who were members of the 1981 UH ten
nis team.
UH ATHLETIC DIRECTORS
Years
1921 —38
1938—40
1940 — 41
1941—42
1942 — 45
1945 —46
1946 — 47
1947—49
1949—51
1951 — 52
1952 — 60
1960—61
1961 —62
1962 —66
1966-67
1967 — 68
1968 — 75
1975 — 76
1976

Name
Otto "Proc" Klum
None (under Board of
Athletic Control headed
by Chairman Walter Knox)
Eugene "Luke ' Gill
Theodore "Pump" Searle
None (BAC dropped)
None (BAC reestablished
under Chairman
Hubert Brown)
Dr. Francois d'Eliscu
Iwao Miyake (Acting)
Thomas Kaulukukui
Archie Kodros
Henry Vasconcellos
Dr. Frederick Haehnlen Jr.
Dr. Edward Chui
Young Suk Ko
Phil Sarboe
Robert Martin
Paul Durham
Dr. Edward Chui (Acting)
Ray Nagel

Some Things Change.
The uniforms change and so
have some of the rules. The
players use different
techniques and things
seem to move a little
faster than in the
old days.
But one thing
that never changes
is Hawaii's love for
Hostess Twinkies,
Hostess Cupcakes,

Hostess Ding Dongs,
Hostess Ho Hos and
Hostess Fruit Pies.
It still takes a lot of
energy to play your
best no matter what
you are playing. And
that's why
generations of
islanders have grown
up with Hostess.

Some Don't
'Cause some things never change.

KMSAJ SAOT©
r\ recent reorganization
M\ °f the athletic departfj—\\ment has given Masaji
Saito a new title and added
responsibilities. As secondin-command, he now over
sees department operations
and plays a more significant
leadership role. He also con
tinues to supervise budget
and finance planning, a re
sponsibility he has fulfilled
since joining the staff as as
sistant athletic director in
July, 1977.
Saito previously taught for
six years on the high school
and intermediate levels and
worked 14 years as an administratiave assistant and
general services officer at
the East-West Center.
He graduated from the UH
in 1956 with a B.A. in voca
tional agriculture and re
ceived his master's in educa

Donnis Thompson

directed the UH
Lhas
athletic pro
I —V women's
w(
D
1

tional administration while
on sabbatical leave in 1976.
Saito and his wife, Mary
Ann, have two children.

gram since its inception in
1972. Since then, she has
developed Wahine athletics
into a successful, well-bal
anced program which con
tinues to expand. She super
vises the operations of seven
women's intercollegiate teams,
including a volleyball pro
gram which won the 1979
AIAW national champion
ship.
Thompson gained an in
ternational reputation as a
track and field coach, pro
ducing two world record
holders and 10 American
champions. That reputation
has carried into her admin
istrative career, as well. She
represents the UH in a vari
ety of national and inter
national activities.

In April, she was awEirded
one of the most coveted
honors of her field—the
NAGWS Honor Fellow Award.
She
graduated from
George Williams College and
earned a doctorate in phys
ical education adminis
tration from Northern Colo
rado. Thompson joined the
UH faculty in 1961.
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The University makes us strong.
At State Savings, people are our most important asset. Over
a hundred people throughout our organization are University of
Hawaii students or graduates. We're proud of them and we're proud
of the University of Hawaii.
5aVjngS
"In our state, sauing is a way of life."

Hi ; tsj

Honolulu / Wahiawa / Kaneohe / Waipahu / Manoa / Kapiolani / Kaimuki / Aiea / Kalihi / McCully / Liliha
...
~| LENDER Waianae / Haleiwa / Mililani Town / Pearlridge / Hilo / Kona / Honokaa / Maui / Kauai / Lanai
All accounts insured up to $100,000.

ick Fishback has the
distinction of being
one of the depart
ment's newest additions and
one of its most experienced
veterans. He served as its
first sports information di
rector from 1968-73, and re
joined the staff in October,
1979.
He presently coordinates
all promotional activity,
supervises operations of
the sports information and
ticket offices, serves as liai
son to Koa Anuenue and
other support groups and
monitors fund-raising pro
cedures. He also directs the
Rainbow Classic and a va
riety of other special
projects and performs in a
chief public relations role.
Fishback previously cov
ered UH athletics as a re
porter for the Honolulu Ad
vertiser. He also served as

ed Livingston has had
a varied career since
J joining the athletic
staff as sailing coach in 1969.
Since then, he has served as
promotions manager, assis
tant athletic director and as
sistant to the athletic di
rector. As such, he handles a
wide variety of necessary
tasks including the super
vision of rules and eligibility
requirements, the coordina
tion of department func
tions and special events and
scheduling procedures. He
also handles logistics for vis
iting teams.
Livingston graduated
from San Diego State where
he earned a general arts de
gree and co-founded the
school sailing team. An or
dained minister, he earned a
master's degree in theology
and served as a missionary in
Japan. He also earned an

I

reporter and sports editor
for a number of Oregon
newspapers and was sports
information director at the
University of Oregon, where
he graduated in 1958 with a
bachelor's degree in jour
nalism. Fishback and his
wife, Rosalee, have two sons.

I

M.A. in history from the
UH and served as a teaching
assistant.
Livingston and his wife,
Beth, have three children.

Fly the way
of the people.
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The Aloha Spirit.
It's the spirit of our people.
And it's the spirit of our airline.
You can feel the Aloha Spirit in everything we do.
From a warm smile at the ticket counter.
To a flight schedule ... that fits your schedule.
Call us or your travel agent.

oha
«?Uoh
^Airlines
The Spirit Moves Us.

ome have evaluated past University
of Hawaii football teams by the
standards set by Otto Klum's "Won
der Teams" of the 1920s. Future squads
may well be judged in relation to Dick
Tomey's teams of the1980s. Certainly the
foundation already has been laid during
Tomey's four seasons as head coach of
the Rainbow Warriors. His teams have
achieved unprecedented success and
there are indications that the best years
are yet to come.
Consider these accomplishments:
—Of 19 major conference schools in
the West, only USC, Washington and BYU
can match Hawaii's claim of three con
secutive winning seasons.
—The Rainbow Warriors had an 8-3
record in 1980; a rare feat for a Division I
team outside of the perennial powers.
That mark included six wins in their fi
nal seven contests.
—Hawaii led the Western Athletic
Conference in total attendance and aver
age attendance last year and only one
Pac-10 school drew more fans at home.
Since Tomey became head coach, aver
age home attendance has risen from
barely 20,000 to nearly 43,000 fans per
game—an increase of 112%!
—During Tomey's tenure, Hawaii has
posted major intersectional wins over
such teams as South Carolina, West Vir
ginia and Arizona State, lost to
nationally-ranked Temple in the final 23
seconds, and lost to top-rated USC after
trailing just 7-5 midway through the fi
nal quarter.
—In the last three years, no fewer than
13 of Tomey's former UH players have
signed professional contracts. Of these,
eight are still active in the NFL.
These facts become even more im
pressive when considering that this is
Tomey's first head coaching opportunity.
It has taken him nearly 20 years, howev
er, to become an overnight success. He
spent the first 15 years of his coaching
career assisting some of the most noted
football minds in America.
Tomey entered the coaching ranks in
1961, after receiving a bachelor's degree

in economics from DePauw University.
He served under John Pont and Bo
Schembechler at Miami (Ohio) from
1961-64, while earning his master's
degree in education. He coached at
Northern Illinois in 1964, and at David
son under Homer Smith from 1965-66.
In 1967, he moved to Kansas, where he
served as an assistant to Pepper Rodgers.
He moved with Rodgers to UCLA, where
he also worked under Bruin head coach
es Dick Vermeil and Terry Donahue. He
left the Westwood institution in 1977, to
become the 17th head football coach at
the University of Hawaii.
Without benefit of a spring practice or
sufficient time to recruit or form a staff,
Tomey opened his head coaching career
with a 1977 UH squad expected to win
two or three games.That team ended the
season by whipping Bowling Green,
41-21, beating South Carolina, 24-7, and
by losing a 17-10 decision to Arizona.
Tomey's surprising squad dropped three
games by a touchdown or less and still
finished with a 5-6 record.
Since his debut season, Tomey's teams
have all been winners. The 1978 team
played five conference champions, in
cluding USC, and finished 6-5. The 1979
Rainbow Warriors barely lost to eastern
power Temple in one of the most ex
citing regionally televised games of the
season, then went on to beat Arizona
State, 29-17, to end with a 6-5 mark. The
1980 team soared to 8-3—Hawaii's best
Division I record—and posted wins at
Nevada-Las Vegas and at home against

heavily favored West Virginia.
Not only have his teams established a
winning tradition, but they also have
captured the imagination of the fans by
their exciting play. Tomey's teams have
developed a reputation for an imag
inative, wide-open offense, an unyield
ing big-play defense and one of the na
tion's best all-around kicking games.
Although one to attribute this success
to his players, Tomey deserves a fair
amount of the credit for his abilities as a
recruiter, motivator and innovator. He
has assembled the program's finest
coaching staff and managed to attract
more quality athletes than ever before.
"This has been the most exciting chal
lenge of my coaching career, since it's
been my first opportunity to build a pro
gram from top to bottom," says the
43-year-old native of Bloomington, Indi
ana. "I'm really pleased with how things
have turned out—my family enjoys
Hawaii more than any place we've ever
lived; the support from the community
has just been super; and I'm very proud
of what our athletes have achieved over
the past four years. I'm just over
whelmed by the cooperation and sup
port that the people of Hawaii have ex
tended to me, my family and to the ath
letes.
"I can only say that I'm as excited
about this job as I've ever been and I'm
really looking forward to another season
of Rainbow Warrior football," he adds.
Tomey and his wife, Mary, have a son
(Richie, 11) and a daughter (Angela, 7)
and reside in Kahala.

TOMEY'S COACHING RECORD
Year

Won

Lost

Pet.

1977 (Hawaiil
1978 (Hawaii)
1979 (Hawaii)
1980 (Hawaii)

5
6
6
8

6
5
5
3

.455
.545
.545
.727

Four Yr. Tot.

25

19

.568

appearance.
He was an assistant football coach and
head wrestling coach at The Citadel in
1964-65, and later joined Tomey on the
staff at Davidson College. Fagg became
head football coach at Davidson in 1970,
and served in that capacity until accept
ing the Georgia Tech position in 1974.
Fagg earned his bachelor's degree in
psychology from Davidson and his mas
ter's in education from Boston College.
He was a Naval Reserve officer from 1958
to 1962, stationed at the Portsmouth Dis
ciplinary Command. Supervising pris
oners who were sentenced to hard labor
instilled in him the desire to give young
people a positive opportunity to grow.
That desire led him into the coaching
profession.
Fagg is married (Barbara) and has four
sons: David Jr., Scott, Brandon and Jon.
Along with many of his players, he is ac
tive in the Fellowship of Christian Ath
letes.

hen Dave Fagg joined the UH
staff prior to the 1979 season,
the Rainbow Warrior offense
was using every play and formation in
the book. Fagg added several new chap
ters. In his first two years as offensive
coordinator, the 'Bows have shattered
nearly every major school record for to
tal offense, rushing and scoring. The of
fense has not only been effective, but
exciting and entertaining as well.
Fagg, 45, handles a variety of re
sponsibilities as Dick Tomey s top assis
tant. He serves as associate head coach
and offensive coordinator. He also super
vises the quarterbacks and receivers
and, during the games, calls offensive
plays from the pressbox.
He arrived in Hawaii in March of 1979,
after serving five years as quarterback
and receiver coach at Georgia Tech. In
his last season as an assistant to Pepper
Rodgers, he helped the Yellowjackets to a
top 20 ranking and a post-season bowl
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i he University of Hawaii lost its 1976
season opener at San Jose State,
48-6. The Spartans' offensive coor
dinator was Doug Kay, who molded
them into the fifth-ranked offensive team
in the nation.
Kay, 45, joined the UH football staff in
February of 1980, as defensive coordi
nator and also coaches the defensive
line. He is beginning his 22nd season in
the coaching profession.
Kay was born in Evanston, Illinois, on
January 6, 1936. He won 12 athletic let
ters at Libertyville High School and was
an all-state football player in 1951-52. He
lettered in three sports at Western Illi
nois, before earning his bachelor's de
gree with majors in physical education,
English and psychology. Playing quarter
back and linebacker, he earned honor
able mention All-America honors. He al
so was an Academic All-America. He
was drafted by the Boston Patriots of the
old American Football League in 1960,
but a back injury ended his playing ca
reer.

He coached offensive backs at Western
Illinois in 1960, and served as head
coach at Deerfield High School from
1961-66, leading his team to a 38-8-2
mark. He was named Illinois High School
Coach of the Year three times.
He transferred to Indiana State and
earned a master's degree in physical ed
ucation in 1967. He was defensive coordi
nator at Indiana State for four seasons.
His defense was ranked third in 1968,
and first in the nation in 1969.
Kay was head coach at Olivet College
(Michigan) from 1971-75, posting 35-8-1
record. His team was nationally-ranked
in 1974. He was conference coach of the
year three times.
He became offensive coordinator at
San Jose in 1976, and moved to UCLA the
following year. He coached linebackers
in 1977, and defensive linemen in 1978
and 1979. While at UCLA, he worked with
Dick Tomey and developed a close pro
fessional and personal friendship.
Kay has two children, Kimber and
Bart.

One winning tradition salutes another.
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SHERATONMOLOKAI
Kick-off your stay here with
18 holes of golf on the
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course, or a tennis game on
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Navy's Middies toss their hats in the air to celebrate victory over Army.

by Bill Lyon, Philadelphia INQUIRER
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n 1883, the president of Cornell Uni
versity was informed that some of his
students intended to travel to Ann
Arbor, Mich., for the express purpose of
playing a strange new game called foot
ball. The president, one Andrew White,
cancelled the Cornell - Michigan game
and uttered the first faculty resistance
in sentiments we still hear, from time to
time, almost a century later: "I shall not
permit 30 men to travel 400 miles," he
thundered, "merely to agitate a bag of
wind." He was, of course, fighting a los
ing battle.
For the game, as we all know, has
flourished, to the point that on golden
autumn Saturdays no one will argue if
you suggest that it wasn't Columbus
who discovered America but Princeton
and Rutgers, back there in 1869 when
they gathered at New Brunswick, NJ„
solemnly removed their waistcoats and
then took turns pummeling one another

for possession of an inflated pig bladder.
What they introduced then was not just
a game but a new word—"rivalry." That,
more than anything else, is what makes
the college game so unique. Rivalries are
what separate the college game from the
professional, whether it's for a one-year
possession of an Old Oaken Bucket or
for bragging rights to a whole state or a
city. College football invented sports ri
valries and it bristles with them ... intra
state, cross-town, border, interservice
. . LSU-Ole Miss., Alabama —Auburn,
Michigan — Michigan State, Indiana —
Purdue, Pitt —Penn State, Army —Navy,
USC — UCLA ... it is an endless, throb
bing list fed by one great truism: Every
body has somebody he likes to see get
beat. It is that simple.
Almost every rivalry features a side bet
involving some sort of tangible evidence
of success, ranging from a wooden turtle
to a giant steer hide, with the scores

branded in. This process, too, got its
start from Rutgers - Princeton. The two
schools had been fighting over a Revolu
tionary War cannon for years and they
finally decided the best way to deter
mine ownership would be to play foot
ball. From that was spawned a hoary
succession of Little Brown Jugs.
The Little Brown Jug is probably foot
ball's most famous objet d'art, but you
should know that it started out as nei
ther little nor brown, rather a gray plas
ter crock, two-and-a-half feet tall, which
was filled with fresh
spring water
sipped by early Michigan teams. Back
in 1903, having run up a 29-game win
ning streak under Coach Fielding Yost,
Michigan played Minnesota and was
held to a 6-6 tie. Disgraced, the Michigan
team fled and left the water crock be
hind. "Yost left his jug," the Minnesota
Swedes chortled. The Gophers said
continued
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Michigan would have to win it back, and
they have been snarling over it ever
since.
Rivalries do not need any artificial em
bellishment, of course, to trigger flaming
emotions, the kind that become so fer
vent that nothing else matters except the
game. How significant is a college foot
ball rivalry? Consider the Texas —
Arkansas affair. One year, the pastor of
the Fayetteville (Ark.) First Baptist
Church, Rev. Andrew Hall, probably put
it in perspective when he filled the
church message board with this admo
nition: "Football is only a game. Spiritual
things are eternal. Nevertheless . . . BEAT
TEXAS!"
The original traditional rivalry began
back in 1875, by a couple of schools you
might have heard of in casual con
versation. Yale and Harvard. Even today
it is still referred to simply as The Game
That might sound a bit pretentious now,
but there was a time when this con
frontation settled what was then the na
tional championship. Now it may mean,
to the outside world, nothing more than
first place in the Ivy League. But to the
partisans it is still as meaningful as it
was when raccoon coats were the rage.
They may not get too worked up about
Yale — Harvard down in Baton Rouge or
Lubbock or South Bend or Tuscaloosa or
Norman, but when The Game ap
proaches, Wall Street gets worked up.
Yale, remember, gave us Walter Camp
and Amos Alonzo Stagg, not to mention
Pudge Heffelfinger and Albie Booth and
Larry Kelley, while Harvard was fur-

nishing Hamilton Fish and Eddie Mahan
and a Senator-to-be named Edward
Kennedy, who scored the only Crimson
TD in a 1955 defeat. It was Charlie
Yeager, the student manager for Yale,
who slipped unnoticed onto the field
and caught a conversion pass, thereby
rousing the ire of Harvardites, who cried
foul play. The very next year, however, a
Harvard student loosed several greased
pigs in the Yale Bowl. . . during the game
. . . er, that is, The Game.
Neither school is thought of as a foot
ball super power today, but to stroll
through the leaves on a burnished after
noon in either New Haven or Cam
bridge, to inhale the color and the atmo
sphere, the tailgating and the class
reunions, is to taste the anticipation that
is the core of the appeal of college foot
ball rivalries.
If Harvard —Yale conjures up visions
of cerebral
battle,
then Texas —
Oklahoma strips right down to the nub
of raw emotion. Each October the Cotton
Bowl is a pandemoniacal sellout, with
the bands trying to drown each other
out with "The Eyes of Texas and
"Boomer Sooner." The Longhorns and
Sooners have been playing since 1900,
and the game became the key attraction
of the State Fair of Texas in 1915. This
assures that upwards of 300,000 people
will flood Dallas, and 225,000 of them
won't have a ticket for the game. That
will not dull their revelry. This is the
only known rivalry where newspapers
routinely include in all the statistics a
boxscore of arrests. (The record is 700,

The Little Brown Jug dates back to 1903 and belongs to the victor of the MinnesotaMichigan game.

Holiday Warmth
For a grand opening this Christmas, let friends, lovers
and family know that a Jantzen cableknit sweater will do
handsomely, thank you. These sweaters have the look
and feel of worsted wool, but they are machine washable
Wintuk Orion? About $37.50.
Jantzen. Inc. Portland. Oregon 97208

in 1968.)
It is said that many oil wells are
wagered on the outcome of this game,
that Nieman-Marcus makes more sales
than during Christmas week, that the
streets are more liquid and rowdy than
even the French Quarter during Mardi
Gras, and that the all-time NCAA record
for sales of aspirin was set at the corner
of Commerce and Akard Streets. It all
began heating up in the late 1940s when
Oklahoma won nine out of 10. This was
when Bud Wilkinson was coaching five
undefeated teams and three national
champions, and, disgruntled Longhorn
fans grumbled, did it by luring some
prime Texas recruits
across the Red
River. Texas got its revenge under Darrell
Royal, who, in the most delicious of
ironies, had played for Oklahoma-As the
Texas coach, he won 10 of his first 12
from
the Sooners. But Oklahoma
bounced right back, even to the point of
whipping Texas with its own inven
tion—the Wishbone.
Up north there is another frothing
feud involving Michigan and Ohio State.
They started butting heads in 1897 and
for a long time it was like two dinosaurs
elbow-locked over a tar pit. The two
agreed to move the date to the final
game of the season in 1935 and what
they did was create a whole new second
season. Nineteen times this one has de
cided the Big Ten title and a berth in the
Rose Bowl, and it has produced some of
the game's real glamour names—Tom
Harmon and Forest Evashevski, Hopalong "Cassady and Archie Griffin, Fritz
Crisler and Wayne Woodrow Hayes.
They take no prisoners in this series.
Whenever one school gets the other
down, it stomps. Michigan won 40-0
once and in 46 was up 55-0 and driving
for more; stopped on third down at the
Buckeye 12, the Wolverines added insult
to injury with a field goal. OSU got in its
licks, too. One year the Bucks scored
with only five seconds to play and went
for two, completing a 50 to 20 rout. In
1968, OSU ran it up again, 50-14. So the
next year, the week before the rematch,
Michigan wore red practice jerseys with
"50" stenciled in large numbers across
the front as a graphic reminder.
Thus
inspired, Michigan extracted its revenge,
24-12.
Every November they go at it, in either
Ann Arbor or in Columbus. It is always
brutally cold, occasionally fought in a
blizzard, and it is always a sellout. They
could play on an ice floe in the middle of
the Arctic Ocean and Eskimo ticket
scalpers would still make a fortune out of
Michigan — Ohio State.
Down South, where the Hatfields and
the McCoys popularized the whole idea
of feuding, there's a boiling rivalry becontinued
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tween Alabama and Tennessee. On the
third Saturday of each October, southern
genteelness takes a holiday. The Tide
and the Vols began their rivalry in 1901,
with Bama doing all the early domi
nating. In one stretch, the Tide hung sev
en straight shutouts on Tennessee. By
1928, the Vols had had enough. A man
named Robert Neyland had come in to
coach, Gene McEver returned the open
ing kickoff a mere 100 yards, Bobby Dodd
ran wild and Tennessee carved out a
15-13 upset over the 'Bama team that
had won the Rose Bowl the year before.
The series was off and bubbling.
In 1936, Bama was inspired in the
game by a player named Paul "Bear"
Bryant. He played on a broken leg. In the
'50s, Tennessee won seven, tied two
against Bama, and then the Tide
brought in Bryant to coach. He brought
along some quarterbacks named Steve
Sloan and Joe Namath and "Snake" Sta
bler. . and, yes, Stabler still remembers
one of those games. He threw away a
pass to stop the clock. Except it was on
fourth down. The Vols got out of a tie and
used that as a springboard to beat the
Bear and Bama four straight.
To this day, Bear Bryant says that in
evaluating recruits he judges them on
the basis of whether hed want them out
there in the fourth quarter against Ten
nessee.
If Alabama-Tennessee reminds you
of flamethrowers down among the mag
nolias, then Notre Dame — Southern Cal
is the personification of Hollywood, the
real Golden Dome against the Silver
Screen—Knute Rockne and the Four
Horsemen, Anthony Davis and O. J.
Simpson, Paul Hornung and Mike Gar
rett, national championships hanging in
the balance, stirring comebacks and
memorable upsets.
"It's the greatest rivalry in the country,"
says Jack Snow, who caught more than
his share of passes for the Irish. "They
are always messing each other up. As
sure as one is going for the national
championship, the other will gum up the
works. It's one of those games where a
three-touchdown lead doesn't mean a
thing." (Remember '72, when Anthony
Davis returned the second half kickoff
for a TD and USC rallied behind his six
scores to turn a lopsided loss into a rous
ing romp?!
In 1935, with the game at South Bend,
the beach boys from the West Coast
stood shivering in 18-degree weather.
Across the field, Notre Dame was bun
dled in blankets. The Irish band played
the Ave Maria in memory of Knute
Rockne. Played it clear through, twice.
Thoroughly numbed by now, USC fum
bled the kickoff at its own three. It is said
the band was voted a game ball by the
Notre Dame squad.
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The traditional rivalry between Yale and Harvard, known today as simply "The Game,"
began back in 1875.

"This game always reminds me of the
poker player who has won all the money,
cashed his chips and is ready to walk out
when somebody challenges him to a
showdown, all or nothing," said John
McKay, who coached USC during a
storied portion of the Notre Dame rivalry.
Historians uncovered, following World
War II, a secret message sent by Japanese
intelligence in the U.S. to Tokyo. It talked
about this strange autumnal ritual in
America called football. "This is a
strange thing which stirs the Ameri
cans," the report said. "They are not to be
taken lightly in the autumn."
Which is as good a way as any to get
around to what once was the most fa
mous rivalry in all the sports world.
Army — Navy. Its appeal transcends pro
vincial rooting interests. It is a spectacle
with true national flavor. Even global. Ad
mirals and generals, fox hole diggers and
deck swabbers, cock an ear to the Armed
Forces Network broadcast. Indeed, in
1944, when Army put the wraps on an
undefeated season with a victory over
Navy, this telegram was sent: "THE
GREATEST OF ALL ARMY TEAMS. STOP.
WE HAVE STOPPED THE WAR TO CELE
BRATE YOUR MAGNIFICENT SUCCESS.
STOP' It was signed, simply, MacArthur.
The rivalry no longer draws 110,000 to
JFK Stadium in Philadelphia. Last year, it
was shifted to Veterans Stadium, just a
couple of blocks away, because the
crowd had dwindled away to "only"
75,000 or so.
Neither the Cadets nor the Middies
have been gunning for No. 1 in recent

years, but this does not detract in the
least from the zeal with which they con
front one another. It began in 1890, a
grudge match originated by a West Point
cadet named Dennis Michie, for whom
Army's stadium is named, and was play
ed on a parade ground. Navy won, 24-0,
and returned home with a goat it had
found on the road there. The Middies
named the goat Bill and officially adop
ted him as their mascot. They've gone
through a couple of dozen Bills by now
. . . and Army has kidnapped just about
every one at some time or other.
Army —Navy took almost no time to
heat up. In 1893, President Grover Cleve
land stopped the game for a period of
five years because a brigadier general
and a rear admiral got into such a fero
cious argument afterwards that they
challenged each other to a duel. To this
day, it remains the only game which has
been televised every year since the tube
began.
It has been a rivalry
brimming with
pranks andpomp, and it too has given us
big names—Davis and Blanchard, the
Lonesome End, Bellino and Staubach . . .
and the imposing vista of the Long Gray
Line, marching in precision, and a cloud
of white naval hats sprayed across the
sky . . .
"I've been in all-star games, playoffs,
Super Bowls," reflected Roger Staubach,
"but I've never been as caught up in dra
ma as when I was privileged to be a part
of Army — Navy. It's what college football
is all about. . .a great rivalry."
<>•

BIC:10 BEARDS:0
Lyle Alzado. Giorgio
Chinaglia. Conrad Dobler. Fred
Dryer. L.C. Greenwood. Ed "Too
Tall" Jones. D.D. Lewis. Greg
Luzinski. Jack Reynolds. Otis
Sistrunk.
Ten of the roughest, toughest,

meanest beards Bic could
assemble.
And one Bic Shaver
shaved them all. For just
pennies a shave.
How many shaves can
get from one Bic Shaver?

JOHN HEISMAN

FOOTBALL'S GREAT INNOVATOR

] he worth of the Heisman Trophy, annually awarded to
the best college football player in the nation, is so well
established that no testimonials are necessary. Millions
of words are penned about all the Heisman hopefuls, but it
would be a safe bet that few will be written about John William
Heisman, the man for whom the Trophy was named. This
slight is unfortunate, because Mr. Heisman is definitely a foot
ball figure worthy of far more public recognition than he has
received. In his book, Football s Greatest Coaches, Edwin Pope
claims that "Heisman ranked only behind Amos Alonzo Stagg,
Pop Warner and Walter Camp as a contributor to the game we
know today."
Heisman s football career began at Brown University in 1887.
For three years, through 1889, Heisman anchored the Brown
line as a 158-lb. center, living in dread of being buried by
220-lb. linemen. Despite his size, football must have agreed
with the gutsy Heisman because he transferred to the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania where he closed out his playing days with
two years (1890- 91) on the Quaker forward wall as a tackle,
center and end. Heisman thus became one of the first men to
receive letters from two colleges, a not uncommon practice in
later years.
J.W. eventually did take the first steps toward gainful em
ployment when he entered law school, but the lure of the
pigskin was overwhelming and in 1892 he returned to his
native Ohio to assume the head coaching responsibilities at
Oberlin College. Only 23, Heisman had the benefit of the best
Ivy League tutelage (although the Ivy League wasn't officially
formed until 1954). Heisman had learned well; in his first year
he guided Oberlin's Yeomen to a perfect record.
For the next two seasons "Old John W." coached at Buchtel
(now Akron) and then back to Oberlin. His off seasons were
occupied with Shakespearean acting and he enjoyed using his
flair for exaggerated stage English during his chalkboard ses
sions. On the opening day of fall practice, for instance, he
would hold up a football and describe it as "a prolate
spheroid—that is, an elongated sphere—in which the outer
leathern casing is drawn tightly over a somewhat smaller rub
ber tubing," adding "better to have died as a small boy than to
fumble this football."
In 1895 Heisman planted his roots in the South, accepting
the head coach job at Alabama Polytechnic Institute, now
Auburn. Winning 13 and losing only three games in his five
years at A.P.I., Heisman moved on to Clemson in 1900. He
coached four seasons for the Tigers, once again losing only
three while accumulating 20 victories, including two drubb
ings of Georgia Tech, 44-5 and 73-0. The humiliation for the
Yellowjackets was too much and for an increase of $50 over his
Clemson salary the Engineers had Heisman as their first paid
football coach.
Following the 1919 season Heisman returned to the Red
and Blue of Pennsylvania for three seasons and then went to
Washington and Jefferson for only the 1923 campaign. Heis
man couldn't recapture the glory of his early years and his last
job as an active coach was at Rice Institute, where J.W. com
pleted only three years of a five-year contract. At the age of 60,
in 1927, J.W. Heisman finished his career as an active coach.
Thirty-five years of head coaching should alone qualify
Heisman for football immortality, but in those years, mostly
the early ones, his accomplishments abound with innovations
now considered an integral part of the game. A few of the
Heisman introductions to football include;
• The center snap. Prior to Heisman the ball was rolled from
the center to the quarterback.
• The scoreboard listing downs, yardage and other pertinent
points.
• The "hike" or "hep" vocal signals for starting play.
• Interference on end runs.
• Putting the quarterback at safety on defense rather than
lining the team on defense exactly as they were on offense,
which pitted the quarterback against much heavier op
position.
continued on 14t

When America gets into western wear, it gets into
The Gap and into the western-winning looks of names
like Lee Rider® and Gap Fashion Pioneer.® The
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by Mike Monroe, Denver POST

Track times: zero to 50 in 5.1; zero to 60 in 7.7,
V4 mile in 15.4. Now that's Awesome...
and then some.
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n Nov. 1 last fall, on a bright,
windless day in Fort Collins,
Colo., University of Wyoming
punter Jack Weil executed seven punts.
They traveled 61, 51, 58, 45, 52, 63 and 59
yards. Colorado State, Wyoming's op
ponent that day, got the ball following
Weil's kicks on its 20, 25, 17, 8, 4, 12 and
10 yard lines. As a result, Colorado State
was forced to punt from its 15, 32, 28, 13
and 32 yard lines.
Weil was responsible not only for a
Western Athletic Conference singlegame punting record (with an average of
55.6 yards for his seven kicks), but also
for giving Wyoming a dramatic edge in
field position for the game.

So what was the outcome?
Colorado State 28, Wyoming 25, of
course.
Special teams, you see, mean field
position. They don't always mean a vic
tory.
"All things being equal," just about any
football coach in America will tell you,
"the kicking game wins every fourth
game."
All things, of course, aren't always
equal.
They are often enough, however, that
the play of special teams—the punting,
punt return, punt coverage, kickoff, kickoff return and field goal units—receive
far more attention from coaches today

than they did a few decades back. One
head coach takes direct responsibility
for his team's special teams.
"A head coach's most important job is
to hire good assistants," he says. "But I
still coach the special teams. It's one of
the most important jobs on any coaching
staff."
The same coach goes farther than the
consensus in assigning game impor
tance to the special teams.
"In an average 11-game schedule," he
says, "at least two games tire won or lost
by the kicking game—strictly the kicking
game."
The importance of the kickoff must
continued
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not be overlooked in discussing the sig
nificance of special teams relative to allimportant field position. The opening
kickoff of each half of a game can go a
long way in determining field position
for the two teams for the entire half.
"If the opponent has to start at his 20,"
says a coach, "and if you can then keep
him from making two consecutive first
downs, your team is going to gain field
position. If, on the other hand, the op
ponent returns the opening kickoff to the
30, and then makes just one first down,
you have lost field position, maybe for
the whole half.
"What you are able to do offensively is,
in large part, determined by your field
position. That's what makes that opening
kickoff so important, and that's one of
the reasons you will often see a team
that wins the (coin) toss elect to kick off
and take the wind if the wind is a factor."
Special team players have to be, well
. . . special.
"They have to be a different breed of
cat," says one coach.
"We don't permit the faint of heart to
be on the special teams. Special team
players must be able to run, dish out a
hit and take a good hit. They must be
fearless."
The college rules makers have taken
notice of the play of special teams, and
have played a part in at least one trend
that has shown up statistically in recent
years. By outlawing blocking below the
waist and tightening up the rules gov
erning roughing the kicker, they have
made long punt returns go the way of the
dinosaur. While they may not yet be ex
tinct, they are certainly rare. Of course,
the improvement among college punters
and the emergence of a number of punt
ers who are able to get good height—
"hang time"—has also cut down on long
punt runbacks.
Punt returns, on the average, have
dropped by almost three yards in the
past 20 years. While this may sound in
significant, it is nonetheless important
and primarily is a reflection that fewer
and fewer punts are being taken back all
the way.
"With the rule changed to outlaw
blocking below the waist, some of the
fear has been taken out of being on a
punt coverage team," says one coach. "In
the past, the guys going down to cover
the kick had to be aware of the blockers
because of the risk of injury to a man
going full blast downfield.
"Now, they can 'let it all hang out' go
ing down to get to the (punt) receiver.
"Just about the only time you're ever
going to see a punt returned all the way,
or a long way, is when the punter outkicks' his coverage. Of course, some of
these guys do that on a regular basis
continued
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Special Teams
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nowadays. It's really only the extremely
long, low kick that will get returned."
The rules makers also outlawed three
years ago a nifty little device used on
rare occasions by a very few coaches. Un
til 1978, a field goal that was kicked out
of bounds was placed in play at the point
the ball went out of bounds. Some
coaches used their field goal kickers as
"coffin corner punters." That rule
changed, however, at the same time the
rule changed concerning the placing of
the ball following missed field goals that
came outside the 20.
"Field goal kickers ought to be more
accurate than punters," says one coach
who often used his kicker in the afore
mentioned manner. "I found they could
kick the ball out of bounds from long
distance better than most punters, and
the other team often was unaware of
what we were doing."
Who are the most important players
on the special teams?
On the punting team, they are obvi
ously the snapper and the punter. Long
snapping is a football art form, one that
is practiced often by players who other
wise might never have an opportunity to
play college ball.
"I remember one year when we lost
our season opener because of two bad
snaps from center on punts," a coach re
calls. "The following Monday, I tried just
about every player on the team to find a

long snapper. I didn't have a single one.
I put the word out on campus that any
one who had ever been a long snapper in
high school could try out the next day.
We found one, and he made every road
trip. That's all he did all season. But a
team cannot live without a good long
snapper. If I didn't have one, I'd use one
of my 30 scholarships to find one, even if
he was 140 pounds."
Not surprisingly, the punter himself is
regarded as the next-most-valuable
player on the punt team. But linemen
protecting the punter are considered
more valuable than the speed-merchant
specialists who fly downfield to cover
the kick.
The punting teams are regarded as the
most important of the special teams,
since teams usually punt more often
than they kick off or attempt field goals.
"If you figure you are going to punt six
to eight times per game," one coach fig
ures, "thenyou are probably going to use
that play' more often than most single
plays your offense runs. It's certainly
worth giving one of your most frequently
used plays an adequate amount of time
in practice."
But how can special teams actually be
responsible
for the outcome of a game?
How can they enable a poorer team to
defeat one with better overall personnel?
"No matter how poor a team's offense
is," explains one college coach, "if it can

somehow get to the opponent's 25- or
30-yard line, and if it has an adequate
field goal kicker, it's got a chance to
score. Field position alone can enable a
team to do that.
"Look at it this way. If a team has a
solid defense, but a poor offense, and
has a great punter and excellent punt
coverage, it can control field position
throughout a game.
"Sooner or later, it is going to start a
possession near midfield, and then it
needs only to string together a couple of
first downs to have a shot at a field goal.
"Have you ever seen a game won by a
3-0 score? Sure you have. Nine times out
of ten, that field goal has come about
after a game-long battle of field position.
And it was the punting that determined
the outcome of that battle."
Of course, don't forget the admonition
that special teams and field position can
win games "all things being equal." On
that November afternoon in Colorado
last fall, when Weil and Wyoming had the
better of the special team's plav and field
position, it was Colorado State quarter
back Steve Fairchild who provided the
inequality. He completed 28 of 35 passes
for 406 yards and three touchdowns.
Which just goes to prove that the best
field position of all is in the opponent's
end zone.

"Snerdley appears to be
a step or two behind in the
pursuit of excellence!'
"You'll never see that in
an independent agent!

The punting units are regarded as the most important of the special teams because they usually see more action during a game.

They're on the ball. They're the very independent men and women who don't really work for
Fireman's FUnd or any other insurance company. They pick and choose from all the companies they
represent Sometimes they pick Fireman's FUnd. Sometimes they don't But whoever they choose,
they do it for just one reason: lb provide you the very best insurance for the very best price. II it
Ka ours,
mire ffiaf'c
Atnari better.
lv»ttpr
ynQk
happens M
to be
that's even
Fireman's FUnd Insurance Companies. Home Office: San Ftancisco.
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Heisman
continued from 6t

In addition, he led the fight to divide
the game into quarters rather than
halves and he pioneered with such for
mations as the Heisman shift and the
hidden ball play (in which his quarter
back at Tech actually stuffed the ball un
der his jersey to deceive the opposition).
Heisman reached his coaching zenith
at Tech, with undefeated teams in 1915
and 1916, although each tied once, and a
perfect 9-0 mark in 1917. Under Heisman
the Golden Tornados authored the worst
mauling ever on a gridiron, drowning lit
tle Cumberland College of Lebanon,
Tenn. 220-0! Lest that sound inhuman
and merciless, understand that the game
was shortened to only 50 minutes. Little
Cumberland might have been an unusu
ally weak victim that October day in
1916, but from 1914 Heisman's teams
won four straight southern cham
pionships.
Heisman's greatest achievement, how-

Heisman received football letters from two
colleges.

ever, was becoming "the father of the for
ward pass."' He didn't throw the first
pass, but he certainly saw one of its early
flights in 1895. Heisman had long been
fighting against such overwhelming
power plays as the flying wedge, and
when he saw the pass he realized that
here was the answer to those formations,
which he felt the human frame couldn't
withstand.
Heisman
became
the
staunchest supporter for legalizing the
forward pass long before its acceptance
in 1906.
Staying away from athletics was im
possible for Heisman, and upon leaving
Rice he became one of the organizers
and the first athletic director of the
Downtown Athletic Club in New York
City. The Heisman Trophy is sponsored
by the Downtown Athletic Club and
given in John W.'s memory. On Oct. 3,
1936 John W. Heisman died of broncho
pneumonia at the age of 66.

HEISMAN MEMORIAL
TROPHY WINNERS

Year

Player, College, Pos.

Jay Berwanger, Chicago, HB
Larry Kelley, Yale, E
Clint Frank, Yale, HB
Davey O'Brien, TCU, QB
Nile Kinnick, Iowa, HB
Tom Harmon, Michigan, HB
Bruce Smith, Minnesota, HB
Frank Sinkwich, Georgia, HB
Angelo Bertelli, Notre Dame, QB
Les Horvath, Ohio State, QB
Doc Blanchard, Army, FB
Glenn Davis, Army, HB
John Lujack, Notre Dame, QB
Doak Walker, SMU, HB
Leon Hart, Notre Dame, E
Vic Janowicz, Ohio State, HB
Dick Kazmaier, Princeton, HB
Billy Vessels, Oklahoma, HB
John Lattner, Notre Dame, HB
Alan Ameche, Wisconsin, FB
Howard Cassady, Ohio State, HB
Paul Hornung, Notre Dame, QB
John Crow, Texas A&M, HB

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Pete Dawkins, Army, HB
Billy Cannon, LSU, HB
Joe Bellino, Navy, HB
Ernie Davis, Syracuse, HB
Terry Baker, Oregon St., QB
Roger Staubach, Navy, QB
John Huarte, Notre Dame, QB
Mike Garrett, Southern Cal, HB
Steve Spurrier, Florida, QB
Gary Beban, UCLA, QB
O. J. Simpson, Southern Cal, HB
Steve Owens, Oklahoma, HB
Jim Plunkett, Stanford, QB
Pat Sullivan, Auburn, QB
Johnny Rodgers, Nebraska, FL
John Cappelletti, Penn State, HB
Archie Griffin, Ohio State, HB
Archie Griffin, Ohio State, HB
Tony Dorsett, Pittsburgh, HB
Earl Campbell, Texas, HB
Billy Sims, Oklahoma, HB
Charles White, Southern Cal, TB
George Rogers, South Carolina, RB

Great days
seem to happen
more often
when you're
wearing Brut®
by Faberge.
After shave,
after shower,
after anything?
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1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
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1944
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1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
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by Dave Dorr, St. Louis
POST-DISPATCH

Alabama-Birmingham

All right! Pontiac's new specially equipped J2000
High Mileage Coupe is here. And with its standard
four-cylinder engine and manual transmission, and
air conditioning
M
fak
A7
EST. and power steering, it
MPG offers you the kind of
^r
economy that makes road work a sheer pleasure.
Use the estimated mpg for comparison. Your
mileage may differ depending on speed, distance,
weather. Actual highway mileage lower. This coupe
is not available in California, where the best J2000
highway estimate is 43, and EPA estimated mpg is @.
Now the joy of our new J2000 Coupe doesn't end
with good mileage. Once you ease into the cockpit
you'll know exactly what we mean. The standard
fully reclining front bucket seats, striking instrument
panel and floor-mounted 4-speed manual trans
mission with overdrive make it a driver's delight.
There's also standard side window defoggers, a
Delco-GM AM radio with integral digital clock (may
••

EPA

W'THOUT

be deleted for credit) and multi-function lever
awaiting your every command.
Suddenly, driving is fun again. Standard frontwheel drive, rack and pinion steering and a taut
suspension system help our J2000 Coupe uncurl
corners and smooth out rough spots.
Of course, we knew you'd want a car that looks as
good as it feels. So we gave this sporty new J2000
a wedge-shaped design that not only helps make it
aerodynamic, but stylish as well. It adds up to one
high mileage car you won't ever want to park.
So come on. Treat yourself to the new Pontiac
J2000 High Mileage Coupe. Or any of our other
exciting new J Generation models—2-door coupe,
3-door hatch, 4-door sedan, and 4-door wagon.
J2000. A neat new way to hit the street. At your
Pontiac dealer now.
Pontiacs are equipped with GM-built engines
produced by various divisions. See your dealer
for details.

NEW PONTIAC12000

of

the 329 different coaches who have pi
loted their teams to the 43 NCAA tour
naments, none got there quicker from
point zero than did Gene Bartow with
his UAB Blazers. That's not to say Bartow
is an overnight sensation. He had been to
the NCAAs before with Memphis State
(1973) and UCLA (1976 and 1977). His
reputation as a program-builder crys
tallized when, in UAB's fourth season,
the 23-9 Blazers stunned Kentucky and
then scared Indiana in the Mideast Re
gional. He's O-for-5 vs. Bobby Knight, but
that'll change. What has remained con
stant through it all is Bartow: He still
likes his steaks well done, still doesn't
smoke or drink, still doesn't swear. The
Kentucky win put the Blazers on a ped
estal, though it was a struggle. A tough
schedule, a deep bench, muscle up front
(6-10 Anchrum, 6-8 Chris Giles, 6-6 Craig
Lane, 6-8 Donnie Speer) and a dazzler at
guard, Oliver Robinson, will prepare
hungry UAB for another rush toward the
NCAAs and the high drama that goes
with it. This time, as fate has it, the Mid
east Regional will be at Birmingham.
Southern home-cooking can't hurt Bar
tow's chances of becoming the first
coach to take teams from three schools
to the Final Four.
Connecticut Cornelius Thomp
son, a 6-8 inside player blessed with mul
tiple skills, is so good that they'd des
ignate him a state treasure if it was
possible. Interest in basketball is, in fact,
on a par with oil prices in Connecticut.
"It's not unusual," said one observer, "to
see the front of the sports pages read,
'Huskies Win; Super Bowl Today.'"
Thompson (call him Corny) led his high
school team in Middletown, Conn., to 76
successive wins, then signed to attend
UConn in the midst of a raging blizzard.
It didn't chill the program. Mike McKay
followed, 6-11 Chuck Aleksinas trans
ferred from Kentucky and UConn was off
to the races. Corny, the hub of the club, is
a househdld word in this state. A private
person who prefers not to dunk, he is
definitely a force. UConn is 61-26 in the
three seasons he's been in the lineup.
When his buzzer shot beat St. John's last
season, 14,587 spectators at the Hartford
Civic Center went berserk. There could
be more of the same kind of jubilation if
guards Karl Hobbs and Vern Giscombe
continued

(top) Terry Cummlngs, DePaul
(bottom left) Eric Floyd, Georgetown
(bottom right) Randy Wlttman, Indiana

BASKETBALL
continued
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dave Dorr has been a sportswriter for the Sf. Louis Post-Dispatch for 15 years covering basketball fo°tbaT track and held
and golf A 1962 graduate of the University of Missouri, he served as president of the U.S. Basketball Writers Association in 1979-80. Dor
numerous writing awards from different organizations and is the author of the nonfiction book. Running Back.

Hoyas' Coach John Thompson says, "I
haven't let myself think about the season
as much as some say I should." Give him
time. His union with shotblocker Ewing
completed, he'll like what he sees of his
beasties. Guarantee it.

get the ball to Corny so he can keep
UConn close in the Big East title chase
that surely will be frenetic again.

DePaul A lot of folks feel certain
that Ray Meyer, a gentle panda of a man
who has been coaching this Catholic
school on the north side of town for 39
years, will find the peace he has been
yearning for and it will come because his
best player, Mark Aguirre, a young man of
many moods, elected to leave as a junior

Dominique Wilkins, Georgia

Oliver Robinson, Alabama-Birmingham

EST. RETAIL
$6.50

COLLEGE SPORT CAP.OFFER
Order your Sport Cap with choice of college emblem
from the list below.
• High-shaped smooth front with nylon mesh for
comfortable fit • Adjustable, allowing for proper
headsize • Perspiration-absorbent, colorfast

"V-8" Cocktail Vege
table Juice...a deli
cious, healthful way
to cap off your tail
gate party...or "V-8"
Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice with a special
spicy sizzle that puts
more spirit in the
spirits.

PLEASE CHECK COLLEGE(S) DESIRED

Here's how to order your College
Sport Cap:
For each cap ordered send $3.25 (check or money
order) and two labels from any size "V-8" Cocktail
Vegetable Juice or "V-8" Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice (Wisconsin residents send $3.25 and label
facsimile only) along with your name, address and
zip code to:
V-8 COLLEGE CAP
P.O. Box 9720, Clinton, IA 52736
Offer expires 3/31/82, or while supplies last. Please allow
8 weeks for delivery. Offer good only in U.S.A. Void where taxed,
restricted or prohibited by law Wisconsin residents send facsimiles
plus money required. Do not mall to Campbell Soup Company
Camden, NJ 08101.

• Alabama
• Air Force
• Arizona
• Arizona State
• Arkansas
• Army
• Boston College
• B.Y.U.
• California
• Cincinnati
• Colorado State
G Delaware
• Duke
• Florida State
• Georgia
• Georgia Tech
• Harvard
G Idaho

• Idaho State
• Illinois
• Indiana
• Iowa
• Iowa State
• Kansas State
• Kentucky
• L.S.U.
• Maryland
• Memphis State
• Miami
• Michigan
• Michigan State
• Minnesota
• Mississippi State
• Missouri
• Navy
• Nebraska

• New Mexico State
• North Carolina
• Northwestern
• Notre Dame
• Ohio State
• Oklahoma
• Oregon
• Oregon State
• Penn
• Penn State
• Pittsburgh
• Princeton
• Purdue
• Rice
• Rutgers
• Slippery Rock
• Stanford
• Syracuse

• T.C.U.
• Temple
• Tennessee
• Texas
• Texas A & M
• Tulane
• U.C.L.A.
• U.S.C.
• Utah
• Utah State
• Vanderbilt
• Virginia
• Wake Forest
• Washington
• Washington State
• Wisconsin
• Yale

for the NBA. The chunky Aguirre, a.k.a.
the Muffin Man, he of the wonderful
moves, was so dichotomous that he wore
Meyer's psyche to a frazzle. Aguirre led
the Blue Demons from oblivion to the
Final Four in 1979. And then, in 1980 and
1981, they were ambushed in the first
round of the NCAAs. These are no palooks that the legendary Meyer will trot
out anew—not Terry Cummings and
Teddy Grubbs and Bernard Randolph up
front with quicksilver Skip Dillard in the
backcourt. The newcomers should help
mightily, especially 6-9 frosh Walter
Downing, a Chicagoan who did an
about-face in one day's time, leaving
Marquette in the lurch and choosing in
stead DePaul, and 6-1 Raymond McCoy, a
transfer from San Francisco who is home
again. If perplexing DePaul will play as a
t-e-a-m, the winter nights won't be so
long and Ray Meyer will smile once
more.

Georgia Because Dominique Wilkins did not bolt to the NBA, the Bulldogs
will be in the scrap for the Southeastern
Conference championship and, maybe,
much more. Had Wilkins, an explosive
player of astounding abilities, bitten at a

$1.2 million package offered by the De
troit Pistons, Georgia would have been
left in disarray. Now, Coach Hugh Dur
ham has a hatful of talent, including
starters Wilkins, 6-8 Terry Fair, James
Banks and Vern Fleming, both 6-6, and
6-1 leaper Eric Marbury. The 6-7 Wilkins
is the SEC's premier player. He led the
league in scoring (23,6), getting the green
light from
Durham. Wilkins launched
582 shots, 200 more than anyone else in
the SEC. The Dogs of Dunk were 19-12,
finished fifth in the SEC's regular-season
race and got to the NIT. "We were think
ing tournament," said Durham. "Next it
would be the NCAA and if Wilkins (a ju
nior) doesn't apply for hardship in the
fourth year, we could make a run at it.
With Dominique shouldering the load,
Georgia might make the mountaintop
one year early.

Georgetown

All-America guard

Eric (Sleepy) Floyd might wake up to find
he's the king of the hill, the top of the
heap. Indeed, all eyes will be focused on
the Hoyas, a team that Mike Frazier, the
lone departing senior, said would be
"the Beast of the East." His warning was
not bravado. The Hoyas return every
starter and had a sensational recruiting
campaign, grabbing 7-0 Pat Ewing, 6-7
William Martin and 6-6 Anthony Jones.
Ewing, who has unlimited potential, was
the nation's most celebrated high school
player. He'll step in at center with any
combination of 6-9 Ed Spriggs, 6-5 Eric
Smith, 6-7 Mike Hancock, 6-7 Jeff Bullis,
Martin and Jones. Floyd's running mate
is Downtown Freddie Brown, Rookie of
the Year in the burgeoning Big East, a
league that is getting so good so fast it'll
knock your socks off. In the face of cer
tain unparalleled pressure on Ewing,

Indiana Asked if Coach Bobby
Knight made him a better person in his
two years at IU, Isiah Thomas said, "I
thought I was an OK guy whenI first got
here," a glistening smile crossing that
cherubic face of his. The smile never dis
appeared, not even while he was being
tugged at from every direction in a dress
ing room that was swelled with people
following IU's 63-50 victory over North
Carolina in the NCAA championship
game at Philly. In two magnificent years
at IU, Isiah had a lot to be happy about.
His presence brought two Big Ten titles
for IU and a gold medal for the U.S. in the
Pan American Games. He was the playmaker on the U.S. Olympic team and
now he has taken his wondrous act to
the NBA. His departure leaves the Hoosiers more vulnerable than they were,
but not by much. IU will storm the Big
Ten again with three returning starters,
Landon Turner, Ted Kitchel and Randy
Wittman, and another Thomas, this one
Jim by name. Though not related to Isiah
he played like him as IU ripped
its five
tournament foes by an average margin of
22.6 points. Look for 6-10 newcomer
John Flowers, a remarkable athiete, to
play a lot. He'll bloom in late February,
just about the time Knight's teams begin
turning it on.
Iowa From the Fabulous Few of
the Final Four in 1980, Iowa's cup run
neth over again with players and an em
bellished tradition that is propelling the
Hawks onward in the land of the brawny
6ig Ten. Coach Lute Olson continues to
recruit nationwide, enticing 6-2 Todd
Berkenpas,
6-10 Greg Stokes, 6-10
Michael Payne and 6-9 Jerry Dennard, a
junior college standout. The Hawks won
seven of nine games on an early-summer
tour of South America, a trip that firmly
fixed the positions of Kenny (Iceman)
Arnold at the point, 6-6 Kevin Boyle, a
gamer, and 6-5 Bob Hansen. Still to be
replaced are the Twin Towers, 6-10 Steve
Krafcisin and 6-10 Steve Waite. If Olson
wants a big lineup he can use either
Stokes, Payne, Dennard, redshirt Mike
Heller or Mark Gannon, whose career
has been slowed by a bum knee. To add
quicks to the lineup Olson can call on 6-2
Steve Carfino or 6-2 Dennis Johnson.
Iowa was derailed en route to the Final
Four last season when Olson erred, call
ing an illegal timeout that gift-wrapped a
continued
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win for Wichita State. That bitter pill
might make Iowa stronger. If so, it'll be
seashells and balloons for the Hawks.
Kansas State What you see isn't
always what you get. Ask those teams
that underestimated Kansas State last
season and, splat, went to the sidelines.
From the day that he introduced his
guard, Walt Frazier, to the world, Jack
Hartman has been placed up there
among the sharpest coaching minds of
the sport. Be that as it may, Hartman gets
miffed when his Cats, landlocked in the
Midwest, are not accorded the recog
nition he thinks they should be. "We can
play out here, too, you know," he says. Yes
they can, and they did, these 'Cats who
are purple puppets on a string. They
move as one, frustrating and wearing
down one opponent after another. Fa
vored San Francisco, Oregon State and
Illinois tripped over the string in the
NCAAs. The K-Staters aren't the sleek ga
zelles you associate with powerhouse
hoop teams. Ed Nealy, at 235 pounds,
has a vertical jump of, it seems, 10
inches. Randy Reed, at 6-7, is the tallest
player. Forget it. Tyrone Adams, Tim Jankovich and Brazilian Eduardo Galvao are
unselfish, disciplined and if you dare
laugh, they'll burn you. These five, even
without graduated Olympian Rolando
Blackmail, will make the 'Cats for
midable again. A summer tour of Japan
polished their game.

Kentucky

The word was out on

Kenny Arnold, Iowa

2(ft

Randy Reed, Kansas State
UK long before the first center tap of last
season. Weeks of intense weight-lifting
had built the Wildcats into a muscle ma
chine that appeared capable of bull
dozing anyone that got in its path. The
'Cats did that, ripping Ohio State, Indi
ana and Kansas in that order and then a
most curious thing happened. The ma
chine began to wheeze and clank. The
players were doubting themselves and
seemed puzzled as to what their roles
were to be. Coach Joe B. Hall experi
mented and prodded, switching his
players around while he sought to estab
lish definition and consistency. UK was
bounced out of the NCAAs by upstart
UAB, but Hall is certain his young Cats
have grown up. Another experiment
could move Mount Melvin Turpin, a
7-footer, into the pivot with 7-1 Olympian
Sam Bowie and 6-6 Derrick Hord at the
wings. Dirk Minniefield, a 6-3 guard, was
the 'Cats' spiritual leader, capable of
playing the point when 6-4 Jim Master,
the Kentucky Rifle, was on the floor, or
taking over at shooting guard when 5-11
Dicky Beal was at the point. Those six
return and have been told by Hall:
Strength is believing in yourselves.
Louisville A desultory beginning
to a season that was expected to be an
other ho-hum mop-up for the Cardinals
put everybody in shock. A 2-7 getaway
during which the Cards lost at Oklaho
ma State on a last-second heave from
half-court and shot 33 percent against
Minnesota was the worst start ever for a
defending NCAA champion. Through it
all, Coach Denny Crum kept his com
posure. "I never got down on them, nev
er bad-mouthed them or screamed
much at them," said Crum, who turned
finally to a pair of freshmen, 6-8 Charles
Jones and 6-3 Lancaster (Flash) Gordon.
They glued the pieces together and the
Cards took off, winning 19 of 20 games
and preserving a tenth straight 20-win

season and a Metro title for Crum. Alas,
it ended as it began. Arkansas guard U.S.
Reed ousted Louisville on a 49-foot bomb
in the Midwest Regional. Happily, the
deck is stacked again for the Cards,
who'll have Jones, Gordon and three oth
er starters back—Jerry Eaves, Olympian
Rodney McCray, a 59 percent shooter,
and Derek Smith. Add the Pine Boys—
four reserves—and dynamite new
comers 6-7 Manuel Forrest and 6-5 guard
Milt Wagner and it's not likely the Cards
will fall apart again. They went from
chumps to champs.
Minnesota The way Jim Dutcher
figures, his Gophers could win the
NCAAs this season if only he could work
out a slight change in the rules, that
being the elimination of overtime games.
No wonder. Minesota lost four Big Ten
games last season in OT or double OT
and three of them were at home, of all
places. Reverse those OT defeats in a sea
son of exasperation and the Gophers
would have been playing in the NCAAs,
not the NIT. As it was, Minnesota made a
second straight trip to the NIT (having
lost to Virginia in the 1980 championship
game) and got to the quarterfinals. Min
nesota could wrap up games early this
season with a diverse collection of talent
that includes the return of its top eight
players. The cornerstone of this promis
ing crew is 7-2 Randy (Brew) Breuer, an
imposing 9-6 with his arms outstretched
on defense. Then there are 6-5 Darryl
(Top Cat) Mitchell and 6-5 swingman
Trent Tucker, seniors who are survivors
of a Gopher freshman class that was con
sidered the nation's best, and 6-2 Mark
Hall, a 61 percent shooter last season.
Breuer says his size is a hindrance only
when he encounters low ceilings. "I wor
ry about the roof falling in on me," he
says, sounding like Chicken Little.
Breuer can rest easy. That won't be hap
pening to the Gophers.
Nevada-Las Yfegas it couldn't
have been any worse if Frank Sinatra had
gotten a frog in his throat at Caesars Pal
ace. UNLV's Jerry Tarkanian, America's
winningest active (in terms of win/loss
percentage, .810) coach, shaved his head
and failed, for the first time in 13 sea
sons, to win 20 games. He set a record for
towels chewed, one season. The Runnin'
Rebels could regain their upbeat tempo
if Tark's newcomers contribute, and they
should. He has his top six regulars back,
including southpaw shooter Larry An
derson and 6-9 rebounder Sidney Green.
He can play. El Sid averaged 10.9 boards
with a high of 23. UNLV's newcomers
number four juco transfers among them.
The bright lights could be 6-9 intimidator
Richie Adams, who rejected an average
of 10 shots in 31 games last season,
6-2 Danny Tarkanian, the coach's son,
continued

more money
than ever before,
so I talked to
EFHutton.
And I listened!'
"E.F.Hutton showed me how to
make my winnings go further, how
to build a nest egg for the future,
/
and more importantly, how to
j
stay ahead of that inflation bogey. /
"My advice is to listen to
/
your E.F.Hutton broker and find/?',;
out how he can help you.
"You'll never know when
you'll need the money."

EFHutton

When EFHutton talks, people listen.
Member S1 P C

THE OFFICIAL BEER
OF THE NTFL!

continued

"Clothing by Higgins
.. .it has to be good."
For more information call
toll free 1-800-633-2422; in
Alabama call 1-800-762-2496
or write Higgins Company,
Lineville, Alabama 36266.
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Charles Jones, Louisville

Quintin Dailey, USF

and 6-5 Dwayne Polee, a prep bluechipper from Los Angeles. Little Tark was
a Nevada high school all-stater in hoops
shooting lefthanded and an all-stater
in football passing righthanded.
They
might have to rename Tark's Shark Tank,
UNLV's home floor, Po-Lee Pavilion be
fore Dwayne's promising career is over.
There is one more reason for optimism:
Big Tark is letting his hair grow. Bald was
not better.
North Carolina A1 Wood was
speaking of Slammin' Sam Perkins, a spi
dery, 6-9 center. "When he gets the ball
down in there he knows what to do with
it," said Wood. Does he. Like, float into
the lane, take the pass, double-pump
and JAM! Perkins' 42-inch wingspan gave
him the appearance of a Boeing 747 on
defense. He was the finest freshman in
the land last season. He scored more
points and grabbed more rebounds than
any freshman in Tar Heel history, an
achievement worth noting when placed
alongside the prestigious talent that had
preceded him at Chapel Hill. Perkins,
Wood and James Worthy formed a devas
tating frontline, taking the Four Corner
'Heels to the Final Four for the sixth time
in Coach Dean Smith's storied career.
Wood's 39 points, an NCAA tournament
semifinal record, and the manner in
which Perkins blunted Ralph Sampson
in the 'Heels' semis win over Virginia
won't be forgotten, but what the 'Heel
loyalists want more than anything is a

national championship for Smith and
Carolina blue skies forever. He has been
a runnerup twice, he has won 436 games
at the collegiate level and he coached the
U.S. to the gold medal at the 1976 Olym
pic Games. He's done it all but win an
NCAA title. Worthy, Perkins, Matt Doherty
and guards Jimmy Black and Jim Braddock and a superb group of recruits (6-5
Mike Jordan is the best) could help
Smith unload that burden in 1981-82.
San Francisco In his first sea
son as the head man at the Hilltop, Pete
Barry saw to it that his Dons made the
NCAAs, thereby erasing the agony of a
1980 season wracked by probation and
giving credence to the Barry Byword:
Don't look back unless you're going in
that direction. Hey, with the great Quin
tin Dailey, 7-0 Wallace Bryant, John Hegwood, Ken McAlister and 6-8 freshman
John Martens available, it's a one-way
street the Dons are traveling and who
knows how far they will go? Dailey will
determine that. A 6-3 junior, the Q is one
of the very best guards in the land. His
stats raise eyebrows. Try a 22.4-point av
erage, 5.5 on the boards, 93 assists, 59
steals and six blocks last season. He shot
57 percent. He is fulfilling a vow to finish
college; he made that promise to his par
ents, both of whom he tragically lost to
cancer when he was a 15-year-old high
school freshman. One of those who has
befriended him is Reggie Jackson. Like
continued

Touch football is thirsty work So it stands
to reason that the National Touch Football League
would choose as its official beer one ,^
with a rich, smooth teste. And they did: ^
Michelob Light
^
Compare the taste to any beer you like! \/
ANHEUSEH-BUSCH. INC • ST LOUIS MO

Game plan for a game room.
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Reggie, the Q is the straw that stirs the
drink. Bryant, unusually mobile for his
size, anchors the frontline. Look for a
sixth straight WCAC championship here
and another 20-win season, the Dons'
seventh in a row.
Tulsa The extraordinary turn
about at Tulsa was a basketball bonanza,
a transformation that whisked the Hurri
cane from 8-19 nobodies of the previous
season to 26-7 champions of the NIT. It
was executed with a new coach, a bunch
of junior college transfers who could
play and it was unprecedented. No team
has ever, in one giant step, leapfrogged
from a losing season to the NIT title. No
lan Richardson brought starters David
Brown, Paul Pressey, Phil Spradling and
Greg Stewart with him to Tulsa from his
37-0 Western Texas College team of 1980
that won the national juco crown, he
added Tiger stripes to the Hurricane uni
forms and he pulled a theme song from
his bag of tricks: "Ain't No Stoppin' Us
Now." What's next? Tulsa loses only one
starter, Bob Stevenson, who fed Stewart
for the winning hoop in the NIT. Pressey
buoyed Tulsa during the regular Mis
souri Valley Conference schedule while
Stewart was the MVP of the NIT. And the
prophet Richardson? He said the Big Ap
ple would be a piece of cake. A crowd of
10,000 welcomed the team home at Bartlett Square where a sign trumpeted:
"Ain't Nobody Left to Stop You Now!"
Richardson is going for the Triple
Crown: Juco, NIT, NCAA.
UCLA They began grabbing at
ghosts as soon as Larry Farmer was se
lected as the next man to guide the Bru
ins' destiny. All those who know Farmer
expect to see the Wooden Soldiers
march again, for he is immersed in the
system that took John Wooden s teams to
Sam Bowie, Kentucky

Don't just sit there. In a matter of a few
hours, you could turn your attic or spare room
into a beautiful new game room.
Try some real wood paneling. A few
shelves. Or maybe a whole new room.
Your Georgia-Pacific Registered Dealer has
everything you need to do the job yourself.
Plans and tools. Building materials. And even
a word or two of advice.

So put your game plan to work in your
game room. We'll help. Wherever you see
the familiar blue and white Georgia-Pacific
Registered Dealer sign in your community.
GeorgiaFbcific

A

REGISTERED DEALER
Home of quality
building products
and service

For everything you need to know
about paneling, send for our free
paneling kit. It's filled with paneling
ideas, installation details and
decorating tips. For your copy,
write: Georgia-Pacific, Department
TI-1081, 900 S.W. Fifth Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97204.

You can do it. We'll help.

a.
Michael Holton, UCLA
Mark Hall, Minnesota

10 national titles. Fact is, it would almost
seem that fate decreed that Farmer
should carry on the Wooden Way. When
Farmer was a high school senior in Den
ver he wrote a letter to UCLA asking for
the opportunity to plav there. Im
pressed, Wooden granted the request
and in Farmer's three varsity seasons the
Bruins were 89-1 and won three NCAA
championships. Farmer served his
coaching apprenticeship under Gene
Bartow, Gary Cunningham and Larry
Brown and now he is ready. Recruiting
did not suffer in the transition. Brown
did not leave the Bruins in ruins. All of
which reduces Farmer's problems to
finding playing time for his four out
standing freshmen. The Bruins will have
power up front and dazzling speed on
the backline in Michael Holton and
Rocket Rod Foster. UCLA didn't lose a
single player from last season. Look out,
America! Farmer has in his hands the
nucleus for another dynasty at Westwood.

Villanova Not everybody who
was somebody for the Wildcats is back,
in particular forward Alex Bradley and
guard Tom Sienkiewicz. Which isn't to
say the Nova is squirming in a bed of
ashes or going down the tubes. Coach
Rollie Massimino, a novel strategist,
won't allow that. He'll find a way, as he
did last season when the Cats defeated
St. Joseph's to force the first five-way tie
in the 26-year history of Philly's Big 5 and

Ralph Sampson, Virginia
when he huddled with Notre Dame as
sistant Pete Gillen, a former Massimino
aide, for help in shutting down Virginias
Ralph Sampson in the NCAAs. The Cats
gave UVa all it could handle before losing
by four. One of the reasons it did was 6-8
center John Pinone, who was spurned as
a high school player by UVa because he
was fat. Pinone will be surrounded up
front by Aaron Howard, Mike Mulquin
and two highly recruited freshmen,
6-9
Ed Pinckney and 6-6 Dwayne McClain.
Stewart (Stew-Stew) Granger is the No. 1
guard. Pinckney, from the Bronx, can tell
continued
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ow is the time for all good fans
to order the official souvenir
program sold at the 1982 Rose
Bowl, Orange Bowl and Cotton
Bowl, and the 1981 Gator Bowl and
Sun Bowl football games.
These beautiful collector's editions
contain over 125 pages of in-depth
scouting reports, special features
on past bowl games, a section on
the record holders and halftime
shows, a review of the past season
in words and photos and even a
bowl quiz to test your trivia
memory.
Each program is chock-full of fullcolor action photos and is a perfect
gift for the fanatic fan and the
discerning collector. Whether you
attend the games in person or view
them in the comfort of your home,
these programs are a must item to
increase your enjoyment of all of
the excitement at bowl time.

Prices for the souvenir bowl pro
grams follow and include postage
and handling:
$ 4.75 per program
$20.00 for all 5 bowls

r

Quantity:

_ROSE BOWL
ORANGE BOWL
_COTTON BOWL
.GATOR BOWL
.SUN BOWL
TOTAL ENCLOSED: $.
Name

—

Address
City
State

Zip

Orders must be received by
December 1, 1981, to ensure delivery.
Make check or money order payable to:

i

TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS
and send together with your
name and address to:

L
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TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS
BOWL PROGRAMS
Three Embarcadero Center, Suite 1980
San Francisco, CA 94111

i

|
i

—J

Greg Jones, West Virginia

Cliff Levingston, Wichita State

you how many letters he got from
schools recruiting him. Villanova sent 56,
Maryland 44, Tennessee 37, Pitt 36 and
so on. What Massimino wants is word
that the NCAA will covet the 'Cats again.
Virginia How Bout Them Hoos?
That 's the question of the day at Mincer's
Pipe Shop, one of the many little stores
hard by The Lawn in Charlottesville. It
had been so many years since UVa had
been mentioned in the same breath with
the nation's basketball best that once the
Wahoos reached the pinnacle, it took
getting used to. Now, in usually laid-back
Charlottesville, they love it. There's a
$4.50 jawbreaker deli sandwich named
The Sampson, men wear orange and
blue shirts to church and 7-4 Ralph
Sampson, the center of attention, has
been insured by Lloyd's of London for $1
million. The Wahoos won the NIT in
1980, then finished third in the NCAAs in
1981 in a glorious season. It was the first
appearance ever for you-vee-aay in the
Final Four. Sampson visited with repre
sentatives of the Dallas Mavericks and
the Detroit Pistons and was bombarded
from all sides with opinions on his fu
ture. Stay in school or turn pro? Dissatis
fied with his Final Four showing (22
points in two games), he's staying. So the
Odyssey of Ralph continues—without
Lee Raker and Jeff Lamp but with Jeff
Jones, Craig Robinson, Ricky Stokes and
Othell Wilson and a touted freshman, 6-8
Jim Miller, who will give Sampson help
on the boards in the robust ACC.
West Virginia Guard Greg Jones,
the Little Man, became a favorite of
Mountaineer Coach Gale Catlett down
the stretch for his thrill-a-minute antics.
Example: The 6-1 Jones went into the
crowd at St. Bonaventure, shook hands
with the taunters before the game, then
blew out the Bonnies with 31 points. He
slugged Rutgers for 32 and helped West
Virginia to its first 20-win season in 18
years. It rekindled the glory days of Hot

Rod Hundley, Jerry West and Rod Thorn,
but nothing could equal the Mountain
eers' high on a night last March when
they rolled at Minnesota, 80-69, in the
quarterfinals of the NIT. With that as a
prologue, the Mountaineers seem des
tined for even bigger things with four
starters returning and two newcomers,
leapin' Lester Rowe and 6-9 Adam Clay
ton Powell, a former high school team
mate of Jones, anxious to do their stuff in
the Eastern Eight. Tim Kearney, a 6-11
sophomore, could take up the slack on
the boards left by departed ace Greg
Nance. Diego McCoy will join Jones on
the backline. If the season goes as Catlett
plans, Jerry West may stop by and shake
Jones' hand.

Wichita State This is a team
that is literally bursting with talent. Oh
yes. For months on end the screaming
denizens who fill the Roundhouse—
Wichita's Levitt Arena—waving LOVE YA
SHOCKERS towels wondered how their
team would look with prized local high
school phenoms, 7-1 Greg Dreiling and
6-4 Aubrey Sherrod, in the lineup with
6-8 Cliff Levingston, 6-9 Antoine Carr and
6-3 Tony Martin or 6-7 Jay Jackson. Great.
Those months of wondering ended
when Dreiling and Sherrod, the targets
of a frenzied nationwide recruiting blitz,
remained at home, joining another local
whiz, Carr. The Shockers were 26-7 last
season, their second-best record ever,
and along the way won the Missouri Val
ley Conference regular-season title. In
the NCAAs they defeated Iowa and Kan
sas on Mike Jones' 25-foot jumper. It was
the first win in history over KU for the
Shockers, a team the Jayhawks had
refused to play for 26 years. Levingston
and Carr are punishing bookend for
wards. Add the mobile, 240-pound Dreil
ing and the Shocker front wall will have
to be renamed The Bruise Brothers. As
the Valley will discover, these Shockers
are going to be a monster.
:g:

Where would awise investor seek
sound advice, attentive service,
unbeatable information, and
unmatched financial strength ?

Merrill Lynch says,
close to home.
Don't misunderstand. There's
nothing wrong with searching far
and wide for investment ideas. It's
not easy to get rich these days.
But to search on your own is a
full-time job-and-a-half. You have to
read everything, digest it all, ana
lyze the information, act on it...and
do it fast, because opportunities
become ancient history in precious
little time.
Meanwhile, some of the best
investment ideas are sitting practi
cally on your doorstep, at a nearby
office of Merrill Lynch.
We have the resources and
the people to know, really know,
investment opportunities as diverse
as oil drilling partnerships and
Treasury Bill futures, options and
retirement plans.
Our research team is the best
on Wall Street—in Wall Street's
own opinion. And we make it easy
to use that unrivaled resource: com
puter terminals at every Merrill
Lynch office can instantly print out

A breed apart
up-to-the-minute opinions on more
than 1200 stocks.
Best of all is the way we tailor
our advice to your requirements.
Before offering a single suggestion,
your Merrill Lynch Account Exec
utive will spend a long while listen
ing. Finding out what you really
need. Because the smartest invest
ment plans—the plans most likely
to succeed—start with a clear
definition of where they want to go.
Are you looking for security or the

1980 Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, SIPC.

opportunity to speculate? For cur
rent income or capital growth?
What you tell us determines in
large part what we tell you.
So we make a point of develop
ing, for each customer, a sound
long-term investment strategy, and
we encourage you to stick with it
and not be sidetracked by invest
ment fads or temporary market
aberrations. And we give you the
security of knowing that we're
going to stick with you and see you
through to your goals. Merrill
Fynch has more than $800 million
in capital resources working for
you, and we plan to be advising you
long after all those fad investments
have been written off.
So drop in at a nearby Merrill
Fynch office and look over some of
the brochures that explain our phi
losophy and way of doing things.
Don't worry...we won't ask you to
buy anything. In fact, we probably
won't even let you, until we get to
know you better.

Merrill Lynch

Copyright 1981, Woolrich, Inc.
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Q_. Kesi Afalava
O / Hauula, Oahu

„ — Jeff Breland
I O Seattle, WA

Tim Clark
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D / Waimanalo, Oahu

Keith Ah Yuen
/y Kaneohe, Oahu

Gary Allen
20 Baldwin Park, CA

Beau Babka
/ / Stockton, CA

—
Noland Baker
Oy Waialua, Oahu

Danny Brown
OO Palo Alto, CA

— -

21

Duane Coleman
Oceanside, CA

50

^1
O I

Danny Browne
Phoenix, AZ

Lamar Collins
San Francisco, CA

ci

Ol

Bryan Almadova
Honolulu

Qr) Dave Barbour
OJ Sunnyvale, CA

rsr* Bernard Carvalho
OO Kapaa, Kauai

0/~ Don Crichton
bU Seattle, WA

^ 0 Dirk Apao
I y Honolulu

Zq

J.D. Bethea
San Fernando, CA

_ - Nick Castrow
69 Seattle, WA

Q Q William Danielson
OO Pago Pago, A.S.

Dino Arelliano
A ^
H-O Honolulu

. . Michael Beazley
I 4- Waianae, Oahu

^
1 /

Raphel Cherry
Los Angeles, CA

Brian Derby
bo Pearl City, Oahu

Where the outdoors meets its match.
For a free copy of the booklet "Information that can save your life," write to
Woolrich, Box P-81, Woolrich, PA 17779
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Jim Donovan
bo Anaheim, CA

Chris Fife
OO Seattle, WA

Aui Fitisemanu
2 Kaneohe, Oahu

0
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Quentin Flores
Waianae, Oahu
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Vernon Gearring
Los Angeles,. CA

~ Larry Goeas
OZ. Honolulu
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c
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Brad Ingram
Diablo, CA

c
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Parson losua
Honolulu

Tony Holyfield
San Francisco, CA
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— m K a n i Kauahi
/O Mililani, Oahu

M
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Samson Kela
Hilo, Hawaii

Lee Larsen
Z\j Ewa Beach, Oahu

Adam Joy
Aiea, Oahu
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D^f

Carl Kenneybrew
Compton, CA

~ ^ Steve Lehor
Ou Ontario, CA

4y

Doug Kyle
Kaneohe, Oahu

OU

Danny Lei
San Jose, CA

A

Sophomore wide receiver Duane Coleman (21) tries to
evade a swarming Cougar defense, photo by Bruce Asato

9

Kent Kafentzis
Richland, WA

/

Kurt Kafentzis
Richland, WA

Mark Kafentzis
Richland, WA

« r- Emlen Kahoano
yt> Mililani, Oahu

Second
Effort

DIAMOND-TEL
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.

It's the trademark of a winning team. And
since normal banking hours aren't always
enough, we take you the extra distance
with Diamond-Tel—our day-and-night,
seven-days-a-week automatic teller.
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Merv Lopes
Kailua, Oahu

Tim Lyons
D Sunnymead, CA

^~

2.Z.

Matt Manuma
Honolulu

^y

Tom McCarthy
Honolulu

Warrior Falaniko Noga wrestles quarterback Jim
McMahon to the turf, photo by Bruce Asato

We salute the
UH Rainbow Warriors.

FOR
ALL YOU DO...
THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU.

Central Pacific Bank
Member FDIC

Diamond-Tel Branches:
• Moiliili • Waikiki • Kaimuki • Kaneohe
• Makiki • Aiea • Mapunapuna

Distributed by EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC of Hawaii
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Geoff McDonald
Honolulu

Andy Moody
Waipahu, Oahu
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Dana McLemore
Venice, CA

Kenny Moore
0 M
O^r Lethbridge, Alb.

Q

/O

Jim Mills
Richmond, B.C.

Walter Murray
Berkeley, CA

Kyle Mosley
n ZQ Schofield Bks, Oahu

r- Ron Pennick
O Chicago, III.

Marc Reno
DO Vista, Ca

n M

Terry Powell
San Diego, CA

-j m Reggie Robinson
/4- Ewa Beach, Oahu

. Bernard Quarles
4- Los Angeles, CA

Louis Santiago
A r\
Q/. Hauula, Oahu

r» Verlon Redd
Los Angeles, CA

Z

Jesse Sapolu
/ O Honolulu

Linebacker Doug Kyle (49) keys in on McMahon. photo
by Bruce Asato
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Frank Natividad
Hacienda Hts, CA

r-

A

Falaniko Noga
Honolulu

—

O1

Doug Nomura
Ewa Beach, Oahu

10

Andy Page
San Diego, CA

q r- Itai Sataua
San Diego, CA

OO

Aivis Satele

3Kaneohe, Oahu

O/

Vincent Sides
Los Angeles, CA

q q Jack Sims
Honolulu

Tailback Gary Allen fails to convert this crucial thirddown situation, photo by Bruce Asato
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STUDENT MANAGERS

f\f\ Charles Sumner
yU Kailua, Oahu

Marcus Tarver
OO San Diego, CA

Semeri Ulufale
/ Z Ewa Beach, Oahu

Kent Untermann
Ov^ Sausalito, CA

-J ry

Quarterback Bernard Quarles (4) scrambles with tight
end Chris Fife (86) paving the way. photo by Keith
Sasada

r-,* Anthony Woodson
OO San Francisco, CA

Ana Tuiasosopo
A
4-0 Honolulu

M
David Toloumu
4-U Oceanside, CA

Russell Valente
OO Honolulu

j- Boyd Yap
ZO Honolulu

ry q Daryl Williams
ZO San Francisco, CA

q/i Reggie Young
Rancho Cordova, CA

Sitting, left to right: Merle Uchimura. Gary Fukushima. Kneeling, left to right: Lee Bradley. Gordon Alexander, Gerald Chong.

An Ironwood Resort

Honolulu International Airport

We Specialize in
Sports Banquets and Team Hotel Accommodations
• Meeting & Banquet Facilities
• 270 Comfortable Hotel Rooms

• Whaler's Port Restaurant serving
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

• Color TV & Air Conditioning

• Red Whaler Lounge

• Swimming Pool

• U-Drive & Gift Shop

• Laundromat & Hair Styling Salon

• Free Airport Shuttle

'Call Us Today about your Team Sports Banquet'

Join Rainbow head coach Dick Tomey with the
highlights and inside story on UH Football game
action and its players.
Catch it! Sundays at 4:00PM
Exclusively on CHANNEL2

**Co-host
Les Keiter
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3253 N. Nimitz Hwy. • Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 • (808) 836-3636
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HAWAII ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
POS. HT.

NAME (Hometown)

NO.

*KESI AFALAVA, Hauula, Oahu
87
79 ***KEITH AH YUEN, Kaneohe, Oahu
26 """GARY ALLEN, Baldwin Park, CA
"BRYAN ALMAD0VA, Honolulu
61
19
DIRK APAO, Honolulu
DIN0 ARELUANO. Honolulu
46
BEAU BABKA,Stockton, CA
77
59 **N0LAND BAKER,Waialua, Oahu
83 """DAVE BARBOUR, Sunnyvale, CA
28
"J.D. BETHEA, San Fernando, CA

WT. CL.

NO.

DT 6-3 255 So.
OT 6-3 255 Sr.
TB 5-10 175 Sr.
OLB 6-0 195 Jr.
TB 5-9 170 Fr.

92
20
33
30
81

WR/TB
OT
C
TE
FB

NAME (Hometown)

POS.

Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

OB 6-2
DB 5-11
P 6-2
OL 6-5
DB 5-10

205
210
190
235
180

Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.

5-10
6-8
6-2
6-5
5-10

180
260
195
220
165

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.

6-4 185
6-3 195
6-1 220
5-8 195
6-0 210

Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.

5-9
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-2

175
225
205
185
220

Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.

"REGGIE ROBINSON, Ewa Beach, Oahu DT
LOUIS SANTIAGO, Hauula, Oahu
DB
"JESSE SAPOLU, Honolulu
C/OG
DT
"ITAI SATAUA, San Diego, CA
OLB
ALVIS SATELE, Kaneohe, Oahu

6-2
5-10
6-3
6-0
6-1

230
200
250
215
195

Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

DB
DT
KS
ILB
WR

5-10
6-3
5-8
6-3
6-0

150
220
175
195
1B5

Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.

235
195
225
250
225

Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.
So.

5-7
6-2
6-1
6-4
5-10

165
245
225
220
190

So.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

"TIM LYONS, Sunnymead, CA
16
MATT MANUMA, Honolulu
22
TOM McCARTHY, Honolulu
29
GEOFF McDONALD. Honolulu
70
15 """DANA McLEMORE, Venice, CA

OLB 6-0
KS 6-0
ILB 6-1
FB 6-1
WR 6-0

DB
OT
OLB
TE
WR

MICHAEL BEAZLEY, Waianae, Oahu
JEFF BRELAND, Seattle, WA
DANNY BROWN, Palo Alto, CA
DANNY BROWNE. Phoenix, AZ
BRIAN CAMBRA, Kailua, Oahu

OB
WR
TE
ILB
OLB

6-0
6-2
6-5
6-0
6-0

190
180
240
225
200

Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.

RICK MIKAMI, Honolulu
43
78 ""JIM MILLS, Richmond, B.C.
44 """ANDY MOODY, Waipahu, Oahu
KENNY MOORE, Lethbridge, Alb.
84
KYLE MOSLEY, Schofield Bks, Oahu
24

66
69
17
67
21

"BERNARD CARVALH0, Kapaa, Kauai
NICK CASTR0W, Seattle, WA
RAPHEL CHERRY,Los Angeles, CA
TIM CLARK, Waimanalo, Oahu
"DUANE COLEMAN, Oceanside, CA

OL
OT
OB
OG
WR

6-3
6-5
5-11
5-11
6-0

260
235
200
235
180

So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.

6
11
54
51
10

DB
OG
ILB
OG
OG

5-9
6-0
6-1
6-1
6-1

160
250
210
220
245

Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr
Jr.

WR
"RON PENNICK, Chicago, IL
5
DT
TERRY POWELL, Berkeley, CA
94
BERNARD
QUARLES,
Los
Angeles,
CA
OB
4
DB
12 """VERLON REDO, Los Angeles, CA
OG
MARC RENO, Vista, CA
65

TB
OLB
TE
DB
C

5-10
6-1
6-4
6-0
6-2

175
185
230
190
225

Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

74
42
76
85
13

•VERNON GEARRING, Los Angeles, CA DB 5-11
1
NG 6-1
62 ""LARRY GOEAS, Honolulu
RICHARD HIGA, Pearl City, Oahu
TB 5-6
32
91 """TONY HOLYFIELD, San Francisco, CA DT 6-3
80
BRAD INGRAM. Diablo, CA
WR 6-0

180
220
160
255
190

So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.

37
93
39
27
90

LAMAR COLLINS, San Francisco, CA
DON CRICHTON, Honolulu
WILLIAM DANIELSON, Pago Pago, A.S.
BRIAN DERBY, Pearl City, Oahu
JIM DONOVAN, Anaheim, CA
ANTHONY EDGAR, Compton, CA
"JAMES ELIAS, Cypress, CA
CHRIS FIFE, Seattle, WA
AUI FITISEMANU, Kaneohe, Oahu
QUENTIN FLORES, Waianae, Oahu

3
47
86
2
52

WT. CL.
200
180
210
225
175

GREG LARSEN, Kailua, Oahu
LEE LARSEN, Ewa Beach, Oahu
""STEVE LEHOR, Ontario, CA
DANNY LEI, San Jose, CA
"MERV LOPES. Kailua, Oahu

14
18
88
50
48

31
60
38
68
63

HT.

WR
WALTER MURRAY, Berkeley, CA
P
FRANK NATIVIDAD, Hacienda Hts, CA
NG
"FALANIKO NOGA, Honolulu
C
DOUG NOMURA. Ewa Beach, Oahu
DB
ANDY PAGE, San Diego, CA

VINCENT SIDES, Los Angeles, CA
JACK SIMS, Honolulu
RICHARD SPELMAN, Everett, WA
CARL STOKES, Walnut, CA
CHARLES SUMNER, Kailua, Oahu

OLB 6-0
FB 6-0
NG 6-1
DT 6-1
TE 6-4

57
55
9
7
8

PARSON I0SUA, Honolulu
ADAM JOY, Aiea, Oahu
KENT KAFENTZIS, Richland, WA
KURT KAFENTZIS. Richland, WA
"MARK KAFENTZIS, Richland, WA

C
C
DB
WR
DB

6-1
6-1
6-1
6-1
5-10

225
235
200
175
190

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.

56 """MARCUS TARVER, San Diego, CA
40 """DAVID TOLOUMU, Oceanside, CA
ANA TUIAS0S0P0, Honolulu
45
72 """SEMERI ULUFALE. Ewa Beach, Oahu
KENT UNTERMANN, Sausalito, CA
89

95
75
71
64
49

EMLEN KAHOANO, Waianae, Oahu
KANI KAUAHI, Mililani, Oahu
SAMSON KELA, Hilo, Hawaii
""CARL KENNEYBREW, Compton, CA
""DOUG KYLE, Kaneohe, Oahu

DT
OT
OT
ILB
ILB

6-3
6-2
6-5
6-1
6-1

240
250
260
215
220

So.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.

36
23
53
25
41

RUSSELL VALENTE, Honolulu
FB 5-8
"DARYL WILLIAMS. San Francisco, CA DB 5-8
"ANTHONY WOODSON, San Francisco, CAOLB 6-2
TB 5-10
BOYD YAP, Honolulu
KALEI YOUNG. Hilo, Hawaii
DB 5-11

195
180
210
180
180

"letters won

34

REGGIE YOUNG, Rancho Cordova, CA

205 Jr.

FB

6-1
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MONARCH ROOFING SUPPLY
ROOFING MATERIAL AT REASONABLE PRICES
ROOF TOP DELIVERY

355?
524-7080
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A FRONT LINE YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
ESCORT 4 DOOR HATCHBACK

2H
FAIRMONT FUTURA
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130,000 cars and trucks sold.

28 years at the top of their I
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GRANADA GLX

®

MPG

F150 STVLESIOE

OB
DB
TB
QB
WR
WR
WR
DB
DB
DB
P
DB
OLB
QB
DB
QB
QB
WR
TB

-

THUNOERBIRD

81
75
76
59
63
78
83
16
26
40
5

when
Hawaii
has the ball

MERV LOPES
KANI KAUAHI
JESSE SAPOLU
NOLAND BAKER
JIM DONOVAN
JIM MILLS
DAVE BARBOUR
TIM LYONS
GARY ALLEN
DAVID TOLOUMU
RON PENNICK

24 KYLE M0SLEY .

30 DANNY LEI .
32 RICHARD HIGA.
33 STEVE LEHOR .
37 VINCENT SIDES ....
38 WILLIE DANIELSON
40 DAVID TOLOUMU.

WR
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
TB
FB
FL

KR
41
WR -42
DR
43
OR
44
WR
45
IR
46
FR
47
FB
48
P
49
FB
50
DB
51
TB
52
ILB
53
54
FR
55
FB
56
DR
57
II R
59
KC
FB -60

KALEI YOUNG
DB
LOUIS SANTIAGO
DB
RICK MIKAMI
DB
ANDY MOODY
OLB
ANA TUIAS0S0P0
NG
DINO ARELLIANO
...TB-WR
JAMES ELIAS
OLB
BRIAN CAMBRA
OLB
DOUG KYLE
ILB
DANNY BROWNE
ILB
DOUG NOMURA
C
QUENTIN FLORES
C
ANTHONY WOODSON ...
OLB
FALANIKO NOGA
NG
ADAM JOY
C
MARCUS TARVER
OLB
PARSON I0SUA
C
NOLAND BAKER
C
DON CRICHTON
OG

57
83
64
75
37
52
59
26
20
28
12
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

MIKE MERRIWEATHER
KEN DeSHANO
GEORGE DUNLAP
CARY SMITH
THOMAS COWLING
KIRK HARMON
BOB KOCHMAN
TONY LANG
DARRYL RAGLAND
KEVIN GREENE
STAN SHIBATA

BRYAN ALMADOVA
LARRY GOEAS
JIM DONOVAN
CARL KENNEYBREW
MARC RENO
BERNARD CARVALHO
TIM CLARK
BRIAN DERBY
NICK CASTROW
GEOFF MCDONALD
SAMSON KELA
SEMERI ULUFALE
MAURICE HOWARD
REGGIE ROBINSON
KANI KAUAHI
JESSE SAPOLU
BEAU BABKA
JIM MILLS
KEITH AH YUEN

OLB
NG
OG
ILB
0G
OL
OG
OG
OT
OT
OT
DT
OT
DT
OT
C-OG
OT
OT
OT

SLB
LT
NG
RT
WLB
ILB
ILB
LCB
ROV
FS
RCB

80 BRAD INGRAM
81 MERV LOPES
83 DAVE BARBOUR
84 KENNY MOORE
85 ITAI SATAUA
86 CHRIS FIFE
87 KESI AFALAVA
88 DANNY BROWN
89 KENT UNTERMANN
90 CHARLES SUMNER
91 TONY HOLYFIELO
92 GREG LARSEN
93 JACK SIMS
94 TERRY POWELL
95 EMLEN KAHOANO

when
Pacific
has the ball

WR
WR
TE
TE
DT
TE
DT
TE
TE
WR
OT
OLB
DT
DT
DT

1 KURT HEINRICH
4 KENNY WAGNER
6 MIKE LOVE
7 GEORGE HARRISON
8 JEFF COUNCIL
9 BOB SHOLIN
12 STAN SHIBATA
13 TRENT ANNICHARICO
14 SANDER MARKEL
15 BOB O ROURKE
16 GRAYSON ROGERS
17 HARLEY MILLER
19 SCOH KINNEY
20 DARRYL RAGLAND
21 GARRY PARCELLS

WR
DB
WR
WR
PK
DB
DB
QB
QB
OLB
QB
QB
P/PK
DB
WR

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
35
37
38
42
43

1
77
62
55
61
67
84
17
44
32
21

KURT HEINRICH
RICKY PENN
MARK DAVIS
JIM HEARN
JEFF CARTER
KURT HOUT
PAUL SCHREINER
HARLEY MILLER
GARY BLACKWELL
DAVID BROWN
GARRY PARCELLS

BRAD LANE
WALT LIGHTNER
TONY LANG
KIRBY WARREN
KEVIN GREENE
CLIFF BURGIN
ANTOINE JOHNSON
SHELDON MACKENZIE....
DAVID BROWN
TONY MCINTOSH
BILL WOLSKY
...
THOMAS COWLING
KEVIN EINCK
KEVIN SMITH
TERRY THOMAS

DB
DB
RB
RB
DB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
OLB
ILB
WR
OB

Howard Dare

Umpire:

Joe Ornellas

Linesman:

, Steve Robello

Line Judge: ..

. A1 Barros

74
54
91
47
64
49
44
15
1
8
42

SE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
FB
TB
FL

44 GARY BLACKWELL
47 PAUL THOMPSON
48 DON BATISTE
49 BILL WAGGONER
51 STUART WEIMERS
52 KIRK HARMON
53 KEVIN FREUDENTHAL
54 DAVID CHULICK
55 JIM HEARN
57 MIKE MERRIWEATHER
58 SCOTT GRADDY
59 BOB KOCHMAN
60 RICK WESTERN
61 JEFF CARTER
62 MARK DAVIS

Field Judge:

'

X

RAINBOWS DEFENSE

TIGERS OFFENSE

TIGERS DEFENSE

RB
DB
DB
RB
C
ILB
C
OG/C
C/OG
OLB
ILB
OLB
DT
OG
OG

OFFICIALS FOR THE UH-PACIFIC GAME
Referee:

B

x—s.

r

.

RAINBOWS OFFENSE

VERNON GEARRING ....
AUI FITISEMANU
ANTHONY EDGAR
BERNARD QUARLES ....
RON PENNICK
WALTER MURRAY
KURT KAFENTZIS
MARK KAFENTZIS
KENT KAFENTZIS
ANDY PAGE
FRANK NATIVIDAD
VERLON REDD
ALVIS SATELE
....
MICHAEL BEAZLEY
DANA MCLEMORE
TIM LYONS
RAPHEL CHERRY
JEFF BRELAND
DIRK APAO

iJ

t

YOUR MILEAGE MAY VARY.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

r

O^V .

FORD

Ygj

4-1-

j
m
m
m
n

PH. 531-0491

711 ALA MOA

2

B'.

m.

Tony Tavares

63
64
65
66
67
68
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

REGGIE ROBINSON
FALANIKO NOGA
TONY HOLYFIELD
JAMES ELIAS
CARL KENNEYBREW
DOUG KYLE
ANDY MOODY
DANA McLEMORE
VERNON GEARRING
MARK KAFENTZIS
LOUIS SANTIAGO

JEFF MOLLETT
GEORGE DUNLAP
MIKE AVRIETT
DAN MCGAHAN
KURT HOUT
NICK HOLT
CRAIG TRIPLETT
WES SIBOLE
ED YAGUES
GREG PACOS
NEIL ROSS
CARY SMITH
STEVE SMITH
RICK PENN
TIM SUTRO

DT
NG
OT
OG
C
ILB
DT
OT
OT
OG
NG
DT
OT
OT
OLB

Back Judge:

LT
W
RT
LOLB
LI LB
RILB
ROLB
LCB
RCB
SS
FS

RON WOODS
KEN DESHANO
PAUL SCHREINER
TONY CAMP
BOB HORODECKY
MARCUS PERRO
MARK ROGERS
RICHARD FARHAT
MIKE LANOIS
KELLY STEWART
JIM BANNOWSKY
JONATHON HILL
KERESHAWN HARDY

Frank White

WR
DT
TE
TE
WR
DT
TE
OLD
DT
LB
DT
NG
DT

PACIFIC ALPHABETICAL ROSTER

pearl C
*>3*o£

I sep

ler0

Restaurants (J

Winning Meals
at Unbeatable Prices!
Ala Moana / Kapiolani / Chuckwagon / Pearl City
Royal Lanal / Arthur's Downtown / Downtown Coffeeshop
Jack the Rainbows! Quarterback and Koa Anuenue Club Luncheons every Monday at 12 Noon at the Flamingo Chuckwagon.

POS.

HT.

WT. CL.

HT.

WT. CL.

NO.

NAME (Hometown)

OB
OT
DT
DB
RB

6-2
6-4
6-2
5-11
5-8

180
224
221
180
170

Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Jr.

21
77
87
20
16

GARRY PARCELLS. Canoga Park
RICK PENN, Anaheim
MARCUS PERRO, Compton
DARRYL RAGLAND, El Dorado Hills
GRAYSON ROGERS. Bakersfield

RB
RB
TE
OG
OG-C

5-11
6-2
6-5
6-4
6-4

205
210
240
240
229

Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.

88
74
84
9
12

MARK ROGERS, Sebastopol
NEIL ROSS, Costa Mesa
PAUL SCHRIENER, Napa
BOB SHOLLIN, Newport Beach
STAN SHIBATA. Fountain Valley

TE
NG
TE
DB
DB

6-6
6-3
6-2
6-0
6-0

225
238
234
170
185

Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.

JEFF COUNCIL, Downey
THOMAS COWLING. Sacramento
MARK DAVIS, Grass Valley
KEN DeSHANO, Orange
GEORGE DUNLAP, Pleasant Hill

PK 5-10 167 Jr.
OLB 6-2 200 So.
OG 6-2 241 So.
DT 6-3 236 So.
NG 6-2 235 Jr.

71
75
42
76
93

WES SIBOLE. Ladi
CARY SMITH, Walnut
KEVIN SMITH, Daly City
STEVE SMITH, Modesto
KELLY STEWART, Manteca

OT
DT
WR
OT
DT

6-5
6-6
6-0
6-8
6-4

250
242
176
260
210

Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Fr.

38
89
53
58
28

KEVIN EINCK, Anaheim
RICHARD FARHAT, Gait
KEVIN FREUOENTHAL, Modesto
SCOTT GRADDY, San Rafael
KEVIN GREENE, Ventura

ILB 6-2
OLB 6-3
C 6-4
ILB 6-1
DB 5-11

228
210
210
211
185

So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.

78
43
47
70
49

TIM SUTRO. San Jose
TERRY THOMAS, Richmond
PAUL THOMPSON, Rancho Cordova
CRAIG TRIPLETT, Loomis
BILL WAGGONER, Lost Altos

OLB
DB
DB
DT
RB

6-2
6-0
6-2
6-5
5-10

215
180
178
233
175

Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

99
52
7
55
25

KERESHAWN HARDY. San Jose
KIRK HARMON. Burbank
GEORGE HARRISON, Auburn
JIM HEARN, Simi Valley
WALT LIGHTNER, San Rafael

OT
ILB
WR
C-OG
OB

6-4
6-3
6-1
6-2
5-11

230
236
189
238
170

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.

4
27
51
60
82

KENNY WAGNER, Riverside
KIRBY WARREN, Las Vegas, NV
STUART WEIMERS, Manteca
RICK WESTERN, Yuba City
RON WOODS, Long Beach

DB 5-10 180 Fr.
RB 6-1 186 So.
C 6-7 251 So.
OT 6-3 235 Sr.
WR 5-10 190 Fr.

98
68
86
67
30

JONATHON HILL, Wookside, N.Y.
NICK HOLT, San Jose
BOB HORODECKY, Van Nuys
KURT HOUT. Concord
ANTOINE JOHNSON, Fairfield

NG
ILB
WR
C
RB

6-2
6-2
6-2
6-4
6-1

236
228
189
255
205

Jr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.

69
72

BILL WOLSKY, Boulder, CO
EO YAGUES. Imperial Beach

RB
OT

19
59
92
24
26

SCOTT KINNEY, Pleasanton
BOB KOCKMAN, Azusa
MIKE LANDIS, Napa
BRAD LANE, Long Beach
TONY LANG, Antioch

P-PK 6-1
OLB 6-2
OLB 6-1
DB 5-11
RB 5-10

204
210
201
170
174

So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.

6
31
14
66
34

MIKE LOVE, Rialto
SHELDON MACKENZIE, Santa Barbara
SANDER MARKEL, Sunnyvale
DAN MCGAHN. Sacramento
TONY MCINTOSH, Benecia

WR 6-0
RB 6-1
OB 6-4
OG 6-2
RB 6-0

164
219
210
233
190

So.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.

57
17
63
15
73

MIKE MERRIWEATHER, Vallejo
HARLEY MILLER, Moraga
JEFF MOLLETT, Modesto
BOB O'ROURKE. Manteca
GREG PACOS. El Toro

OLB 6-3
OB 5-10
OT 6-4
OLB 6-3
OG 6-3

213
178
225
205
235

Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.

POS.

NO.

NAME (Hometown)

13
65
95
48
29

TRENT ANNICHARICO, Ramona
MIKE AVRIETT, Lomita
JIM BANNOWSKY, Stockton
DON BATISTE. Compton
CLIFF BURGIN, Stockton

44
32
85
61
54

GARY BLACKWELL. Norwald
DAVID BROWN. Duarte
TONY CAMP. Costa Mesa
JEFF CARTER, Villa Park
DAVID CHULICK. Planao, TX

8
37
62
83
64

... MOPED INSTEAD!
CITY BIKE

Moped Mart

MOPED
CENTER
M0PED SERVICE
SERVICE CENTER
449 Cooke St./Honolulu/537-3088

Holiday Mart Kailua / 261-3609

WR 5-11 176 So.
OT 6-6 261 Jr.
OT 6-4 260 Jr.
DB 6-1 184 Sr.
OB 6-4 213 Sr.

6-2
6-4

202 So.
245 Fr.

THE 1981 RAINBOW DANCERS

Be On The Winning Team
with

fACO

TACO GRANDE
A Giant 7" shell, with refried beans,
tasty meat and topped wiith sour
cream, fresh lettuce, cheese and
tomatoes.

CHILI
BURRITO

A large Burrito covered with hot
chili andmelted cheese, served with
salad, refried beans and picos.

Our own large Burrito covered with
a generous serving of piping hot
chili withcheese, served with picos.

PANCHITO

CHURROS
Left to righ t: front row: Barbie Baird (captain, co-choreographer), Nancy Darvill (advisor, co-choreographer).Trudi Holt. Back row: Julie
Alexander, Dee Dee Watanabe. Mary Doiim, Linda Lake, Michelle Beumel, Carol Kawamura.
(Rainbow t-shirts donated by Crazy Shirts, Inc.)

Total
a. 100% cotton t-shirt in white or green
with UH logo imprint, adult sizes
S-M-L-XL. $8.00.
b. 100% cotton t-shirt in white or green
with Rainbow logo imprint, adult sizes
S-M-L-XL. $8.00.
c. 100% cotton t-shirt in white or green
with Rainbow logo imprint, adult sizes
S-M-L-XL, $8.00.
d. 100% cotton twill white shorts with
green UH logo imprint, adult sizes
S-M-L-XL, $8.00.
(please indicate color and size by
circling above)
ADD $1.50 for postage and handling
in Hawaii
TOTAL ORDER
Visa Card

MasterCard

Check

Hottest new snack sensation—the
original Mexican Churro. A delicious
long dough stick, deep fried, and
rolled in confectionary sugar.

1

MEAT NACHOS

SANCHO

Large serving of picos, topped with
a generous portion of seasoned
ground beef, melted cheese,
chopped onions and Jalapeno
Peppers.

Large flour tortilla filled with our
special seasoned ground beef, crisp
green lettuce, sharp cheddar
cheese, tomatoes, sauce and served
piping hot.

TACO BURGER

TACO DINNER

CHILI
ENCHILADA
DINNER

CHEESE
NACHOS

Two Tacos, served with refried
beans, salad and picos.

Special seasoned groundbeef, crisp
lettuce, sliced tomatoes, cheese,
served on a steamed bun.

Expiration Date

A large serving of picos, topped
with melted cheese and chopped
Jalapeno Peppers.

7 Great Locations

Name

WAIKIKI

Address
City

Our own "Super Delicious" Burrito
with everything on it—meat, beans,
lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, sour
cream and special sauce.

Two Enchiladas, covered with chili
and cheese, served with refried
beans, and picos.

• Interbank No.(MasterCard only)

BURRITO
DINNER

Island

Kuhio Mall
Ph. 922-9462

Zip

Mail to: Rainbow Fever. Century Center. Suite 3-769. 1750
Kalakaua Ave.. Honolulu. HI 96826
DO NOT SEND CASH.
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery: prices include sales tax.

KAILUA

750 Kailua Rd.
Ph. 262-9559

PEARL CITY

98-1238 Kaahumanu St.
Ph. 488-6633

FORT ST. MALL
1116 Fort Street
Ph. 538-6425

MILILANI

Milliard Shopping Center
Ph. 625-0926

DOWNTOWN

Cor. Alakea & Queen
Ph. 536-1443

PUCK'S ALLEY

King & University Ave.
Ph. 955-6748

We'll send your order as a gift to anyone, anywhere. Please include their
address and your special message: add S3.00 for postage handling.

H-18

H-19

Pacific

The First Annual
Dick Tomey Football School
co-sponsored by

U.H. Athletic Department
U.H. Summer School

"Some Athletes
lleuer Get Enough!

June 13-18, 1982
For boys 9-18 who
have not yet graduated
from High School
mail this coupon to:

Stanley E. McCaffrey
President

University of the Pacific offers a
diversity of academic programs that
would normally be associated with a
much larger university than the
6,200 students attending classes in
Stockton, Sacramento and San
Francisco.
Pacific was founded in 1851 as
California's first chartered univer
sity. The independent institution
now is comprised of 10 schools and
colleges.
The liberal arts colleges include
College of Pacific, the largest arts
and sciences college with more than

Eikin Issac
Athletic Director

Bob Toledo
Head Coach

50 major programs and Elbert
Covell College, the only Spanishspeaking college in the United
States.
Throughout Pacific the emphasis
is on teaching although research is
recognized as having a need in the
various disciplines.
The students'at the university are
represented on nearly all the policy
making committees, and the Asso
ciated Students play an active role in
campus life through social and cul
tural programs for the community.
The Stockton metropolitan area,

with a population of more than
175,000 also is the scene of many
programs that take the students off
campus in a multitude of common
involvement activities.
The newest improvement to the
campus is the 6,000-seat Alex G.
Spanos Center. It is used for inter
collegiate athletics as well as other
university and community acti
vities.
Stockton is located in the Central
Valley of California, 75 miles east of
San Francisco and 50 miles south of
Sacramento.

Coach Dave Fagg
UH Football Office
1337 Lower Campus Road
Honolulu, HI 96822

Please send me a brochure a b o u t t h e Dick Tomey Football School, June 1318, 1982. I understand that I will receive it a b o u t the middle of January.
Name
Mailing Address

Phone _

.. .For them, and hundreds of other Army
ROTC cadets, ROTC means being a little more
leaner, meaner and sharper.
Be part of the 1st team and earn while you learn!
For more information on officer opportunities
through Army ROTC, call: 948-7744/7766

- Age_

It's just not possible anymore to be a
real sports fan without cable T.V. All
year round, Channel 12 will provide
you with the richest, widest-ranging
selection of exclusive sporting events,
live via satellite. Not just on weekends,
but throughout the week, every week,
look for the best sports on Channel 12!

mm
•
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Oceanic Cablevision

For information call: 836-3366
The entrance to the Universitry of the Pacific in Stockton. Calif.

H-20

2669 Kilihau St.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

H-21

OPPONENTS' SCHEDULES AND RESULTS
DATE
38
20
17
45
9
63
33
55
24
27
Nov. 21

OPPONENT
FULLERTON STATE
at Oklahoma
at Air Force
NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
HAWAII
TEXAS-EL PASO
BRIGHAM YOUNG
COLORADO STATE
at San Diego State
at Utah
at New Mexico

13
37
10
21
14
12
20
21
13
30

DATE
52
21
59
6
56
14
28
14
3
Nov. 21

OPPONENT
SIMON FRASER
at Weber State
NORTHERN IOWA
at Hawaii
PORTLAND STATE
MONTANA
MONTANA ST.
IDAHO STATE
at Northern Arizona
BOISE STATE

7
42
14
21
9
16
29
24
24

67 Kurt Hout

C

14 Sander Market

QB

66 Dan McGahon

OG

57 Mike Merriweather LB

17 Harley Miller

QB

OPPONENT
at Wyoming
at Utah State
at Hawaii
at Arizona
CAL POLY-SLO
at Fresno State
at San Jose St.
LONG BEACH ST.
at Pacific
BOISE STATE
NEVADA-RENO

38
14
38
37
10
10
45
10
17
17

21 Garry Par cells

75 Cary Smith

WR

87 Marcus Perro

DT

DT

43 Terry Thomas

DB

16 Grayson Rogers

QB

84 Paul Schreiner

TE

12 Stan Shibata

DB

27 Kirby Warren
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Running back Kirby Warren (27) rambles against Washington State.

OPPONENT
SAN DIEGO STATE
at Tennessee
at West Virginia
at Air Force
MISSISSIPPI STATE
UTAH
at Texas-El Paso
at Wyoming
BRIGHAM YOUNG
NEW MEXICO
at Arizona State
at Hawaii

14
16
15
31
27
28
17
24
20

DATE
10
42
21
27
15
26
13
17
7
7
28
Nov. 21

OPPONENT
at Houston
at Nevada-LV
at Texas Tech
AIR FORCE
SAN DIEGO STATE
TEXAS-EL PASO
at Hawaii
at New Mexico St.
at Brigham Young
UTAH
at Colorado State
WYOMING

30
42
49
28
37
24
35
55
63
28

DATE
16
49
17
32
21
45

OPPONENT
at San Jose State
NEW MEXICO
WEST TEXAS STATE
LONG BEACH STATE
at Wyoming
at Brigham Young

28
21
26
20
Nov. 21
No. 29

UTAH
at Hawaii
at Fresno State
SAN DIEGO STATE
AIR FORCE
at Texas-El Paso

DATE
7
15
8
10
3
12
35
15
7
Nov. 21
Nov. 28

OPPONENT
6
at Wake Forest
20
MISSISSIPPI
3
DUKE
24
at Georgia
42
PITTSBURGH
14
at Kentucky
3
VIRGINIA
13
at No. Carolina
NORTH CAROLINA ST 12
23
PACIFIC
21
CLEMSON
at Hawaii

21
49
28
10
1!
3
23
13
31

I

16

6
42
21
31
45
41
69
57
42
38

DATE
10
14
0
0
14
17
27
17
23
25
Nov. 21

OPPONENT
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
at Washington
at Oregon
at Washington State
UTAH STATE
at Long Beach St.
FRESNO ST.
FULLERTON STATE
at South Carolina
at San Jose State
at Hawaii

OPPONENT
NEW MEXICO STATE
TEXAS A&l
BRIGHAM YOUNG
at Utah
at New Mexico
at Wyoming
COLORADO ST.
at Arizona
HAWAII
at San Diego
NEVADA-LAS VEGAS

14
37
65
38
26
63
29
48
35

BRIGHAM YOUNG

PACIFIC

COLORADO STATE
DATE
14
0
3
14
27
13
29
21
14
16
Nov. 21
Nov. 28

OPPONENT
at Colorado State
at Oklahoma State
at New Mexico
IOWA STATE
BRIGHAM YOUNG
HAWAII
at UTAH
WYOMING
at Nevada-Las Vegas
TEXAS-EI PASO
Air Force at Tokyo

TEXAS-EL PASO

SOUTH CAROLINA
DATE
23
13
17
0
28
28
21
31
20
21
7
Dec. 5

DATE
30
23
17
52
7
10
14
13
38
Nov. 21
Nov. 29

NEVADA-LAS VEGAS

FULLERTON STATE
DATE
13
9
12
16
34
14
23
9
16
20
Nov. 21

NEW MEXICO

SAN DIEGO ST.

IDAHO

WYOMING

6
34
34
31
17
10
30
16
21
40

DATE
31
45
65
41
32
41
27
20
31
63
13
Nov. 21

OPPONENT
at Long Beach St.
AIR FORCE
at Texas-El Paso
at Colorado
UTAH STATE
NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
at San Diego St.
at Wyoming
NEW MEXICO
at Colorado State
at Hawaii
UTAH

8
21
8
20
26
45
7
33
7
14
3

H-23
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RAINBOW EXCITEMENT
By Sean Brennan
Student Writer
Coach Larry Little has
great expectations for this
year's Rainbow basketball
squad. He hopes to improve
upon last year's 14-13 season
record, and up the team's
standing in the Western
Athletic Conference from
last year's sixth place.
"We're really excited about
getting started this season,"
Little said. "There's a sense of
optimism on this team. We
feel we have the potential to
stay in the thick of the WAC
race in 1981-82."
Little bases his optimism
on an expectation for im
proved performances from
his nine returning lettermen,
on his hope for good per
formances from his recruits,
and on his feeling that this
year the WAC championship
is up for grabs.
"I very definitely feel we
have turned the corner.
We've rebuilt the foundation
of our program and we've certainly
paid our dues in a tough basketball
conference," said Little. "I look for
ward to a brighter future with this
team."
The most potent factor in Little's
quest for improvement this year may
prove to be the new strength in the
front line. Returning letterman Rod
ney "Slim" Jones, who made the Rain
bow classic all-tournament team and
was an honorable mention All-WAC
last season, is no longer bothered by
the broken finger that hurt his shoot
ing last season. Little therefore
expects him to play up to his
potential. Such as his versatility that
he may move to the back court this
season, should the guard contingent
encounter difficulties.
Joining Jones this season will be
lettermen David Hopkins and Jack
Miller, both of whom should demon
strate more consistency on the court
H-24

Senior center Brad Pineau hopes to make his
final year a most memorable one. photo by
Bruce Asa to

than they have done in the past.
Little's recruiting drive provided
some new blood for the front line in
the form of Bobby Hancock, a trans
fer student from Arizona. Hancock's
6-8, 230 pound frame should aid the
Rainbows immensely under the
basket, and his shooting ability may
be the envy of the whole team. Fresh
man Dan Hale and sophomore Larry
Conners, two of Hawaii's most recog
nized prep players, may join the front
line alter this season, filling in as
forwards in a tight spot.
Hawaii's center still largely
depends on three-year letterman
Brad Pineau, for whom Little hopes
for a "comeback" year, but Little is
grooming
sophomore
Garland
Hughes for the position, and Hancock
too is familiar with a center's duties.
"I like the versatility in the front
line," Little said. "We can put the big
guys in and have a WAC frontline or

we can go with players such
as Jones, Miller, Hopkins or
Conners and fly down the
court . . . we may have the
best shooting frontline I've
ever coached."
As for the rest of the team,
Little anticipates no major
problems from the guards, in
spite of the possible loss of
veteran Tony Webster, who
has undergone surgery to
repair a herniated disc.
Webster was last year named
Most Outstanding Defensive
Player, and led the team in
field goal percentage. He was
honorable mention All-WAC
in his first season with the
Rainbows, and led the con
ference in steals.
Little will rely on Racky
Sesler and Clarence Dickerson to take on the guard
duties should Webster be
forced to stay out this season.
This only other choices for
guard are sophomore Willie
Wright, and recruits William
Colston and Sam Johnson, all
of whom Little considers inexperi
enced. Little sees his recruits as
having a lot of potential, however.
"These kids are all fighters and I
know they'll play very hard for us.
Willie Wright has improved quite a bit
over last season, I don't think anyone
wants to play more than Sam Johnson
and William Colston may be the best
freshman point guard I've ever
coached — He's going to be a good
//
one.
About the only other improvement
Little expects to make will be to
improve the team's shooting per
centage with more practice.
"This is a heckuva basketball con
ference we're never going to have an
easy time," Little said, "but I think we
have the potential to move up a few
notches in the final standings. Our
success will depend on how much we
improve."

The winning team
from America's most entertaining
couple... Mr and Mrs "T."

When the final score goes up, you'll always
find the cocktail mixes from Mr and Mrs "T" the
winner—that's because they make the perfect
drink everytime!
So, at home or away, always pick one from
the "winning team" and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to entertain with Mr and Mrs "T"
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The new Mazda RX-7 Just one look
and you'll see its incredible value
versus Porsche 924 or Datsun 280ZX.
Think for a moment of all
you expect in a fine sports car.
Then compare your expecta
tions with all you get in the
new Mazda RX-7.
The sleek style you expect
is all there. Including many
new exterior refinements. The
look is clean and functional. In
fact, the RX-7's aerodynamics
have never been better. Inside,
there's a new instrument
cluster and more-convenient
gear-shift lever.

The performance you expect
is also there. 0 to 60 happens in
a quick 8.6 seconds. Handling

is superb, too. The compact
rotary engine is placed behind
the front axle, for ideal weight
distribution.
3 EST. MPG.rr?!
] EST. MPG.
80 28 EST. HWY. MPG.
81 30 EST HWY MPG.
0-60 MPH. 8.7 SEC
81 0-60 MPH. 8.6SEC.

You expect good mileage.
Instead, the front, mid-engine
RX-7 offers great mileage. 24%
better than last year.
1 EST. ^|"|EST.
hwy mpg
mpg
Of course, you also expect
a lot of features. And our long
list won't disappoint you in
the least.
The new RX-7 does, how
ever, come with one thing most
people don't expect. A price
that makes it an absolutely
astonishing value.

The RX-7 GS comes with all
this. And more.

• 2-speaker AM/FM stereo
radio • Power antenna *5speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radials • Dual re
mote-control sideview mirrors
• Halogen headlights • Front
and rear stabilizer bars • Ana
logue quartz clock • Tachometer
• Remote-control fuel filler
door release • Electric remote
hatch release • Power-assisted
front disc, self-adjusting rear
drum brakes

by Bill Free, Baltimore MOBNING SUN

1981 Mazda
RX-7 GS
*EPA estimates for comparison purposes.
Your mileage may vary with trip length,
speed and weather. The actual highway
mileage will probably be less. California,
[20] Est. mpg., 30 Est. hwy. mpg.
25% better than '80.

The more you look,
the more you like.
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i he tight end. He used to be consid
ered not much more than a third
tackle. Somebody to dump the ball
off to in a dire emergency. And what
good athlete with visions of stardom
wanted to be stuck in a position like
that?
Not too many, to be sure. So the gifted
players who were fortunate enough to
be blessed with size, strength and quick
ness became linebackers and defensive
ends, figuring they would be able to
showcase their talent more on defense
than as just another blocker on the of
fensive line.
This exodus continued until the mid1960s, when the advent of the passing

game changed the complexion of college
football.
Suddenly the tight end was being dia
grammed into more of the passing pat
terns and coaches began searching for
the same kind of athlete who had van
ished to the defense in previous years.
They were looking for a special breed of
a player—one who could exhibit all the
rugged instincts it takes to survive in the
trenches on one play and then come
back on the next play if needed and be
a truly skilled athlete.
Intelligence was also a primary pre
requisite, as the tight end had to learn
all the pass routes and the blocking
assignments.

The dual role added glamour to the
position and soon some of the better
athletes were gravitating to tight end in
hopes of becoming a third receiver. Be
fore too long, kids on the playgrounds
were emulating the big, swift tight ends
who would catch the quick pop passes
over the middle and run over defenders
for several yards.
Each year the tight ends seemed to get
bigger and better and last season it fi
nally happened—a tight end from the
Big Ten Conference led the nation in
receiving. The huge young man—6-6
and 242 pounds—hauled in 67 passes in
11 games for 917 yards and eight touchcontinued

3 It

Tight End
continued

down passes.
Left in his wake were all the wide outs
with speed to burn. The tight end had
definitely arrived and he's here to stay.
"Outside receivers are so talented that
people are jamming them underneath
zones with two safeties just sitting back
there," said a Big Ten coach. "And they re
just letting the tight ends run free."
Most tight ends roam into the middle
of the field and can often be seen wav
ing their arms at the quarterback.
They're so open that it seems a simple
matter of getting them the football for
easy yards. But a coach from
a passoriented West Coast school claims it isn't
always that easy to hit the tight end.
"It may be easy to see from
the
stands," he said, "but if you start throw
ing to the tight end all the time, defenses
will load up against you every time on
third and five."
But schools that live bv the pass usu
ally have the tight end as the primary
receiver on one of every three passing
plays. And the average around the coun
try is considered to be one of four plays
in which the tight end would be the
No. 1 receiver.
The dream of every tight end is to get
one-on-one coverage from a linebacker
on a crossing pattern or a "seam read
in which he splits the linebackers and
defensive backs.
Defenses normally

don't

like

to

"waste" one of their four deep men on a
tight end but are being forced to do so
with the arrival of so many tight ends
with 4.8 speed or better.
There have been some instances
where tight ends have even beat safeties,
as coaches have installed unofficial cut
off points for their tight ends in terms of
height, weight and speed. Anyone who
stands less than 6-4, weighs less than
220, and can't run the 40 in less than 4.8
or 4.9 won't meet the requirements at
most Division I-A schools.
Even at Division I-AA, Division II and
Division III schools, the tight ends are
often bordering on the gigantic side. As
far back as 1976, one Division III school
from the South went to the Stagg Bowl
with the aid of a 6-6, 230-pound tight
end.
The same school and its coach have
now moved up to Division II and con
tinue to emphasize the tight end.
"The teams with the great tight ends
are the ones who are winning at our
level," said the southern coach with a
winning reputation. "The tight end is the
guy who beats you. He keeps drives
alive."
With tight ends emerging more often
as primary receivers, they can only help
the wide receivers and the quarterback.
Defenses will probably try to beat the
tight end at the line of scrimmage, a
move which will take one more man out

The tight end used to be known primarily for his blocking skills.

of the pass rush.
This will take pressure off the quarter
back and allow him more time to find
the wide outs, who won t be facing as
much double coverage because of the
tight end threatening to catch the
football.
It gives the offense a chance to dictate
more to the defenses which try to "lock
in" the offense. Teams without strong
tight ends will find defenses "cheating"
on the outside people.
Even the teams who run the veer and
wishbone option offenses have been
able to take advantage of the new breed
of tight end, although it is a far more
subtle approach.
The tight end becomes more of a
sleeper in the veer, where his first alle
giance is to blocking. He may go most of
the game with the defense thinking run
. . . run, and then suddenly his number
is called for a huge gainer.
It's usually a devastating moment for
the defense, which has taken great pains
to shut off all the other weapons in the
veer and wishbone.
In the option and most other offenses,
coaches still like to teach their tight
ends blocking first and catching the ball
second.
But it is no secret that at some schools
the opposite is true, especially in the
West where passing the football is a way
of life.
With fans who have come to expect
the excitement of the passing game, the
tight end often finds himself forgiven for
not being a strong blocker. This makes it
easier to recruit high school prospects
who don't enjoy the thought of spend
ing many long hours learning the intri
cacies of blocking.
The summer high school "passing
leagues" on the West Coast also account
for the more sophisticated passing
games displayed by some schools. Quar
terbacks and receivers get together in
the summer and compete against rival
high schools in league competition.
This all tends to develop better
pass-catching tight ends at the
high school level, which makes
it easier for college coaches to
find blue chippers at a position
that can turn a good team into
a national championship
contender. «•»

Turn In, America!
Perhaps...
After a summer of cross-country houseguests, you need a
special vacation... cross-town,
or
You've driven from Lubbock to Laredo; tonight the kids want
to stop somewhere "different."
or
,
You made thirty-seven business trips this year; every hotel
room looked the same.
. . .whatever.
Best Western knows what you're up against, America. And we're ready to
help you turn in. With a variety of delightfully different motor inns, hotels and
resorts throughout the United States, Canada ... and the world!
Each Best Western has its own character. Its own special charm. They're all
pictured for you in full color in our Road Atlas & Travel Guide. Pick up your
free copy and make advance reservations at the Best Western nearest you.
Then, when you're traveling on business, planning a family vacation or just
looking for a friendly place to get away ... you can turn in someplace
special, America. Turn in at a one-of-a-kind Best Western.

Make reservations at any Best Western; see your travel agent or con
sult your Yellow Pages for a listing of our 24-hour toll-free numbers.

Places to stay, people you'll like!
••
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Turn in,
America!
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People and places you'll like...worldwide!

2,734 places in 1,947 cities worldwide
Andorra, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Great
Britain, Guadeloupe, Ireland, Liechtenstein,

Luxembourg, Mexico, New Zealand, Puerto
Rico, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United
States, Virgin Islands, West Germany

RY UN MUNCHING & CO,INC
B
\ W YORK, N.Y. r '
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ollege marching bands range in
size from 75 to nearly 400 mem
bers, but no matter how small or
large, they all have one aim—enter
taining the fans during the halftime
show.
The home team band has around
nine minutes—once they've marched
onto the field—in which to shine. If the
visiting team's band is performing, it has
about the same amount of time. Each
band tries to do something unique,
such as forming the school's name;
wearing crazy outfits and playing un
usual instruments; performing preci
sion routines; marching barefoot or
using the goosestep; or inviting the
audience to participate by flashing
cards in the stands. And bands pull out
all the stops for the Homecoming Game.
Then their routines are the most elabo
rate, their playing most impressive, even
their uniform buttons the shiniest.
College marching music varies—it
may be jazz, Dixieland, classical or rock.
Some schools take pride in perfecting a
particular musical style that becomes
their signature, while others perform all
types of music.
College bands' routines delight the
eyes while their music lifts the spirits.
Large or small, in formal attire or bare
foot, bands involve the fans in all the
excitement, color and spectacle of col
lege marching music.

\??{W

by Glenn Dickey,
San Francisco CHRONICLE
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But, whether they like to see the blitz
or hate it, coaches agree on one thing: It
generates excitement.
"You know when there's a lot of blitz
ing," says a Southwestern Conference
coach, "that it's going to be a big play
type of game—one way or the other.

i he blitz. No defensive technique
creates quite the excitement that
the blitz does, and not just among
the fans. Coaches get excited, too. Some
offensive coaches like to see the blitz
because they think it can be beaten;
others dread it.

J

GENUINE
JEANS
For those confident few
who have acquired
a taste for simplicity.
The Lee Company, 640 Fifth Avenue
N.Y., N.Y. 10019, (212) 765-4215

"I love it when I see a team that likes
to blitz a lot," says a Pac-10 coach, be
cause I know we're going to score a
bundle of points. It doesn't even bother
me if the blitz works now and then, and
our quarterback gets the seat of his
pants dirty. I tell my quarterbacks that
when they get knocked down by a
blitzer, they shouldn't worry because a

touchdown is just around the corner."
On the other hand, a Big Ten coach
admits a well-conceived blitz can really
hurt. "It can take you out of the con
tinuity of your game," he savs,
"especially if you're geared to a ball con
trol offense. You can be moving the ball
well, and just one sack off a blitz can put
you in a hole you can't get out of."

You're going to see a lot of third-and-20
situations, and you're probably also go
ing to see a lot of long gainers.
There's probably no better example of
how the blitz can turn a game around—
both ways—than the Bluebonnet Bowl
of December 31, 1978, in which Stanford
played Georgia.
continued
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WE BUILD EAGLES FOR
THE WORLD'S QUICKEST
RACING CARS.

The Blitz
continued

Stanford coach Bill Walsh knew go
ing into that game that Georgia's primary
defense was the blitz. He thought it
could be attacked by throwing deep, be
cause he had the nation's leading passer,
quarterback Steve Dils, and an out
standing receiver in Ken Margerum.
But in the first half, the Bulldogs so
rattled Dils with the blitz that Dils kept
missing his targets, and Georgia rolled to
a 15-0 lead. With a long drive starting
the second half, Georgia made it 22-0,
and it appeared the rout was on.
But at halftime Walsh had made an
adjustment. Instead of throwing long,
his second half attack was based on
throwing short passes to halfback Darrin
Nelson—who had caught 50 passes that
year—and fullback Phil Francis, also an
effective pass receiver.
Georgia just kept blitzing, and Nelson
and Francis caught eight passes be
tween them in the second half. Dils re
laxed and also started hitting Margerum,
and the Cardinals spurted for 25 points
to beat Georgia, 25-22.
Preparation is the key to beating the
blitz, coaches agree. "If my quarterback
can't read the blitz, I've done a poor job
of coaching that week," says a coach of
an independent team.
But just how do you read the blitz?
Sometimes it's easy. "There are teams
that make no attempt to mask the blitz,"
says a southeastern coach. "They just
line up and all but say to you, 'We're
coming, and what are you going to do
about it?"'
Even teams like that don't come in
predictable ways; they will run stunts so
blockers can't be sure which way they'll
come. And sometimes, teams will line
up in what appears to be a blitz and
then drop back into a normal defense at
the snap of the ball, though that can be
risky. "They run the risk of being caught
in one formation and trying to move to
another at the snap of the ball," points
out a Big Eight coach.
More common these days are teams
which disguise their blitzes. There is a
risk in that, too. "Players have to come
from further away," notes a Southwest
Conference coach, "and there's always
the possibility they can't get to a quar
terback, and receivers will be open."
Though it is usually linebackers who
blitz, the quarterback normally spots the
blitz by the position of the safeties. "In a
blitz situation," says a Pac-10 coach, "the
safeties will have to single cover re
ceivers, so they'll often 'cheat' a little,
moving from their normal position, so
they'll be in better position to cover. A
smart quarterback will spot that."
Assuming the quarterback spots the
blitz, he has three basic options;
1) "The first approach is what I would
call the conservative approach," says a
38t

1

Whenever it's used, the blitz can be devasting.
Big Ten coach. "You keep your backs in
to pick up the blitzers, and you also use
your tight end strictly as a blocker.
"That means you have only your two
wide receivers out, and probably they'll
both get double coverage (corners and
safeties) in that situation."
Coaches would go to that kind of ap
proach if they felt their quarterback ei
ther could not move away from the pres
sure of a blitz or throw effectively under
it. Or, if the team is inside the defense's
30, the coach might be concerned that
the quarterback would be sacked and
the team would be taken out of even
field goal range.
2) Both wide receivers go out, and so
does the tight end and one back.
"That puts more pressure on the quar
terback," notes a Big Eight coach, "but it
also gives him more options. Every re
ceiver is going to be one-on-one. If
you've got great wide receivers, you're
probably going to be able to get the ball
to one of them deep.
"Otherwise, you can throw under
neath the coverage to the tight end or
back across the middle. The safeties are
probably going to be playing a little
loose on them, and especially if you hit
the back, he's going to have a chance to
break a long run."
3) Running with the ball. "Depending
on what kind of blitz they come with,
you could have a lot of running room,'
says a Southwestern Conference coach.
"If a backer comes from the middle, you
might be able to blow right by him and
go for a big gain up the middle. If it's an
outside backer, you might be able to run
a sweep. If you turn the corner, nobody's
there."

There are other, less common ways of
breaking the blitz. A rollout quarterback
who is both an effective passer and run
ner can hurt a blitzing team. And one
independent coach suggested a way he
fights it; "Against a team that masks a
blitz, I tell my quarterback to go on a
quick count. Usually, we've snapped the
ball when the other team is still waiting
to switch into the defense they want.
Are there more blitzes than before?
That depends on circumstances as
much as anything. "I think the blitz is
still basically a defense a team uses
when it can't stop the other team nor
mally," says an eastern coach. "Ifyou feel
you've got better people than the other
team, you're more likely to stay with a
standard defense. But if you think you re
going to get beat on the line of scrim
mage, you'd better come up with some
thing to equalize it, and that's usually
the blitz."
Teams are better at disguising the
blitz than ever, coaches agree. "You see
much more variety too," notes a Big
Eight coach. "I think it's from watching
the pros on the tube. You even see safe
ties coming sometimes."
Coaches agree, however they feel
about the blitz, that you'd better be
ready for it.
"For sure," says a Pac-10 coach, "ifyou
have a game where you have trouble
against the blitz, you're going to see it for
the rest of the season.
"That happened to one Division I
team in their first game last year. They
weren't prepared for the blitz, and they
got beat. They saw the blitz every game
after that—but they figured out how to
beat it."
«•»
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ANDFOR
YOUR CAR,TOO.
EAGli NCT. Goodyear
builds an entire family of
high-performance Eagle street
radials. For quick-handling
imported road machines we
build the Flexten-belted Eagle
NCT radial. (Flexten is made
with a man-made aramid fiber
that, pound-for-pound, is
stronger than steel.) Eagle
NCT carries black-on-black
styling, and a tread pattern
derived from Goodyear's
Formula One racing rain tires.

Shepherd

EAGLE GT. This Eagle
is the optional original equip
ment radial chosen for the 1981

vnTO
5S?

Corvette. Eagle GT is a steelbelted radial, with a nylon
overlay. It has raised outline
white-letter styling, and a
tread pattern similar to the
Eagle NCT.

EAGLI ST. For heavily
muscled street cars, choose the
fiberglass-belted Eagle ST
radial. With a tread pattern
derived from Goodyear's twotime IMSA RS Championship
tire. And featuring raised
white-letter styling, reversible
to black. Find the Eagle you
need in the Eagle's Nest — at
your Goodyear Service Store
or Dealer.

GOODlfYEAR
QUALITY AND ^INNOVATION
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Dan McGugin, Vanderbilt

lb his team before a 1922 game
with Michigan: "You are going
against Yankees, some of whose
grandfathers tried to kill your
grandfathers in the Civil War.

Charmglow
grills up a
great season
The Charmglow
Bantam Gas Grill
is perfect for
tailgate parties.
- niP® No wonder. It's
• |||
so light, it goes
anywhere as
easily as a picnic
basket. Great
V
for fishing and
# camping, too.
; *

*SKI

I.\

It gives great outdoor flavor
to any food with the greatest
convenience. Instant starts. No
warm-up wait. No charcoal
mess. Plus, its large cooking
surface cooks up a tasty party
for a huddle of sports fans. And
to ensure a winning party,
there's a free Charmglow Tail
gate Recipe Booklet included
in each Bantam.
So, this season and every
season, go for the taste of victory.
Go with the *1 name in gds grills.
Charmglow.

We put the best in your backyard.
Charmglow Products, Division of
Beatrice Foods Co , P.O. Box 127, Bristol,
Wl 53104
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Robert Zilppke, Illinois

"Never let hope elude you. That's
life's biggest jumble.''

Knute Rockne, Notre Dame

"Football is a game of emotion. If
you run faster and hit harder than
the other guys you are going to win.
It's my job to make my men run
faster and hit harder than the other
teams.. '.'
Wallace Wade, Duke

"The best you do is not good
enough unless it does the job.

Fielding Yost, Michigan

Describing the game of football:
A punt, a pass and a prayer
Tad Jones, Yale

"Gentlemen, you are about to play
Harvard. Never again in your lives
will you do anything so important.
Glenn "Pop" Warner, Stanford

"You can't play two kinds of football
at once, good and dirty."
Bernie Bierman, Minnesota

"Only one thing is worse than going
into a game convinced you can t
win. That's going into a game con
vinced you can't lose. The best is to
feel that you can win but will have
to put out everything you have to do
it."
Percy Haughton, Harvard

"Football is a miniature war game
played under somewhat more civ
ilized rules of conduct ..

Bud Wilkinson, Oklahoma

"1 always wanted to win, but I wanted
to have fun, too. Once my players
saw that winning was the most Jim
of all, they worked hard at it. I
didn't drive them, but I didn't have
to. You can motivate players better
with kind words than you can with a
whip."
Alex Agase, Purdue

"If you really want to advise me, do

it on Saturday afternoon between
1:00 and 4:00; and you've got 25 sec
onds between plays. Not on Mon
day—I don't need it then. I know
the right thing to do on MondayRobert Neyland, Tennessee

"If a break goes against you, don t
let down. Thrn on MORE steam.
William Roper, Princeton

"The team that won't be beat, can't
be beat!'

Red Blaik, Army

"Luck doesn't win games. If you are
properly prepared, you make your
own luck."
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Available in most areas.
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Careful drivers enjoy healthy savings with SAFECO. For a free insurance
checkup, see the Yellow Pages for your nearest independent SAFECO agent.
SAVE WITH

SAFECO

SAFECO Insurance Company ol America
Home Office Seattle. Washington

Insurance for your car, home, life and business.

1 t is the pass of a thousand names—
the safety valve, the outlet, the comeJ open-late, the swing, the flare, the
checkoff.
And that's only among offensive
teams, who like the thing. Defenses have
another set of names for it, few of which
bear repeating in polite company.
It is the simplest of maneuvers, really,
in a very complex game. The quarter
back, attempting to pass, finds himself
keeping company with a number of hos
tile people who have somehow avoided
their blockers and are bent on flinging
him to the turf.
At the last second, he turns and lobs
the ball to a running back who has drift

ed out into the flat, away from the mad
ding crowd.
It is not much of a throw. A youngster
could do it. In all probability, it will not
be much of a gain. A few yards, perhaps.
But it has served its purpose.
"The important thing about a safety
valve pass is not what happens when you
do it—at least most of the time—but
what doesn't happen," explains one suc
cessful college coach.
"Your quarterback does not get
sacked. He does not risk getting hurt,
and maybe fumbling. He does not try to
force the ball downfield and maybe
throw an interception.
"Sure, you probably don't get much of

a gain out of it. BUt you avoid a lot of
unpleasant things. And you live to fight
another down."
Almost any football coach worth his
whistle believes that most games are lost
rather than won. The team which makes
fewest mistakes is the team which wins.
For a passing team, the safety valve is one
means of reducing the risk of error.
It is not pretty. It does not bring the
alumni to their feet, invoking the glory of
alma mater. But it serves the purpose.
"If your primary receiver isn't open
and your secondary receiver isn't open,
your quarterback has to have another
option rather than eating the ball," excontinued
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continued

plains a second coach. "The safety valve
is the guy you go to."
Teams do not win by throwing exclu
sively to this man, of course. He is far
from the first choice, unless the object is
to inflate a quarterback's passing per
centage.
But teams also do not win if they fail to
have such a receiver available.
"It's like going to sea without a life
boat," notes a prominent passing coach.
"You hope you don't have to use it. But
you feel a lot more comfortable having it
around."
There are situations, of course, in
which the safety valve can be con
siderably more than a simple escape
from an unpleasant situation. Coaches
who enjoy the presence of a running
back who catches the ball well some
times find the safety valve one of the
most effective means of putting the foot
ball into his hands.
On a running play, such an individual
is liable to attract a great deal of attention
as soon as the quarterback hands him
the ball.
But, in a passing situation, every po
tential receiver is a danger which cannot
be ignored. The defense is spread to
cover them all.
The running back, except in rare cir
cumstances, will draw only one de
fender, usually a linebacker.
Since the former frequently is quicker
and more mobile than the latter, his
chances of avoiding an immediate tackle
and preceding some distance downfield
are reasonably good.
"Sometimes, a safety valve is just a glo
rified handoff," notes one coach. "It gets
the ball to your best runner in a situation
where he has a little room to maneuver.
"As long as you make sure the ball is
thrown forward, rather than laterally,
about the worst thing that 's going to hap
pen to you is an incomplete pass."
"It's the kind of play,"says another,
"where you'll get two yards, three yards
and, all of a sudden, you might get 30
yards. All it takes is one good move or
one missed tackle."
Obviously, a safety valve is most effec
tive for a team which has other passing
weapons.
"If you have a genuine deep threat, the
defense has to respect that," a coach ex
plains. "And if they are taking a deep
drop, the running back is going to have a
lot of room once he beats that tackier."
If the safety valve is dangerous
enough, and his team goes to him often
enough, the defense will be forced to al
ter the fashion in which it responds to
his presence.
"You can always help out with a de
fensive back, or maybe drop a lineman
off," explains one coach.
"But you hate to do that because then
44t

BYTHETIME
YOUR MOUTH GETS THIRSTY,
YOUR BODYCOUUJ BE
TWO QUARTS LOW.
Did you know that your body can
sweat away from one to two quarts
of fluid before you feel thirsty?
Fluid made up of minerals and salts
that can affect your performance?
That's why Gatorade® thirst
quencher was invented: to help put
back what you lose. Better than
soft drinks, juices or water.
So next time you're really sweating
it out, at sun-up or sun-down,
before you feel dragged out and dry,
help yourself to regular or Instant
Gatorade® The thirst quencher
that helps your body run.
GMORADTGIVESYOUR BODY
WHAT ITS THIRSTY FOR.
When the primary and secondary receivers are covered, the quarterback goes to his
safety valve—the running back who has dri fted out of the path of traffic.
you leave yourself vulnerable to other
things. It's a matter of whether you want
to be nibbled to death or run the risk of
having someone take a big bite out ofyou
in one chunk."
Most coaches will opt for the nibble,
reasoning that the other team will not be
patient enough to nickle and dime its
way the length of the field or, even if it is,
that something will happen along the
way to kill the drive. A nice holding pen
alty, perhaps.
Then, too, there is the ego of the quar
terback to be considered. Athletes who
play this position tend to be strong of
arm and great of confidence. They prefer
to rifle the ball 30 yards on a line and
listen to the fans oooh and aaah.
Tossing that little flip out to the side
just isn't very, well, manly. Unless, of
course, some hostile 280-pounder is
inches from your sternum.
As a rule, coaches tend to be a great
deal more enthusiastic about the safety
valve than do quarterbacks.
"What don't you like about this pass?"
a college coach who is known for his
aerial game was asked.
"Nothing," he responded. "I love it. I
think it's great. There are very few things
which can go wrong with it and several
nice things which can happen."

There is always the chance of a blown
coverage, for example. Suddenly, you
have a dangerous man in possession of
the football with a lot of daylight around
him.
Too, there is a possibility that the de
fense will elect to rush the linebacker,
gambling he can get to the quarterback
before that figure can run through his
list of options and get the ball to the un
covered back. As with any gamble, losing
can prove expensive.
But the big gainer is not what most
coaches have in mind when they sketch
the safety valve into their playbook.
"The main purpose of this play is to
avoid a loss," concedes one.
"The things which kill any drive are
the big loss or the turnover. This play is
designed to help avoid them. And you
better believe that's important enough.
Anything else that happens is just a bo
nus."
"Really," agrees another, "it is the sort
of play for use as needed. You take what
they give you.
"I'll say this for the safety valve. You
may like it or you may hate it. But you've
gotta have it."
That's another name for this play. Indispensible.

Behind Mr. Goodwrench
is a lot of good customer care
The people at General Motors Parts
and at participating Mr. Goodwrench dealers
know there's more to good service
than just good parts.

bit of legend seems to follow every
star football player. Stories may
vary somewhat and their accu
racy may be questioned, but the tales are
worth repeating nonetheless.
Such a player was Bronislau (Bronko)
Nagurski, the fabled gridder of the Uni
versity of Minnesota and the Chicago
Bears. He never gained 1,000 yards in a
season or led his league in rushing, but
his ability left a profound impression on
his coaches and colleagues. Everybody
was glad to be his teammate; nobody rel
ished trying to stop him.
Nagurski's varsity career at Minnesota
spanned 1927-29; he played from 1930-37
with the Chicago Bears, then was lured
out of retirement for one last fling in
1943. Bronko played guard, tackle, end,
and fullback for the Golden Gophers and
excelled at tackle and fullback for the
Bears. Minnesota lost only four games
(three by one point, the other by two)
during Nag's varsity tenure. His power,
strength, and incredible savvy earned in
duction into the college and professional
Halls of Fame.
As one story goes, Minnesota coach
Clarence (Doc) Spears was out recruiting
a player named Smith when he came up
on a farm. "I noticed this big, strong boy
plowing a field without a horse," Spears
is reported to have said. "I stopped to ask
directions. The boy pointed—with the
plow. That 's how I happened to discover
Bronko."
Countering this story, Bronko recalled

in 1969, "You might sayI wasn't recruited
much. One old grad from Northwestern
asked me to go there, and I talked a little
with an old grad from Notre Dame, but
no scholarships or other inducements
were mentioned. Then Archie Oss told
me I'd be welcome at Minnesota.'
Perhaps, then, the anecdote about
Spears' discovery is exaggerated. But it
could have happened, for Nagurski was
so strong that he once kept his balance
after ramming his head into the goal
posts at full speed.
Wrote Charles Johnson, a Minnesota
newspaperman: "Bronk really could
have been the best at anything he tried.
In many ways, Bronko was the Babe Ruth
of football. Thedifference was that Bronk
did it less flamboyantly because that was
his nature. He's a very basic, very simple
man who's uncomfortable when he gets
a lot of attention."
In fact, Bronko was a study in con
tradictions. He had a high-pitched voice,
was shy and introverted. He never
sought publicity and did not commu
nicate with teammates off the field.
He may have been shy, but Nagurski
was not about to be intimidated. Another
story has it that Spears greeted his prize
on the first day of practice:
"My name is Clarence Spears, what's

Nagurski made the 1929 All-America team
at both tackle and fullback.

yours?"
"Nagurski, Bronko
young man said.
"Bronko? That's a
Spears noted.

Nagurski,"
strange

the

name,"

continued on 54t
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alftime arrives, mercifully. The
home team has fallen behind
by 17 points. Players and
coaches shuffle solemnly off
the field. Twenty minutes later, they re
turn and, in a coolly piecemeal process,
romp through what appears to be a
crepe-paper defense for a comfortable
win. Press row collectively scratches its
head, bewildered about what sort of
strategic white-washing took place in
the locker room at halftime.
Invariably, the question arises in the
coach's post-game interview: What tac
Vtm.
tical changes did you make to dissolve
the defense so easily? "We really didn't
do anything that we hadn't done in the
first half. It was just that in the second
half, everything clicked. It all fell into
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Only one tape deck combines the incredible realism of dbx
with the precise sound of direct drive.Technics RS-M27OX.
Dynamic range has long been the quest of audio purists
because it represents a major difference between live and
reproduced sound. And perhaps nothing says dynamic
range better than dbx.
Rotational stability is something else audio purists
have longed for in a tape transport system, and virtually
nothing says that better than Technics direct drive.
After all, the majority of the top radio stations that use
turntables rely on Technics direct drive.
Listen to the RS-M270X. You'll hear the expansive
distinction between loud and soft tones. In fact, a

recording made on the RS-M270X will sound 50 percent
more dynamic than the same recording made on a
conventional deck.
Of course, dbx also doubles as a noise reduction
system. Yet, unlike conventional systems, dbx reduces noise
at all frequencies, not just the high ones. And with
the RS-M270X, you can even decode dbx Encoded Discs.
The RS-M270X also features solenoid controls,
SX sendust heads and fluorescent VU meters.
Listen to Technics RS-M270X. You'll agree you've never
heard so much dynamic range, so precisely.®^r^0V;9j^f^td

Technics
The science of sound
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Stress can rob you of vitamins
Ulhat is stress?

Severe injury or infection, physical
overwork, too many martini lunches,
fad dieting—any condition that places
an unusual demand upon your oody
constitutes stress and may cause B and
C vitamin depletion, if the diet is
inadequate.

Vitamins the body can't store.
Your body absorbs two kinds of
vitamins from the food you eat: fatsoluble and water-soluble. Substantial
reserves of the fat-soluble vitamins are
accumulated in body tissues. But this is
not true of most of the water-soluble
vitamins, B-complex and C. They
should be replaced every day.
When your vitamin needs are in
creased by stress, your body may use up
more B and C vitamins than your usual
diet can provide. When that stress is pro
longed, a vitamin deficiency can develop.

STRESSTRBS" 600 High Potency Stress
Formula Vitamins can help.
STRESSTABS® 600 has a single
purpose: to help you avoid a B-complex
and C vitamin deficiency. With 600 mg
of vitamin C, and B-complex vitamins,
high potency STRESSTABS® 600 can
help restore your daily supply of

Taking What Defense Gives
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these important vitamins.
STRESSTABS® 600 also contains the
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance of
vitamin E.

R stress formula to meet a woman's
need for iron.
STRESSTABS® 600 with Iron
combines the basic STRESSTABS
formula with 150% of the Recommended
Daily Allowance of iron, plus folic acid
and more B6, to help satisfy the special
nutritional needs of many young
women.

STRESSTRBS 600 uiffli Zinc.

Because zinc requirements have
also been found to increase during
various forms of stress, it has recently
been concluded that there are times
when your body may need more zinc.

STRESSTRBS by Kiederle.The Stress
Formula Vitamins preferred by physicians.
Doctors have relied upon the quality
of Lederle medicines, vaccines and
research for over 70 years.
Today that same quality goes into
STRESSTABS? recommendedbv doctors
more often than any other stress formulas.
Look for the Lederle mark on every
STRESSTABS® package. If it doesn't say
Lederle, it's not STRESSTABS.®
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Stresstabs
HIGH
VITAMINS +

POTENCY

STRESS

fORMULA
V|TAMINS

Such is the complex simplicity of col
lege football, a game that twists and
pivots on the vagaries and vicissitudes of
so many individuals. A missed block in
the first half costs a crucial down on third
and two; a block by the same tackle in
the second half opens a hole for an
endzone-bound tailback. A stifled team
changes its strategy and moves the ball
75 yards. The fullback then fumbles on
the five-yard line.
There is, however, more to offensive
strategy than good or bad fortune.
Throughout
these
Saturday
trials,
coaches must decide either to stay with
the pre-game plan or to make alterations
to exploit the defense's oft-vulnerable
sections. In both cases, the offense is try
ing to take what the defense is giving.
Ideally, an offense will stay with its
pre-game plan. Based on a week or more
of film study and analysis of a defense's
tendencies, this approach has been
deemed the most likely to succeed.
Most coaches don't like to let the de
fense dictate the strategy. "Ifyou do," says
a southeastern coach, "you've stopped
being an offense and become a defensive
offensive team."
Decisions on how to exploit a defense
take place before, during and—unfor
tunately, at times—after the game. To
take advantage of a defense's weaknesses,
a team doesn't want to stray too far from
its strengths and proven plays. So the
scope and degree of particular adjust
ments depend on several variables: the
size of an opponent's lead; personnel
match-ups (equal, better or worse); expe
rience of a coach's players; and injuries.
As a general rule, the better teams don't
need to be tricky. They go out using their
strong suits and challenge the defense to

take them away. A poor team, on the other
hand, has to take more chances. They
might say, "Let's gamble. Let's do some
thing different, since we're going to have a
tough game anyway."
"Ifyou're completely outmanned,you'd
be crazy to try to runyour whole offense,"
says a southeastern coach. "For example,
running the isolation against a pow
erhouse team is crazy. You throw that out
ofyourgame plan,you don't mess with it.
"If you're equal, thenyou figure you can
run your offense, and you try to pick on
personnel. We'll pick on the weakest de
fender. You don't run to the left side if
there are two gorillas over there."
The week before the game, coaches
spend endless hours nailed to an office
chair and film projector to review oppo
nents' game films. They fill out charts on a
myriad of esoteric yet essential catego
ries, from the number of times the line
stunts on first
down to the prevalent
scheme used on goal-line stands. Then,
at many major colleges, the charted in
formation is fed into a computer. The of
fensive coordinator takes the results—
the defense's tendencies in nearly every
conceivable situation—and formulates a
game plan.
Teams go into a game with a planbased
on what their opponent's defensive ten
dencies are—when they blitz, their down
and distance tendencies as far as the
blitz, when they like to play man-to-man
in the secondary. During the game, the
coaches select plays designed to take ad
vantage of these tendencies.
Until kickoff, the game plan is infallible.
Depending on how true the defense is to
its tendencies, the plan could remain so.
But in all likelihood the opposing defen
sive coordinator has spent just as much

On game day the strategic battle takes place in the press box high aboveth^field.

time studying and digesting films
and
making adjustments accordingly. On the
field—actually
above the field—the
bat
tle of tactical wit and wisdom begins.
Many of the assistant coaches sit in the
press box during games and chart what
the defense is doing, noting what pat
terns and tendencies are developing.
They relay plays to the field
that best
match up with these inclinations.
After the first series or two, you can see
they're going to come after us on 1st and
10 or play a lot of man-to-man on 1st and
10. Thenyou try and go from there," says a
coach from the Midwest. "If they change
their tendencies, you have to adjust.
They're coming after us instead of laying
back, so now what are we going to do?
"Ifyou start to hurt them, for example,
they might overshift the defense. If they
do that, they're weaker somewhere else.
It's like robbing Peter to pay Paul. Once
you see them overshifting,you've got to be
ready to adjust and run to the weak side."
At halftime, major changes can be
made, if necessary. But there isn't much
time. Of the 20 minutes, about five are
spent between coaches and five between
coaches and players. The rest is generally
taken up moving on and off the field.
Let's take an example of where a major
change might be called for.
A supposedly superior offensive team
has gone six quarters without scoring a
touchdown. The team truly outclasses its
opponent in today's game in player size
and ability, but has been held scoreless
for the first two quarters.
At halftime, the head coach decides his
team is not using its personnel as well as
possible. A tight end is added to the line,
and the passing game is de-emphasized
in favor of constant use of a good running
back. The team wins easily that day and
the
offensive plan remains
intact
throughout the following season.
Making a change that drastic at
halftime is unusual. While the change
could have been made after the game, the
coach decided to adjust during the con
test and as a result won a game he had
been in danger of losing.
Regardless of when the changes are
made, coaches realize a defense can't be
exploited in certain situations if players
are the least bit unsure of what's being
attempted.
'A lot of your thoughts on what type of
plays to try depend on your evaluation of
how good your players are," says a midwestern coach. "For example, if you
wanted to change a blocking pattern, it'd
be easier to do this with a veteran team.
You could say, Remember when we did
this against Purdue two years ago? Go out
and do it that way.' All that becomes a fac
tor in what kinds of adjustments you can
make."
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BronkoMaqurski
continued from 46t

"Clarence ain't so hot, either," replied
Nagurski.
They got around to the subject of pos
itions and Spears asked about his experi
ence: "What position did you play in
high school?"
"All of them," Nagurski replied. "When
the other team had the ball, they put me
wherever I could make the most tackles.
When we had the ball, I carried it."
Spears knew very early that Nagurski
was something special. After Bronko had
shocked the freshman coach with his
ability to move the tackling dummy,
Spears took notice. "Hit it!"yelled Spears.
Nagurski hit the tackling dummy all
right, and when he got up, Spears said
just four words: "Get plenty of sleep.
Yet Nagurski nearly gave up his chance
to play for the varsity. At Christmas his
freshman year, Nag told the equipment
manager he was going home for good. I
haven't got any money," Bronko said. "I
havent't got food or rent money. I looked
all over for a job. There isn't a job.
Within five minutes, the equipment
manager was back, and Nagurski had a
job, firing a furnace on campus for $50 a
month, a plush amount in those days.
Nagurski stayed around and became a
legend on campus.
As a sophomore in his first varsity sea
son, Bronko led the Golden Gophers to a
6-0-2 season. His most memorable game
of the campaign was against Notre
Dame, a national powerhouse. Moving
blockers with either hand, elbow, or hip,
Bronko kept the Irish runners at bay all
afternoon. He blocked and recovered a
punt, then turned to offense where he
ran interference for back Herb Joesting.
The resulting 7-7 tie was a tremendous
upset, just the beginning of Nagurski's
endeavors.
"Aside from being the best tackle in the
country, the best fullback in the Big Ten,
a great guard, a fine halfback, and a re
markable end, Bronko isn't much of a
football player at all," said Doc Spears.
Early in the 1928 season against Iowa,
Bronko sustained an injury for the first
time. On a short touchdown jaunt, Bron
ko bowled over the Hawkeye's Bill Glascow, breaking three ribs. The following
week at Northwestern, he started at
tackle—in an upright position. He led
the interference standing up and on de
fense he tossed people aside until he
made the tackle.
Later in the year, Minnesota played
Wisconsin. Joesting was hurt and so was
Bronko. Wisconsin, in fact, thought the
Nag would not play. But he showed up
with a special brace on his back, taking
Joesting's position. At one point in the
game, he caused a fumble, recovered it
on the Wisconsin 17 and carried for six
straight plays for the Gopher score.
Later in the game, he tackled Badger
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Bronko was a powerful tackle as well as
an outstanding runner.

end Bo Cuisinier on the eight-yard line
after he was apparently in the clear for a
touchdown. "I wasn't sure where Bronk
was on the play," said Cuisinier, "but I
expected if he tackled me, he'd at least
knock me forward a few yards. But in
stead he grabbed me by the shoulder,
thrust one big leg between mine and
yanked me backward. I couldn't budge.'
Minnesota held on for the 6-0 upset. It
was probably Nagurski's greatest college
game.
In 1929, Minnesota was 6-2 with Bronk
again leading the way. At the year's end
only 10 men were named to Grantland
Rice's All-America team. Nagurski was
both the fullback and the tackle.
Sportswriter Frank Menke said, "He
has solved the problem of what to do
with the extra man when you are picking
an All-America team. You can put him
anywhere."
As a runner, his body resembled a hu
man torpedo. He kept his head down
and his trunk was nearly parallel to the
ground. His knees rose almost to his
chest. One writer said that he did not
run around people, nor did he run over
them. He ran through them. "He was the
only man I've ever seen who ran his own
interference," said an observer.
"Tackling Nagurski was like getting an
electric shock," said an opponent, "and if
you hit him above the ankles, you were
likely to get killed."
As a defender, Nagurski did not wrap
his arms around the opposing backs to
make the tackle. He would block or tack
le with his shoulder, hip or forearm.
Defenses were so intent on stopping
him that they enabled the Nag to use
some of his other skills. He would, on
occasion, fake into the line and then sud

denly stop—raising up and throwing a
pass to an end, who might lateral to a
trailing runner. It was difficult enough
trying to tackle Nagurski, but these other
weapons became added thorns in the
sides of opponents.
Nag signed a two-year contract with
the Chicago Bears for $5,000 per year in
1930. The Bears won titles in 1932 and
1933, and lost championship games in
1934 and 1937. Bronko was all-pro three
times and named to the all-star team sev
en years.
Bronko played in an era when big
yardage was uncommon. Yet, he gained
4,031 yards in his post-graduate career,
averaging 4.6 per carry, still outstanding
by today's standards—and he could do
more than carry the ball.
In a 1933 game at Wrigley Field, his
team was making little progress, and
Bronko was angry. Never raising his
head, he crashed through the line, scat
tering the secondary. He rammed into
the safety, crashed into the goal post,
and, retaining his balance, smashed
head-on into the stadium's concrete
wall. "That last guy sure hit me hard," he
is reported to have said.
At the age of 29, Bronko wanted $6,000
for the 1938 season and Halas refused, so
Nag left and concentrated on wrestling,
which was more profitable than football.
At one time, he was competing in both
sports and wrestled against eight of the
best in the world. For a while, he was
recognized as the world's heavyweight
wrestling champion.
World War II had depleted the Bears in
1943 and Nag, at age 35, was lured out of
retirement. The Bears again advanced to
the championship game and Nagurski
suggested he play fullback. The Bears
trailed 24-14 before Bronko made the
switch. He totaled 84 yards in 16 carries
and the Bears won, 35-24. Then he re
tired from the gridiron, this time for
good. He continued to wrestle, however,
until 1950.
With Bronko's retirement from foot
ball, the stories grew. Supposedly the star
used to enter a room holding his wife at
arm's length. Some said he had a 20-inch
neck. L.G. Balfour Company took an extra
year to make him a ring. Nagurski, you
see, had a size l91/2 finger and the com
pany had never made a ring that large.
"I assure you that you will not see a
more remarkable physical specimen
anywhere," said George Halas. "He was
six feet, two inches and he weighed 234
pounds and it was all—literally all—
muscle, skin and bone. He didn't have an
ounce of fat on him."
Said a Chicago writer: "The man never
lived who could stop Bronko Nagurski
when he didn't want to be stopped."
That was all too obvious to his op
ponents.

The movie buff's guide to
flicking your Bic.

IT WAS A GREAT GAME, BUT
IT'S GOOD TO BE HOME.
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Right now you are wishing you didn't
eat so many hot dogs and drink that last
can of beer. But you're home
And right there,
between the cotton balls }
and the bandages, you
1
find your Alka-Seltzer®
As you listen to the
\
familiar fizz of those
Tt\ jp'i'Uflli

relief-laden tablets, you smile through
*£§L your discomfort.
You know that for upset
stomach with headache,

|
\

nothing works better,
nothing is more soothing
than Alka-Seltzer.

No wonder it's
America's Home Remedy

ALKA-SELTZER. AMERICA'S HOME REMEDY
Consumer Products
Division

LOCATION: On a 300-acre site in Manoa Valley, four miles east
of downtown Honolulu and two miles north of famed
Waikiki.
PRESIDENT: Dr. Fujio Matsuda
UHM CHANCELLOR: Dr. Durward Long
FOUNDED: 1907
ENROLLMENT: 21,000
ACCREDITATION: Western Association of Schools and
Colleges
FOR ADDITIONAL ACADEMIC INFORMATION WRITE: Uni
versity of Hawaii, Admissions and Records, 2530 Dole
Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES AT MANOA: Arts & Sciences,
Business Administration (School of Travel Industry Man
agement), Continuing Education and Community Service,
Education, Engineering, Health Sciences and Social Wel
fare, and Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources.
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS AT MANOA: Architecture (pend
ing approval), Law, Library Studies, Medicine, Public
Health, Nursing, and Social Work.
ATHLETIC MAILING ADDRESS: University of Hawaii, Ath
letic Department, 1337 Lower Campus Road, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96822
DIRECTOR OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS: Ray Nagel
NICKNAME: Rainbows, Rainbow Warriors (Men); Rainbows,
Rainbow Wahines (Women)
I COLORS: Green and White
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(UJIMIVEFSITY OF CM1M PRESIDENT
r. Fujio Matsuda, the ninth presi
dent of the University of Hawaii,
has combined his experience as
an administrator and educator with the
role he was appointed to seven years ago.
He first joined the Manoa faculty in
1955. His University service was inter
rupted in 1963, when he became Direc
tor of Transportation for the State of
Hawaii, a post he held for 10 years.
Dr. Matsuda returned to the UH in May
1973, to become vice president for busi
ness affairs. As vice president, he super
vised on a system basis the University's
budget, fiscal operations, personnel, se
curity and physical planning and devel
opment. In July 1974, he was appointed
president by the Board of Regents and
assumed the post on September 1.
Born on October 18,1924, in Honolulu,
Matsuda is a graduate of McKinley High
School. He attended the University of
Hawaii and later Rose Polytechnic Insti
tute (Indiana), where he received his
bachelor's degree in civil engineering. In

1952, he earned his doctorate in civil en
gineering from the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology.
After working as a researcher at MIT
and the University of Illinois, Dr. Mat
suda returned to Hawaii to join the
Manoa faculty. Before leaving the UH to
become the State Director of Transpor
tation, he was head of the University's
Engineering Experiment Station as well
as chairman of the Department of Civil
Engineering.
Dr. Matsuda is the current president of
the Western College Association and
holds memberships in a number of pres
tigious state, national, international and
professional organizations. He was
named Hawaii's Engineer of the Year in
1972, has received an honorary degree in
engineering from the Rose-Hulman Insti
tute of Technology and has earned dis
tinguished alumnus honors from Rose
Polytechnic Institute and the UH.
The World War II Army veteran and his
wife, the former Amy Saiki, have six chil
dren.

|—C\ r. Durward Long became chancelJ J lor of the University of Hawaii's
' Manoa Campus in September,
1979, after having served four years as
vice president for academic affairs and
as deputy to President Matsuda.
The Florida native came to Hawaii in
1975, after serving a term as vice presi
dent for extended academic and public
service programs for the University of
California system. He also played a key
role in the review of California's master
plan for higher education.
Long, 50, earned his bachelor's degree
from Troy State University in 1953, added
a master's degree from Auburn in 1956,
and a doctorate in U.S. history and gov
ernment from Florida in 1959. Following
graduation, he taught high school briefly,
then began a 25-year teaching career on
the university level. Primarily in the field
of history, he logged teaching experience
at Jacksonville, Florida, Florida South
ern, Wheaton College, Georgia, Wiscon

sin, California and the University of
Hawaii.
He has served on the staff of a U.S.
senator and in the state administrations
of governors Jimmy Carter, Ronald Rea
gan, Jerry Brown, Lester Maddox and
Patrick Lucey.
Dr. Long is the author of a book on
student protest and more than thirty ar
ticles on U.S. history, government and
higher education. He has served many
universities in key administrative posi
tions, including a chancellorship at the
University of Wisconsin, an associate di
rectorship of the California Coordinating
Council for Higher Education and an as
sistant deanship at the Georgia graduate
school.
Long, a one-time professional baseball
player, married the former Estrella Nina
Celorio, who presently is teaching Span
ish at Punahou School. The Longs have
two sons and a daughter.

CINDY BOERNER
Adm. Assistant for
Women's Athletics

NICKY CLARK
Women's Sports
Information Director

KEN FUJIMURA
Equipment Manager

ED INOUYE
Sports Information Director

DR. RICHARD T. MAMIYA
Faculty Representative

AL MARTINDALE
Head Trainer

MIKE NAGAFUCHI
Business Manager

ERIC OKASAKI
Assistant Trainer

LEON SCHUMAKER
Academic Advisor

DONNA LEE TAKATO
Assistant Ticket Manager

MELODY TOTH
Women's Trainer

MACKAY YANAGISAWA
Consultant to the
Athletic Director

EDITH TANIDA
Ticket Manager

STEVE TODD
Assistant Sports
Information Director

BILL'S FISH & CHIPS
Broasted Chicken

OPENING SOON
AT THE
STADIUM MALL

LES MURAKAMI
Head Baseball

COOP DERENNE
Asst. Baseball

"Try Bill's Ono Broasted Chicken!"
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chicken dinner,
|
including 3 pieces •
of chicken, potato &Cole Slaw."
Value $3.74 Save $1.35
|
Good till 12/31/81

,

*.1

Save $2
off Bill's famous
Broasted Chicken 12 pes.
bucket. (Includes chicken, •
potato fries, rolls & cole slaw.)™
Good till 12/31/8l|
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"Bill's Got Great Plate Lunches!"

J

RILEY WALLACE
Assoc. Basketball

LARRY LITTLE
Head Basketball

CAL SMITH
Asst. Basketball
\Y>

Trefll!
You have your
yourself to a •
choice of one of the most
^ great Rib Plate at Bill's
|
popular sellers at Bill's
Fish & Chips. Includes 2
Fish & Chips: Our delicious
juicy barbecue ribs,
Teri Plate. You can select
macaroni salad, & rice.
| either Teri Pork or Teri Beef plate.
Good till 12/31/81 ^ Reg, price 2.65 Good till 12/31/81
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"Bill's Popular Fish & Chips!"

MILO GRIFFIN
Women's Basketball

JOHNNY FAERBER
Women's Cross Countf

-

Bill's"
yummy Fish & Chips I
dinner includes tender, juicy M
fish and french fries. The I
value of this offer is $1.79— M
Come in today! Good till 12/31/81*
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Save $3 off Bill's
delicious Fish & Chips
"Pail of Fish." This is the
perfect treat for the
family dinner.
Good till 12/31/81
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BOB TAKANO
Golf

CHARLIE DOLE
Sailing

WAIPAHU

Tel. 671-0604
94-226 Leoku St.
(Ewa of GEM)

MILILANI
Tel. 625-2000
Mililani Shopping Center
(Next to Foodland)

DR. JAN PRINS
Swimming

AL MINN
Women's Swimming
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BILL'S FISH
& CHIPS
Tel. 456-4288
803 Kam Hwy.
(Across Pearl City Longs)
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Helping colleges fight rising costs is one
way to preserve American independence.
—Thomas Jefferson
President of the United States
Founder of the University of Virginia
Contrary to popular opinion, the struggle for independence
wasn't finished in 1776. The struggle that began in the 1770's
goes on today. Because our country is still being challenged today.
By armies of foreign researchers and scientists.
By industrial rivals eager to whittle down our technological lead.
By countries who are spending more and more on research
at a time when we are spending less and less.
One of the most important things we can do to preserve our
country's independence is to give our colleges and universities
the financial help they so desperately need.
A large proportion of the research done in this country is
done directly on American cam
puses. And all of the research
""H-.
not done there directly is
fm
,,
*,
directly affected by the gM||Wffl?
~
scientists and engineers

WALLY NAKAM0T0
Diving

JIM SCHWITTERS
Tennis

DAVE SHOJI
Volleyball

JOE HILBE
Women's lack

m
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i he wait is finally over. After operat
ing from within uncomfortable portable classrooms for the past 11
years, the University of Hawaii Athletic
Department finally moved into the long
awaited HPE&R Athletic Facility over
the summer. The staff, coaches and ath
letes now have at their disposal one
of the most modern, attractive and
best equipped athletic facilities in the

J

country.
The new $12.4 million project includes
staff offices, meeting rooms, a lecture
hall, dance studios, martial arts rooms,
practice gyms, locker rooms, training
rooms, a weight room and the proper
equipment to help make it the home of
future UH champions. The weight room
itself is three times larger than the old

Help!
^
Give to the college
of your choice
SADIE CHOY
Business

VIOLET H0S0KAWA
Promotions

room in Klum Gym and will soon be
stocked with the latest in conditioning
equipment.
The new buildings represent just a
part of the renovation project in the
Lower Campus' Quarry area. Cooke Field
is receiving an Astroturf field and a new
rubberized track. Grandstands and
locker rooms are in the works at Duke
Kahanamoku Pool. Covered grand
stands, locker rooms and a press box are
just a portion of the renovations pro
posed for the UH Baseball Stadium.
Three more practice gyms and a new
spectator gym are included in future
phases. The parking structure will be ex
panded and outdoor courts for tennis,
basketball, racquetball and volleyball
also are included in the plans.

The complex includes one of the larg
est solar heating systems in the state.
Athletic staff offices are located on the
first floor of the new facility, HPE&.R and
intramural offices are on the second
floor and athletic coaches are housed on
the third floor.
Original plans for the structure were
drawn in 1972. A committee headed by
former UHM Chancellor Douglas Yamamura helped generate interest in the
project in 1975, and lobbying by the
ASUH in 1977 provided the biggest push.
Funds were released in 1978, with con
struction following in October. After
surviving two long strikes and 51 lost
working days because of rain, the facili
ties were finally completed and occu
pied in May.

MARGE 0KIM0T0
Athletic Director

A public service of this magazine F^\S|
and The AdvertisingCouncil CouKil
Council for Financial Aid to Education,Inc Vn
680 fifth Avenue, New York.N Y 10019 Ah

KAREN SHIROMA
Asst. Athletic Director

SHARON SUEYOSHI
Basketball

JOYCE TAKAO
Hula Bowl

. ...
.
rinmnnctrations movies.
The New Lecture Hall will seat 150 for d
>
and other special presentations.

One of two existing practice gyms in the new HPER facilities.
Three other practice gyms will be added in future phases,
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\ he 10th anniversary of the reestablishment of the UH Rainbow
Marching Band has inspired an in
teresting lineup of new routines, ar
rangements and musical selections this
season. This spirited organization,
which dazzled Aloha Stadium crowds

RICHARD LUM
Director

bearers, three twirlers, two drum majors
and 10 dancers. It is conducted by band
director Richard Lum, assistant band di
rector Tom Bingham and graduate assis
tant Steve Menendez.
The musicians in the group also form
pep bands, which perform at UH basket
ball games and support other Hawaii
teams. Additional activities have been
made possible by the contributions of

friends of the band, including David
Schutter, Francis Izumi, Frank O'Brien,
Real Estators Ltd. and James Walker of
the Pali Highway Safeway Store.
The band also hosts the annual Mead
ow Gold Hawaii Marching Band Festival
at Aloha Stadium. The competitive event,
which is a showcase, clinic and fund
raiser for 18 local high school bands,
raised some $16,000 last year.

For many years, the squad has en
hanced various athletic contests with its
well-orchestrated cheers, dance rou
tines and gymnastic stunts. It has con
tributed greatly to the tradition and
excitement which have become charac

teristic of the UH events.
The pep squad is directed by Mary
Ann Sacharski and adagio coach Jerry
Whaley. Together they help the squad
deliver a polished, smooth-flowing per
formance.

After a tough
ball gameeat at Diner's
"home of the
local-style
plate lunch"
— Mel Cabang

TOM BINGHAM
Assistant Director

with its new look and sound last year,
performs halftime shows and provides
musical entertainment at Rainbow War
rior home games.
The largest band in UH history in
cludes more than 250 musicians, 24 flag

UH TOM©
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o cheer is to give hope or courage
to; to urge on, especially by shouts;
to applaud with shouts—and the
University of Hawaii Rainbow Pep Squad
will be doing exactly that this season.

HEIDI ABUNDO

DOLLY CAIRME

LIA CANDIA

KRIS HAYASHIDA

JOANNE HO

CRAIG LITTLE

CHRISTINE MARSHMAN

ED MITSUNAGA

Diner's
Kalihi

Ph. 841-0188
BENNY MEYERS

Keeaumoku

Ph. 941-1588

Diner's-Hawaii Kai will be
Opening Soon at the
new Kuapa Kai Center!
Waimalu Plaza

Ph. 487-5541

Waipahu

Ph. 671-2847

A L O H A

l he Society of Rainbow Warriors,
better known as Ahahui Koa Anuenue, plays a vital role as the team
behind the University of Hawaii teams. It
is an organization whose primary goal is
to provide support to the UH inter
collegiate athletic department.
As a non-profit organization estab
lished to provide athletic scholarships to
worthy and eligible members of the UH
men's and women's varsity teams, Koa
Anuenue was founded in 1967 under the
leadership of Hawaii's former governor,
the late John A. Bums.
Since then, Koa Anuenue has con
tributed funds totaling more than $2.5
million in financial aid to UH students on
full or partial scholarships.
These funds are administered under
the rules of the University, NCAA and
AIAW It enables the athletes to effectively
pursue their academic and athletic po
tential. Koa Anuenue also works with
coaches to arrange vacation-time jobs for
student-athletes.

By helping develop an outstanding
athletic program, the efforts of Koa Anue
nue members have given the UH na
tionwide recognition.
Today, Koa Anuenue is beginning to
realize many of the goals that seemed so
distant during its infancy. The mem
bership has swelled to 850 individuals
and firms, and the 1,000 mark appears
within reach. The goal for 1981-82 is to
raise $500,000.
Koa Anuenue attributes the major
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share of its achievements to the people of
Hawaii who have become members of
the Koa Anuenue team through their fi
nancial contributions.
This broad base of community in
volvement has provided,and will con
tinue to provide, not only scholarship
dollars and jobs for Hawaii's athletes but
also a rewarding sense of pride as a Koa
Anuenue member who is on the team
that stands behind the teams of the UH.
Officers of Koa Anuenue for 1981 are:
The Honorable James S. Burns, presi
dent; Harold Kometani, vice president;
Don Horio, secretary and Lionel Tokioka,
treasurer.
Other members of the Board of Direc
tors include: Dan Aoki, Gilman Budar,
Albert Chong, Walter Dods Jr., Saburo
Fujisaki, Frank Hata, A1 Keahi, Mike Sen,
Alex Waterhouse, Art Woolaway and
Mackay Yanagisawa.
For more information on Koa Anue
nue, contact the UH Promotions Office at
948-6500.

(tentative and incomplete)
1982
Sept 11.
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Nov. 27
Dec. 4

1984

1983

Long Beach State
at Colorado State
Texas-El Paso
Utah
at Brigham Young
Cal State-Fullerton 9
San Diego State ||
Wyoming

at New Mexico
Air Force
Nebraska

Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Oct. 1
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 26

Colorado State
San Diego State
at Nevada-Las Vegas
at Utah
Texas-El Paso
at Air Force
New Mexico
Pacific
Wyoming

a

Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 17
Nov. 24

Nevada-Las Vegas
Brigham Young
at Colorado State
Long Beach State
at Texas-El Paso
Utah
San Diego State
Wyoming
Cal State-Fullerton
at Arizona
New Mexico
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RESTROOMS—There are a total of 32 restrooms in the sta
dium, 16 for men and 16 for women. They are located on both
upper and lower concourses.
PUBLIC TELEPHONES—Public telephones are located through
out the stadium on both upper and lower concourses.
EMERGENCIES—If any emergency arises, please contact any
usher or security officer.

SERVICES

NOTES

FIRST AID/SECURITY—Trained medical personnel and facil
ities are available at Aloha Stadium. First Aid stations are lo
cated on the makai side of the stadium behind section M and
at the south end of the building across from the elevator on
the main concourse.The stadium security office is adjacent to
the main box office.
LOST AND FOUND—If you lose an article at Aloha Stadium,
contact stadium security or check with the security office. If
you find an article, please turn it in to any usher or security
personnel. Remember to note the name of the person who
accepted the article.

PARKING REMINDER—It is always better to arrive early at
University of Hawaii games since Aloha Stadium parking is
limited. No one will be permitted to reserve or "hold" stalls for
others. Tailgating or picnicking in the parking lot is allowed
only in or behind your own vehicle and not in an adjacent
stall.
CAR POOLING IS BETTER—The new car pool lane on Moanalua Freeway makes Honolulu-bound traffic after the game
easier than ever.
NEW AIEA BRIDGE—The completion of the new pedestrian
bridge from Aiea into the stadium parking lot substantially
increases available parking and convenience for those who do
not mind the short walk. Those walking to Aiea following the
game are encouraged to use the bridge for their own safety.
YOUR KOKUA PLEASE—We ask that you not go onto the play
ing field or in any way interfere with the game. We also request
that both children and parents refrain from running in and
around the stands for your safety and for the safety of those
around you.
The management also reminds you that it is improper to
throw any object onto the field or in the stands. Have a nice
evening and enjoy the game.

REGULATIONS

FOOD/ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES—Rules and regulations of
Aloha Stadium prohibit food, drinks and alcoholic beverages
from being brought into the stadium.
ANIMALS/BICYCLES—No animals, bicycles or motorscooters
are permitted in the stadium.
NOISEMAKERS—Homs and other noisemakers are pro
hibited from being brought into the stadium. Transistor radios
are allowed, but must be kept at a low volume so as not to
bother those sitting near you. We suggest that those with
transistor radios use their earphone.

TimmV'S HEALTH GVM
SERVING HAWAII SINCE 1953

EDDIE

For New Members

WASANO

DISTRIBUTOR

HAWAII

GUAM

'81 FALL INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

Enroll for 90 Days—Receive 1 FREE Month!
(Offer good til Dec. 31,1981) / Also ask about our yearly special.

"EVERYTHING IN VACUUMS
HOME OF THE
"RAINBOW"
VACUUM
CLEANER

OF HAWAII
215 Mokauea Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

Telephone 847-0208

Code of Officials' Signals
1 %

m
r^

Start clock

Ball ready lor play

5

3

Time-out
Discretionary or injury time
out (follow by tapping
hands on chest)

&

Board of Regents

$

Touchdown[
Field goal
Point(s) after touchdown

Safety

Gregory Dela Cruz
Regent

Tim Scott Farr
Regent

Julia Frohlich
Regent

Stanley Y. Mukai
Regent

Ambrose J. Rosehill
Regent

11

Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side)

Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
No play
No score

Loss ot down

First down

Legal touching ot forward
pass or scrimmage kick

Encroachment
Offside

End of period

Wallace S. Fujiyama
Regent

21

19

14 O

Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)

Illegal procedure
False start
Illegal position

"tr'

Illegal motion
Illegal shift

Robert M. Fujimoto
Chairman

Delay of game

Tom T. Shibano
Regent

22

Failure to wear required
equipment

Gerard A. Jervis
Regent

Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul

Substitution infraction

Illegal participation

Roughing kicker
or holder

Sideline interference

Gordon ito
ASUH President

Burt K. Tsuchiya
Regent

The University of Hawaii Athletic Department
wishes to express its
deep appreciation
to the following
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS AND PATRONS
for making cars available for use

Invalid lair catch signal
Illegal fair catch signal

Ball illegally kicked,
batted or touched

Forward pass interference
Kick catching interference

Ineligible downfield
on pass

Chop block

i
Illegal use of hands or arms

Helping runner
Interlocked interference

Grasping face mask or
helmet opening

Holding or obstructing
47

46

43

Tripping

NOTE: Signals number 15, 16, 17, 24, 25 and 26 are for future expansion.

*

intentional grounding

41

38

*SiW/

members of the football and basketball coaching

Illegal pass
Illegal forward
handing

Roughing passer

Q"

Player disqualification

AUTO LEASING
DATSUN OF HONOLULU
DON LUCAS HONDA
JIM SLEMONS IMPORTS
MOTOR SUPPLY
NISSAN OF HAWAII
PEARL HARBOR VOLKSWAGEN
TONY HONDA OF WAIPAHU
HONOLULU FORD
WINDWARD DATSUN
H-25

Tailgating — Aloha Style
a wide array of appetizers available.
The main course is something dif
ferent. Although some people choose to
It's the week before the big game, and
go through the fast food lane of the
it is the talk of the town. A lot of serious
Colonel's chicken, Ronald's burgers or
preparation will be put into this game:
Zippy's bento, there are just as many
the football coaches will carefully plan
who choose to go the homecooked
their tactics against the opponents, the
route. It seems as though every other
players will again limber up their bodies
car has a hibachi, grill, or smoke oven
for another night of flesh-hitting action,
smoldering with teriyaki steaks or shish
and will constantly rehearse their plays
kabobs.
during the hot Hawaii afternoon. The
There are stuffed bell peppers,
band never seems to tire of practicing
lasagne, pork chops, spaghetti, kalbi, lau
the same stanza of a particular song,
lau, tonkatsu, turkey, lumpia, crab
much less tire of the same marching rou
newburg — the list is endless.
tine. The cheerleaders are engaged in
One of the most important elements
their mounts and adagio stunts.
in planning a tailgate is deciding where
Behind the scenes, the Sports Infor
to meet friends. You would not want to
mation Department is busy working
spend your time looking for one car out
with the media, informing them of the
of 6,400. After all, tailgate time is a time
latest records sets by the players, setting
to debate about the outcome of the
up interviews, and finding out the
game, to battle with your Rubik's cube,
week's latest football rankings. Another
to do homework (for UH students only),
department is occupied with planning
to gather with friends for a jam session,
the halftime activities and scheduling
or to just have a good time. Come early
the performer for the singing of the
enough also, lest you find yourself with
night's "Star Spangled Banner".
out a place to park.
The concessions at the
The proper attire for a
stadium are occupied
UH tailgate? Green, of
with ordering batches of
course, as long as it is com
hot dogs and hot dog
fortable.
buns, kegs of beer, coffee,
Then there's the other
saimin and replenishing
"essentials" to bring:
their supply of ketchup.
canopy, folding table,
The opponents prepare
mats, beach chairs, floral
for their journey to
centerpiece
for the table,
Hawaii.
candelabra, propane tank
It seems as though
and a three-inch tele
everyone connected with
vision, which are all
UH football has some
optional.
thing to prepare before
Don't forget the food
the game, but what about
and something to wash it
the fan?
down with: coffee, milk,
Today, the UH fan has
soda, beer made of Artesian
as much serious prepara
water, Dr. Pepper, creme
tion to do as the coaches
soda, banana smoothie or
and players have — that
any other liquid that suits
is, they have to prepare
your taste buds will do.
for the tailgate party.
The tailgate picnics at
After all, deciding how
the stadium offer a micro
many rolls of sushi or
cosm of several of Hawaii's
cases of beer to bring is a
characteristics — the dif
serious matter for the
ferent people, sights,
serious tailgater.
Lots of rice, ribs and smiles before ABC's regional coverage
sounds, smells — and to
The term "tailgate" is
of the UH-BYU game, photo by Keith Sasada
really know about tailderived from the hinged
gating Hawaiian style, one has to experi
can get to the Achilles' heel of any pro
or removable gate at the back of a wagon
ence it firsthand. An increasing amount of
fessed epicurean. What is offered is a
or truck, and this vogue of tailgating
people are getting involved in this vogue,
goldmine of every imaginable gastrofirst started on the mainland when fans
and many consider it as vital as the game
nomical delight.
would drive to a game site in their
itself.
Manapua, sashimi, unagi, kim chee,
campers and camp out overnight for the
So whether your tailgate picnic is
wun tun, potato chips, cauliflower,
weekend in the stadium parking lot.
simple or a gala affair, enjoy yourselves —
celery sticks, lychee, chicken wings,
Eventually, the practice spread to
and don't forget the game.
nachos and potato skins are just a few in
Hawaii.

By Beverly Vallejo-Sanderson
Student Assistant SID
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The growth of tailgate picnics has
been encouraged by the much-improved
parking conditions of the Aloha
Stadium, unlike its predecessor, the old
Honolulu Stadium or "Termite Palace"
in McCully, where parking was virtually
impossible to find. Tailgating was
further encouraged when trees and
grass were planted at the stadium.
Often, the beginning of football in
Hawaii marks the start of tailgating sea
son.
UH football fever has brought with it
a contagious case of tailgating addiction,
and the phenomena of tailgating in
Hawaii has evolved into a interesting
human practice that has people
watchers fascinated.
Many tailgaters arrive at the parking
lot to beat the heavy traffic to the
stadium, to secure a parking space, and
to talk about the game, among many
other reasons.
However, Hawaii residents really
know how to tailgate. Walking through
the parking lot during a tailgate session
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Colorado State (WAC)
November 28, 1981
Aloha Stadium

Chester Caddas

Kevin Sheesley

Interim Coach

Linebacker

Here's
your chance
to catch the season's
action on the Sizzler!
Beginning September 21,
1981, and every Monday
prior to a home game there
after, each of Hawaii's seven
Sizzler restaurants will be
giving away two tickets to the
next 'Bows home game.
Or you could be a lucky
winner in one of TWO
GRAND PRIZE DRAWINGS:
• GRAND PRIZE #1 (to be
drawn on October 17) is an
exciting six day TRIP FOR TWO
to the U.H.-San Diego State
game, including side trips to
Mexico and Las Vegas! Depart
10/22, return 10/28.

Quick Facts
OFFICIAL NAME:
Colorado State University
LOCATION: Fort Collins, Colorado
NICKNAME: Rams
COLORS: Green and gold
STADIUM: Hughes Stadium (30,000)1
TURF: Grass
CONFERENCE: Western Athletic
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Thurman "Fum" McGraw

• GRAND PRIZE #2 (to be drawn on December 5) will be
seven pairs of SEASON TICKETS (one winner from each
Hawaii Sizzler) for the 1982 Rainbow Football season at
Aloha Stadium.

INTERIM COACH: Chester Caddas
RECORD AT SCHOOL: 0-3
OVERALL COLLEGE RECORD: 38-38-2 (7 years)

ASSISTANT COACHES: Chester Caddas, John DiFede, Tim
Dennison, Al Sandahl, Rich Stubler, Dave Sidwell, Bill Dole,
graduate assistant Charles Williams
OFFENSIVE SYSTEM: Multiple; Defensive System: 5-2
LETTERMEN LOST: offense - 11, defense - 6
RETURNING LETTERMEN: offense - 21, defense -19, specialty-2
RETURNING STARTERS: Mike Hendricks, rb; Richie Hall, wr; Jeff
Raikes, wr; Kevin Call, og; Aarin Finch, oc; Ed Rhoades, ot; Mike
Camp, te.
ALL-AMERICA CANDIDATES: Andre Augustine, Kevin Sheesley
RECORD VS. HAWAII: Colorado State leads 3-2
LAST MEETING: Nov. 24, 1979, Honolulu, UH won 24-10
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Gary Ozzello
PHONE: office - (303)491-5067/5050, home - (303)493-5574
PRESS BOX PHONE: (303)491-5067
BEST TIME TO CALL COACH: Weekday mornings, 9 a.m. to noon

FREE BUMPER STICKER: Bring this entry blank to any
Sizzler location, and we will enter you in the
Sweepstakes PLUS you will receive a
'BOWS ARE SIZZLIN' bumper sticker.
(While supply lasts.)
No purchase
required.

Additional
entry blanks also
available at any Hawaii Sizzler.

Sizzler's RAINBOW RUN-A-WAY Sweepstakes

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

Name
Address.
-ZipTelephone .

1980 Results

1981 Schedule
DATE
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21
Nov. 28

OPPONENT
*SAN DIEGO STATE
at Tennessee
at West Virginia
"at Air Force
MISSISSIPPI STATE
'UTAH
*at Texas-El Paso
*at Wyoming
"BRIGHAM YOUNG
*NEW MEXICO
at Arizona State
*at Hawaii

21
24
15
15
0
31
26
21
28
37
14

"Air Force
West Virginia
at Arizona
Nevada-Las Vegas
at Iowa State
*at New Mexico
"at San Diego State
*at Utah
"Wyoming
"Texas-El Paso
"at Brigham Young

*WAC Games

9
52
14
56
69
26
7
21
25
7
45

ELIGIBILITY: Hawaii residents only, at least 18 years old. Employees
of Jolly Roger Hawaii, Inc., their agencies ana families are not eligi
ble. No substitute prizes. One entry per visit per day. No purchase
necessary. Odds of winning depend on total number of entries re
ceived. Entries prior to October 17, 1981 not carried over beyond the
1st grand prize drawing.

So enter today, and you
could win one of 57 great
prizes in the Rainbow
Run-a-way Sweepstakes!

Sizzler
Family Steak House
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COMING UP . . .
in the next issue of
HAWAII FOOTBALL MAGAZINE

RAINBOW SPORTS CALENDAR
For Nov. 22-28
Nov. 22-Fall Baseball League Championships, UH Stadium,
free; Rainbow Swimming, Senior Developmental Meet,
Kahanamoku Pool, 4 p.m.
Nov. 23-Wahine Basketball, UH vs. Utah, Salt Lake City, UT.

Find out what's happen
ing as the University of
Hawaii prepares for its Dia
mond Jubilee celebration
.... And sports informa
tion staff writer Vince Diaz
gives us a personal look at
the plight of a walk-on.
National features . . .
Autumn Fever . . . The
flea flicker and other
oddities . . . Reading the
play . . . Meet the new
members of the College
football Hall of Fame . . .
The Lombardi Award . . .
take a Touchdown quiz . . .
The changing role of the
college fullback . . . dis
cover why teams win in
the fourth quarter . . .
read about the great Pop
Warner . . . Options
change inside the 10 . . .
finally, the 1981-82 NCAA
Bowl schedule.

Nov. 24-Wahine Basketball, UH vs. San Diego State, 7:30
p.m., Klum Gym. Admission.
Nov. 25-Wahine Basketball, UH vs. San Diego State, 7:30
p.m., Klum Gym. Admission.
Nov. 27-Rainbow Basketball, UH vs. Lamar, 7:40 p.m., NBC
Arena, Admission; Rainbow Sailing, Gary Jobson Seminar,
Kaneohe Yacht Club; Quadrangular Regatta, UH vs. Lamar,
Stanford, UC1, Kaneohe Yacht Club, Cal 20's.
Nov. 28-Rainbow Football, UH vs. Colorado State, 7:30 p.m.,
Aloha Stadium; Rainbow Sailing, Quadrangular Regatta, UH vs.
Lamar, Stanford, UCI, Kaneohe Yacht Club, Cal 20 s.

CALL
THE RAINBOW SPORTS LINE

948-6376
Walk-on Doug Kyle.

FOR UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION
ON ALL RAINBOW SPORTS!

It's a whole new ballgame!
Wider interior spacing for
passenger seating comfort.
Completely redesigned non-glare
instrument panel with multi-use
levers for lights, large wipers and
electric washers.
Extra large front and rear
combination lamps for greater
visibility at longer distances.
4-forward all synchromesh power
transmission.
Anti roll bar for passenger safety.

New lightweight spot.,
,
design, eye catching on or off
the highway
Fully reclining front seats.
Anti-theft lockable tank cap &
glove
Double action shock absorbers
' off-road handling and on-road

SJ410

• Powerful, new water-cooled
4-stroke OHC 970cc engine with
fast cooling aluminum cylinder
head.
• Two heavv dutv roDe hooks for

SUZUKI
SEARS , ROEBUCK AND COMPANY

Serving All Tfour
Sporting Needs

©
®/fTV

'82

Dealer

Jogging Shoes, Jogging Shirts, Tank Tops,
Visors, and Golf Shirts.
WHERE HAWAII SHOPS FOR VALUE

SERVCO

A DIVISION OF SERVCO PACIFIC INC.
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Half Metal Door Sportster

rescuing other vehicles.

1982 CELICA
The Shape of
Things to
Come!

& SASSY!
STARLET

GAS MILEAGE CHAMP OF AMERICA
A A EPA est.
city mpg

C
EPA est.
^0 "V hwy mpg*

Now you can have your economy and your comfort too.
The STARLET is small outside so you can wriggle into
parking spaces but big inside so 4 adults can ride in
relaxing comfort. And all their luggage will fit in too.
*Your actual mileage depends on speed, distance and
weather conditions.

COROLLA

THE WORLD'S BEST SELLER!
Streamlined styling and proven dependability make the
Corolla the best-selling car in the world. And that's not
just wishful thinking!

4x4 SPORT TRUCK

"Toyota's 4x4 SR-5 is probably the best all-around
4WD pickup produced today at any price. Toyota,
you're amazing. You've taken a perfectly good truck
and made it even better. Now, how can you follow an
act like that?"
PICKUP/VAN/4WD Magazine (March 1981)

AUTO EXPERTS IN GERMANY SAY:

Toyota Mechanical Quality Rated
Better Than Mercedes-Benz & Audi*

'"Perhaps most surprising of all is the quality image the Japanese cars have
earned in Germany, where HIGH QUALITY is the minimum level of
In a recent rating by the privately funded German Technical Examination
Society, TOYOTA WALKED OFF WITH THE TOP MECHANICAL RATING,
AHEAD OF MERCEDES-BENZ AND AUDI."
Edited by Tony Swan, Motor Trend-Dec. 1980

Test drive one today at your nearest Toyota Dealer.

